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CALIFORNIA POLYTECHNIC
CALENDAR, 1939-40
Fall Quarter
Sept. 11-Monday, Freshman Registration, Examinations.
Sept. 12-Tuesday, Registration of Old Students, Freshman Exam-

inations.

Sept. 13-Wednesday, Instruction Begins.
Nov. 29-Wednesday Noon, to Dec. 3, Thanksgiving Holiday.
Dec. 14-15-Final Examinations.
Dec. 15-Friday, End of Fall Quarter.
Winter Quarter
Jan. 2-Tuesday, Registration of All Students.
Jan. 3-Wednesday, Instruction Begins.
Feb. 22-23-Thursday, Friday, Washington's Birthday. Holidays.
March 14-15-Final Examinations.
March 15-Friday, End of Winter Quarter.
March 15-24-Spring Vacation.
Spring Quarter
March 25-Monday, Registration of All Students.
March 26-Tuesday, Instruction Begins.
May 30-31-Thursday, Friday, Decoration Day, Holidays.
June 10-11-12-Final Examinations.
June 12-End of Spring Quarter, Commencement.
See Application for Admission form, on page 163.
VARSITY FOOTBALL SCHEDULE, 1939
*Sept. 22-Cal Tech, at San Luis Obispo.
*Sept. 29-Humboldt State College, at Eureka.
*Oct. 7-Tempe State College, at Tempe, Ariz.
Oct. 14-San Jose State Frosh (tentative), at San Luis Obispo.
Oct. 21-Open.
Oct. 27-San Francisco State College, at San Luis Obispo.
Nov. 4-California Aggies, at Davis.
*Nov. 11-San Diego Marines, at San Diego.
Nov. 25-Open.
Nov. 30-Chico State College. at Chico.
*Night Games.
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FOREWORD
This is a message from the California Polytechnic to you-an
average young American with the normal hopes, ambitions, aspirations 'and abilities of such an individual; or the parent, friend or
counsellor of such an American youth.
If you fit into the former category, you hope some day to be
successful in your occupation, to be looked up to and respected in
your community, probably to marry and establish a home. You
probably want to get into your occupation as quickly as you can,
but it is probable that you also want to get into it as a skilled,
intelligent employe capable of making decisions and helping establish good policies as well as performing operations.
The experience of the last generation has shown that the highlytrained professional man who has been graduated from a university,
with probably one to four additional years of graduate training,
will ultimately achieve the highest average salary or income. Experience has also shown that the number of such individuals who
can find employment or establish practices, is limited by unchangeable economic laws.
The experience of every generation has shown that the individual
who enters a field of endeavor without training, will rarely ever
reach above the lowest average salary or income. With the exception of so-called "boom" times, common labor is a drug on the
market. The number of individuals who can find employment and
maintain it steadily, is likewise limited. At best, it is an uncertain
existence.
The experience of the last few decades has shown that between
the super-trained specialist and the common laborer, is a considerable field of endeavor, requiring ability to work, a wide range of
skills, a thorough knowledge of the science underlying the operation
or enterprise, administrative ability, economic judgment, and a fair
general education. This field has largely escaped formal education;
it has been filled by those who through sheer perseverance and
personal ability forged up from the ranks of common labor, or
those who through inability to complete the rigid requirements for
the highly professional field, landed in this group. The former is
often limited, the latter often dissatisfied.
California Polytechnic was founded 38 years ago, to teach young
people to use their hands and their heads. The first airplane flight
was not made until after the first classes had been held for a few
months in 1903, the automobile was still a novelty. Boys then went
out of California Polytechnic with a high school diploma and an
ability to start as mechanics, carpenters, farmers or farm workers.
Today, we know that it is not good for a young man to attempt
to enter an occupation at too early an age. We believe that he
should get all the foundation a high school course can give him
before he enrolls at California Polytechnic. Then, we endeavor in
the two years or three years he can spend with us-and most of
those who come are very impatient to try their wings-to give
him those fundamental sciences and skills, proved day after day
with practical demonstration in projects of commercial type, that
will enable him to fill this middle field.
It is true that young men who go into agricultural or industrial
fields from California Polytechnic, often start exactly where they
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would have started without any formal training at all-and at the
same wage. It is also true that within a short time-if they have
made proper use of their educational opportunities-they will be
advanced to positions which fellow workers cannot fill vecause the
latter have learned only how-not why. Many agricultural graduates return to the home farm or enter their own type of enterprise
on rented land or a place of their own, and make good.
Whatever your goal, California Polytechnic is directed toward,
and equipped for, giving you a thorough technical education in the
field which you choose to follow; and for providing good character
training and wholesome environment which will make you a good
citizen as well as a useful one.

Administration, California Polytechnic
THE STATE BOARD OF EDUCATION

Armistead B. Carter---....-----.........-...................-----Diego
Ford A. Chatters..................--------.....---------------...
Dr. Lewis P. Crutcher............------...........................
Beach
M iss Alice H. Dougherty ............................................
Oakland
ento
R. E. Golway.....................................................
Mrs. Charles Kasch....-----.....--................................
San Francisco
Daniel C. Murphy .............----------------------------.........
Miss Alice Rose Power------............--------------.............
Francisco
Mrs. Rae L. Shoemaker-- --.............
.....................................
Los Angeles
A. Heber W inder ...............................
.................................
Riverside

THE STATE DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION
Hon. Walter F. Dexter..--..-----.........Director of Education, Sacramento
State Bureau of Agricultural
Julian A. McPhee----------.......................Chief,
Education and President California Polytechnic, San Luis Obispo

THE CALIFORNIA POLYTECHNIC SCHOOL

President
Julian A. McPhee-----.......-............-...................----Oscar F. Lucksinger......................................--------of Instruction
of Industrial Education
Charles E. Knott---------------...................................
of Agricultural Education
Walter C. Patchett..............................Dean
G. Weir Fetters------------...........................------......
Charge, Voorhis Unit
Alice M . D aniel..................................................

THE STATE BUREAU OF AGRICULTURAL EDUCATION (ADVISORY)
Julian A. McPhee, Chief of the Bureau, California Polytechnic, San
Luis Obispo.
E. W. Everett, Deputy State Supervisor, California Polytechnic,
San Luis Obispo.
Howard F. Chappell, Assistant State Supervisor, Library and
Courts Bldg., Sacramento.
George P. Couper, Assistant State Supervisor, California Polytechnic, San Luis Obispo.
B. R. Denbigh, Assistant State Supervisor, 308 California State
Bldg., Los Angeles.
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B. J. McMahon, Assistant State Supervisor, California Polytechnic,
San Luis Obispo.
A. G. Rinn, Assistant State Supervisor, California Polytechnic, San
Luis Obispo.
S. S. Sutherland, Teacher Trainer, University of California, Davis.
J. I. Thompson, Senior Technical Supervisor, California Polytechnic,
San Luis Obispo.

FACULTY
McPhee, Julian A.-B.S., M.S......................President
Received B.S. from University of California, 1917; M.A. from
University of California.
Experience: Agricultural Extension Service, University of California; United States Navy; Director Vocational Agriculture,
Gilroy High School; Assistant State Supervisor of Agricultural
Education, State Department of Education (California); State
Supervisor of Agricultural Education, State Department of Education (California); Chief, Bureau of Agricultural Education,
State Department of Education (California), 1927-present.
President, California Polytechnic since 1933.
of Instruction
Lucksinger, Oscar F.-B.S., M.S............Dean
Received B.S. from University of California, 1916; M.S. from
University of California; additional graduate study, University
of California.
Experience: American Expeditionary Force, Medical Corps;
Agricultural Instructor, Lemoore Union High School; Director of
Agriculture, Gonzales Union High School; Principal, Gonzales
Evening High School.
At California Polytechnic since 1934.
Knott, C. E.-B.S., M.S.........................Dean of Industrial Education;
Industry Coordinator.
Received B.S. from University of California, 1916; M.S. from
University of California.
Experience: U. S. Army overseas; Apprentice Machinist at
Pomona Manufacturing Company; Substation Operator for Pacific Gas and Electric Company, Berkeley; Evaluation of Power
Plants and Substations for Pacific Gas and Electric Company,
San Francisco.
At California Polytechnic since 1921.
Patchett, Walter C.-B.S., M.S.........Dean of Agricultural Education
Received B.S. from Oregon State College 1922, M.S. from University of Southern California.
Experience: Agricultural instructor, Santa Rosa High School,
1922-25; Gilroy High School, 1925-26. Director of Vocational Education, Santa Rosa High School and Junior College, 1926-31.
Principal of Santa Rosa High School, 1931-38.
At California Polytechnic since 1938.
*Fetters, G. Weir-B.S...........In Charge Voorhis Unit; Agricultural
Inspection.
Received B.S. from University of California. 1931. Graduate
work, University of California; additional work Fresno State
College.
*At Voorhis Unit, San Dimas.
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Experience: Director of Agriculture, Liberty Union High
School, Brentwood; Turlock Union High School, Turlock.
At California Polytechnic since 1936.
Daniel, Alice M.................................. .................. Registrar
Graduate Business College.
Experience: Secretary to State Supervisor of Agricultural Education, State Department of Education (California); Secretary
to Chief, Bureau of Agricultural Education, State Department of
Education (California); Secretary to President, California Polytechnic School, San Luis Obispo, California; Registrar Califorma
Polytechnic School, San Luis Obispo, California.
At California Polytechnic since 1933.
Beck, Carl G.-B.S.............Accounting and Economics; Adviser,
Future Farmers of America, Cal Poly Chapter.
Received B.S. from Colorado State College, 1921. Additional
graduate study at Colorado State, and University of California
at Berkeley and Davis.
Experience: Director of agriculture, Del Norte Union high
school (Colorado); Principal, Del Norte Union high school; Director of Agriculture at Middletown Union high school and Colusa Union high school, California; with American Expeditionary
Force, Field Artillery.
At California Polytechnic since 1932.
Bennion, Lyman L.-B.S...............................Meat Animal Husbandry
Received B.S. from Utah State College, 1929; Sales Department Purina Mills, 1929-30; American Packing Co., Union Stock
Yards, Ogden, Utah, 1930-31; Director of Agriculture, Salinas
Union High School, 1932-33; Ag. Extension Service, University
of California, 1934-37.
At California Polytechnic since 1938.
Manufacturing
Boone, Eugene-B.S.....................Dairy
Received B.S. from the University of California (Davis) 1932.
Experience: Modesto Milk Producers Association, 1932-35. Cadet trainee, agricultural teacher training, 1935-36. Head of department of vocational agriculture, Turlock High School, 193638. At California Polytechnic since 1938.
Bowls, Woodford E.-A.B., M.A., Ph.D.........Physics and Chemistry
Received A.B. at University of California in 1932, M.A. in 1935,
and Ph.D. in 1937.
Experience: Pacific Gas and Electric Company, Maintenance
Foreman in summer camps, Teaching Fellow in Physics at University of California 1932-1933, Teaching Assistant in Physics at
University of California 1933-1937. Commissioned Officer in Ordnance Branch of Organized Reserves.
At California Polytechnic since 1937.
Butler, J. B. V.- A.B., M.D........................................School Physician
Received A.B. from Willamette University, 1927; M.D. from
University of Oregon Medical School.
Experience: Practicing Physician in San Luis Obispo, Lieutenant in Naval Reserve; Division Surgeon, Southern Pacific Co.
At California Polytechnic since 1933.
Chase, Margaret H.-B.A., M.A.............English, History, Economics
Received B.A. from Dalhousie; M.A. from University of Cali-
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fornia, 1915. Additional graduate study, Stanford University and
University of California.
Experience: Instructor in English, at California Polytechnic
School, 1908-17 and 1932-; head of Academic Department,
1915-32; vice-president, 1917-32; acting president, 1924 (half
year); dean of junior college, 1927-32.
At California Polytechnic since 1908 in various positions.
Couper, George P.-B.S.....Publications, Assistant State Supervisor,
Bureau of Agricultural Education.
Oregon State (ollege, 1925; Fresno State College. Received
B. S. Oregon State College, 1936.
Experience: General Electric Company; Standard Appraisal
Company; City Editor, The Dalles Chronicle, The Dalles, Oregon.
At California Polytechnic since 1931.
Court, W illiam E.-B.S.................................................Fruit Production
Received B. S. Degree, University of California, 1929.
Experience: Director of Agriculture at the Williams Union
High School and Wasco Union High School. At California Polytechnic since 1936.
Davidson, Harold P.-B.A., M.A...............Music, English, Psychology
Received B. A., Pomona College, 1929; M. A., Claremont College, 1932; Additional Graduate Work, University of Southern
California.
Experience: Director of All-City Pomona P. T. A. Chorus;
Head of Music Department, Emerson Junior High School, Pomona; Master Training Teacher, Claremont Colleges. At California Polytechnic since 1936.
De Rosa, Don-B.A................................Physical Education; Athletics
Received B.A. from the University of Santa Clara in 1938.
Experience: Assistant Football Coach University of Santa
Clara 1937.
At California Polytechnic since 1938.
Deuel, Joseph C.......................Dormitory Superintendent; Librarian;
Director of Physical Education; Athletics.
Experience: U. S. Army, Commissioned officer rank of Major;
Served in Cuba, Panama, Mexico, France, and Germany. Cost
Accountant, Win. Cluff Co., San Francisco.
At California Polytechnic since 1920.
Drumm, George M.-B.S., M.S...................................Dairy Production
Received B.S. from Kansas State College, 1921; M.S. from
Iowa State College.
Experience: Extended travel, Middle Western and Western
United States; Instructor of Dairying, University of California;
Herdsman for numerous commercial dairy farms; Farm Manager, Rancho Del Monte, Carmel, and Patrick Farms, Salinas.
At California Polytechnic since 1931.
Eaton, Bourne G.-A.B., M.A., Ph.D.....Electrical Industries Theory,
Mathematics.
Received A. B. at Stanford in 1929, M. A. in 1932, and Ph. D.
in 1935.
Experience: Assistant Instructor in Physics at Stanford 1931
to 1934. Research Physicist for the Standard Oil Co. of California, 1934 to 1936. At California Polytechnic since 1937.
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Figge, Henry C......................................................... Welding and Forge
Apprenticeship in Blacksmithing served in Germany. Journeyman in California. Vocational Training Course, University of
California at Los Angeles, Summer Sessions 1922-1923-1924.
Experience: Owner general blacksmith shop in San Joaquin
county, 1900-1905; owner general blacksmith shop in Oakland,
1905-1915. At California Polytechnic from 1915 to 1923. Shop
Instructor in Welding, Jefferson High School, Los Angeles, 19231927.
At California Polytechnic since 1927.
Gifford, Paul H.-A.B---...----....................--------English, Economics, Dramatics
Received A.B. from Whittier College; Graduate work at University of Chicago.
Experience: Extended travel in America and Europe; Sales
Management; Department of Finance, Sacramento.
At California Polytechnic since 1937.
*Hawkins, Howard H.-B.S.......Agricultural Inspection, Citriculture
Received B.S. from University of California, 1933. Graduate
study at University of California at Los Angeles.
Experience: Director of Agriculture, Valencia High School,
Placentia, Calif.
At California Polytechnic since 1937.
Hollenberg, Alvin H.-B.S................Agricultural Mechanics, Farm
Machinery.
Received B.S. from Oregon State College, 1927; Additional
Graduate Study, Oregon State College and University of California at Davis.
Experience: Director of Agriculture, Atascadero High School;
Instructor Agricultural Mechanics, Watsonville High School.
At California Polytechnic since 1932.
Howes, Wilbur B.-B.A.............................Landscaping, Plant Science
Non-degree work at University of California, Davis; Received
B.A. from Chico State College, 1930; Additional Graduate Study
at University of Southern California.
Experience: Instructor in Agriculture, Los Angeles School System.
At California Polytechnic since 1932.
Hyer, John J.................Electric Testing, Drawing, and Construction
Certificate of Vocational Arts in Electricity, and related Mathematics, Science, and Drawing, University of California, 1927.
Experience: Served in U. S. Volunteer Army during SpanishAmerican War, and Philippine Insurrection; extended travel in
America, Mexico, Europe, and the Orient. Switchboard Constructor, Pacific Tel. and Tel. Co.; Electrical Engineer and Chief Inspector for City of San Francisco; Electrical Engineer, Nevada
Douglas Copper Co., Nev.; Copper Belt R. R. Co., National Metals and Chemical Co.; also Research, Contracting, and Sales experience. At California Polytechnic since 1927.
Leach, Richard-B.S.................................................Poultry Husbandry
Received B.S. from Montana State College, 1931.
Experience: Supervisor, Feed Sales Agency for Sweet & Com*At Voorhis Unit, San Dimas.
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pany, Bozeman, Montana; Manager and Owner of Commercial
Poultry Plant, Bozeman, Montana.
At California Polytechnic since 1930.
Martinsen, M. C..................................................Aeronautics Industries
Graduate, California Polytechnic, 1917, Mechanics Engineering; additional study, University of California at Los Angeles;
Licensed by the Department of Commerce, Bureau of Aeronautics
as Aircraft Pilot; Aircraft and Engine Mechanic; and Ground
School Instructor.
Experience: Travel South America, France; U. S. Army Engineer, World War; Electrician, Reynolds Electric Co., Santa Barbara, Calif.; Steam Engineer, Union Oil Co., Avila, Calif.; Machinist, C. F. Brann Co., San Francisco, Calif.; Shop Foreman,
Santa Barbara Motor Co.; Owner and Operator, Automotive Repair Business, Santa Barbara, Calif.; Mechanic, Lockheed Aircraft Corp., Burbank, Calif.
At California Polytechnic since 1930.
Mason, Raymond P...........Air Conditioning Industries, Refrigeration
York School of Engineering, York, Pa. (York Ice Machinery
Corporation); additional study, University of Southern California; architectural course, I. C. S.
Experience: Extended travel in America, Canada, Alaska,
Australia. Field Supervisor York Ice Machinery Corporation, Los
Angeles; Federal Receiver, Parker Ice Machine Co., San Bernardino; Branch Manager, Baker Ice Machine Co. Inc., Seattle, St.
Louis, San Francisco. At California Polytechnic since 1936.
McCapes, A. M.-D.V.M.......................Veterinarian, Animal Sciences
University of Colorado 1919-23 Premedic. Received D. V. M.
from Colorado State College, 1927.
Experience: Assistant Veterinarian, Oregon State College,
1927-31; Extension Veterinarian, Univ. of Missouri, 1931-33; Assistant Manager, Ashe-Lockhart Inc., Kansas City, Mo., 1933-34;
Supervising Veterinarian, U. S. Bureau of Animal Industry, Tuberculosis Eradication, California, 1934-36. At California Polytechnic since 1936.
McCorkle, C. O.-B.S., M.S.............Agricultural Economics, Subject
Specialist, Bureau of Agricultural Education.
Received B.S. from University of California, 1927; M.S. from
University of California, 1937.
Experience: Director of Agriculture, Red Bluff Union High
School, 1927 to 1931; at California Polytechnic, 1932 to 1936;
Research Assistant on Giannini Foundation of Agricultural Economics, University of California, 1936-37; returned to California
Polytechnic 1937.
McFarland, L. E.-B.S...............................Maintenance and Operation
Received B.S. from University of California, 1924; Graduate
work, University of California.
Experience: Marine Corps, World War.
At California Polytechnic since 1925.
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McKellar, John Donald-B.S.E.E.....................Aeronautics Industries
Received B.S.E.E. University of South Dakota, 1930.
Experience: Machinist Hudson-Essex Motor Car Company, Detroit, Mich.; Flying Cadet U. S. Army Air Corps; Valuation En-.
gineer, Interstate Commerce Commission; Aeronautical Engineer,
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics; Aeronautical Engineer, Hughes Aircraft Company.
At California Polytechnic since 1937.
*Meacham, Vernon H.-B.S........... Horticulture, Physical Education
Received B.S. from University of California, 1924.
Experience: Agricultural Instructor Gilroy High School; Agricultural Instructor Manteca High School.
At California Polytechnic since 1929.
Merson, James F.-B.A...................................Agricultural Mechanics
Graduate San Jose State College 1928; received B. A. from San
Jose State College 1932; graduate work University of California
at Davis.
Experience: Western Electric Co., Oakland; Instructor Agricultural Mechanics, Dos Palos High School, Santa Rosa High
School. At California Polytechnic since 1936.
Metz, Roy F...........................................................Aeronautics Industries
Cass Technical School of Engineering, 1914. Additional study,
various aircraft and engines companies including the Wright
Aeronautical Corporation, United Air Lines. Holds Department
of Commerce Airplane and Engine License No. 4579.
Experience: Experimental Department, Chalmers Motor Company; Army Air Corps, World War; Assembling Motor Trucks,
Stutz Motor Company; Operated Pacific Airmotive Corporation,
an approved Engine Repair Station; Engine Mechanic with the
United Air Lines, Standard Oil Company Aviation Division and
Pan American Lines.
At California Polytechnic since 1937.
O'Daniels, Howard R.-B.Com.....Mathematics, Physical Education,
Athletics.
Received B.Com. from University of Santa Clara, 1931; Additional graduate study, University of Southern California.
Experience: Director of Physical Education, Mission High
School, San Luis Obispo, California.
At California Polytechnic since 1933.
Parker, Harry...-......-.............--------------------......................Meat Animal Husbandry
Graduate Kent College, Canterbury, England, 1918; attended
Kingston Agricultural College, Leicestershire County, England,
1918-1920.
Experience: Herdsman Edward Best, Shorthorn Ranch, Mount
Vernon, New Hampshire, 1920-1922; C. A. Smith, Hereford
Ranch, Chester, West Virginia, 1922-1928; Peter Ross, Shorthorn
Ranch, Danville, Ill., 1928-1930; William Briggs, Hereford Ranch,
Dixon, California, 1930-1932. At California Polytechnic since 1932.
*At Voorhis Unit, San Dimas.
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Perozzi, J. H...........................Power Plant Operation, Chief Engineer
Southern Oregon State Normal School; graduate of California
Polytechnic, 1912; University of California.
Experience: Instructor in Forge and Carpentry, California
Polytechnic; Superintendent of Construction, California Department of Public Works; Chief Engineer, California Polytechnic.
At California Polytechnic since 1912.
Sharpe, Norman-B.A.....Air Conditioning Industries, Refrigeration
Received B.A. degree University of California at Los Angeles,
1929. Carrier Engineering School 1930. Graduate work at University of Southern California, 1933.
Experience: Research engineer Carrier Engineering Corporation, Newark, New Jersey, 1930; Design engineer Carrier Engineering Corporation, 1930-1932; Physics and Mathematics teacher, Los Angeles City Schools, 1934-1935; Design and Construction
Engineer Luppen and Hawley, 1935-1937.
At California Polytechnic since 1937.
......... IndustrialArts
Smith, Merritt B......................
Teacher Training, University of California at Los Angeles,
1925; Private Instruction under Professor M. H. Leitner.
Experience: Member of firm of Smith, Purse and Warner, Construction Engineers; General Superintendent, Perfection Corn
Planter Company.
At California Polytechnic since 1925.
Smith, S. Stratton-............................................................... M achine Shop
Graduate E. J. Sweeney Auto and Tractor School, 1920, Kansas City, Mo.; C. K. Cooke Electrical School, Chicago, Ill.
Experience: U. S. General Land Office Survey, automotive machinist, Union Oil Company, San Luis Obispo; electrician, C. K.
Cooke Electric Shop, San Luis Obispo; automotive machinist,
Standard Auto Parts, San Luis Obispo. Owner and operator of
own shop for three years, San Luis Obispo, Calif.
At California Polytechnic since 1938.
Thompson, J. I.-B.S.............Agriculture Coordinator, Senior Technical Adviser, Bureau of Agricultural Education.
Received B.S. from Iowa State College, 1910; Graduate work
Iowa State College.
Experience: Director of Agriculture, Guthrie County High
School, Iowa; Associate Professor of Animal Husbandry, University of California; Exchange Professor, Kansas State College;
Manager, Straloch Livestock Farm, Davis.
At California Polytechnic since 1931.
Wilson, Harold O.-B.S.................................Meat Animal Husbandry
Received B.S. from University of California, 1932; Additional
study at Fresno State College; Graduate study, University of
California at Los Angeles.
Experience: Director of Agriculture, Excelsior Union High
School, Norwalk.
At California Polytechnic since 1936.
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HISTORY
The California State Polytechnic School was established 38 years
ago for free public instruction in agriculture, home economics, business methods, trade and industry. All home economics and commercial courses for young women were dropped from the curricula
several years ago, leaving the institution one entirely for young
men.

The establishment of a state institution to train young men for
specific employment in the agricultural and industrial fields was a
move which was far in advance of the educational trend of the
times. At that time only a few public high schools in the United
States were giving any vocational instruction, and only a few endowed private institutions were giving vocational training of either
high school or collegiate level.
From the very start of the school, the rather extreme difference
between the goal of California Polytechnic, and the goal of general
education, proved a barrier to prevent the growth of the institution authorized at San Luis Obispo by the legislature in 1901. In
the first catalog is found the following: "This school does not occupy a place in the regular school system of the state. . . . It receives students who are recommended, but it does not prepare them
for entrance to the universities. ... Its aim is to prepare them for
an active industrial life. . .. "
Fourteen years after the California Polytechnic opened its doors,
the problem of training young men and women for specific employment was recognized nationally by the establishment of legislation
to promote vocational education in the high schools of the nation,
under the Smith-Hughes law. Paralleling the experience of the
Polytechnic school as a state institution, vocational education
spread slowly in the district and city high schools.
During the last ten years, however, educators have evidenced a
marked change in viewpoint, and technical training is becoming
more and more accepted as sound, desirable, necessary and beneficial to those who do not care to engage in University work leading
to such higher professions as law, medicine or the arts; or do not
care to spend several years in cultural and general education.
Thus, the history of California Polytechnic is very closely associated with the history of education. During the last five or six
years, the state technical institute has been accepted as a valuable
educational media of collegiate grade, in which the young man who
has definite plans for an agricultural or industrial career can complete terminal training which he ordinarily started in his high
school technical or vocational courses.
The history of the California Polytechnic from 1903 to 1933 is
one of gradual growth in property, of change in administration
with resultant change in policy, of marking time and waiting for
the educational philosophy of the state to catch up with the vision
of those men who established the school in a single building and
with an enrollment of 20 students, in 1903.
A new chapter was opened in 1933 when the school was made a
direct, administrative branch of the State Department of Education. The director of the institution appointed at that time, was ,t
member of the administrative staff of the State Department of Ed-
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ucation, as Chief of the Bureau of Agricultural Education. This
made it possible for the first time to coordinate the entire state
program of agricultural education through a single executive. It
also became possible for the first time, to establish close relations
between the State Department of Education and the state technical
institute.
Since 1933, the school has evidenced marked physical and curricular improvement. A corps of practical men, each with commercial
experience as well as teaching experience, was added to the staff.
The campus was almost completely re-landscaped. New farm buildings were erected and others modernized. Concrete sidewalks and
surfaced roads were laid. The previous courses of high school level
were eliminated and technical and vocational instruction of college
level established. Entrance requirements were raised, both from the
standpoint of units of preparatory instruction and character of
the applicant.
In 1936, a new era was again begun. Courses which had previously included many fields were divided into specific units, with the
objective of establishing a weighted value in units completed, and
a transfer value for those desiring to ultimately continue their
education for a baccalaureate degree. At the same time, the original goal of the institution was not changed. The courses remain
essentially as terminal in nature, leading to specific employment
The practical method of training through projects and maximum
participation in the actual practices and skills, has not been altered.
In 1938 came the most valuable acquisition, and most rapid expansion, in the history of the institution. A Pasadena citizen,
Charles B. Voorhis, had in 1928 established a beautiful school and
home for deserving, underprivileged youngsters, in eastern Los
Angeles county near San Dimas. He spent more than a million
dollars on the buildings and orchard, and probably an equal amount
to maintain this fine philanthropy for 10 years.
In 1938, feeling that he could no longer carry on this project,
and learning that California Polytechnic school was doing a creditable job in preparing for useful employment and citizenship hundreds of young men of college age, Mr. Voorhis made an outright
gift of his school as a horticulture branch of the California Polytechnic school.
Transfer of this property took place in August of 1938, and
prior to the beginning of the fall quarter, all horticulture work
with the exception of landscaping and some service courses, was
transferred to the Voorhis unit of California Polytechnic, as the
San Dimas branch was named. More than 100 men have been
majoring in agricultural inspection, citriculture and deciduous fruit
production during this first year of operation.
The gift was accepted as a piere of property admirably adapted
to teach horticulture on a technical, operations basis. No intention
is expressed of making a general "southern branch" of California
Polytechnic, duplicating the work at San Luis Obispo. Growth of
the Voorhis unit will be within the nresent fields, with the transfer
of other m jors from San Luis Obispo, or the establishment of
new curricula not now taught at either branch.
In general, the same rules and regulations apply to both branches.
Where there are noteworthy changes, or outstanding facilities, mention is made of them in this bulletin.
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ACCREDITIZATION
California Polytechnic school is designated by the state board
of education as a three-year technical college, with limited certificates given at the conclusion of the two-year vocational level
curricula.
Units earned in the degree-transfer curricula at California Polytechnic have full transfer value to all institutions accepting this
work toward graduation requirements.
Where both degree-transfer and technical students attend the
same section of certain courses, credit may be deferred by the institution to which transfer is made, pending a semester of satisfactory matriculation. Full advanced standing is given in courses
limited to degree-transfer students, and in certain courses attended
by both groups.
Courses at California Polytechnic which do not fit into the graduation pattern of the institution to which transfer is made, may be
given credit as electives, or not accepted by the degree-granting
institution. Since the graduation pattern of various colleges is extremely varied, students should confer with the registrar before
making curricula decisions.
All work given at San Dimas is of a technical nature but may be
applied to degree transfer credit if the student will attend the
California Polytechnic at San Luis Obispo to take required degree
transfer courses such as chemistry, physics and English.

THE SCHOOL PLANT
SAN LUIS OBISPO
The California Polytechnic plant at San Luis Obispo is one of
the most extensive of any college institution on the Pacific Coast
occupying a single campus. There are 85 acres in the campus
proper, more than 1300 acres in the farm, and 23 major buildings.
More than 50 smaller structures are utilized in the agricultural
divisions. The entire plant has a valuation of more than a million
and a half dollars.
SAN DIMAS
The Voorhis unit plant is more compact, with intensive cultivation practiced on the tillable land. There are about seven acres in the
major campus, all beautifully landscaped. The available farming
land includes about 30 acres of young citrus, avocadoes, walnuts,
grapes and other fruits. The tract is located in a thermal belt, with
comparatively low frost hazard.
STUDENT LIVING QUARTERS
SAN LUIS OBISPO
Dormitory Row is at the extreme southern side of the campus. It
is formed by four modern men's dormitories, Chase, Deuel, Heron
and Jespersen. Concrete walks connect the student quarters with
each other, with the dining hall and the classroom buildings.
Rooms each have accommodations for two occupants, and are
furnished with beds, springs and mattresses; dresser, study table
and chairs. Students furnish their own bedding, rugs, reading
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lamps and decorations. There are ample shower facilities in each of
the dormitories.
Each building, too, has a commodious lounge room, with radio
and other facilities. A permanent dormitory superintendent lives
in each of the student quarter buildings, and one of them is also
general dormitory superintendent. The buildings are of modern
stucco construction, surrounded by lawns and beautiful landscaping.
To be occupied for the first time in the fall of 1939 are six cottage-type dormitories located near the heart of the agricultural
project area. Each cottage will provide study and sleeping rooms
for twelve boys, with upperclassmen in charge of each unit. Erection of these cottages was planned to help take care of the shortage
of rooms on the campus, and their location was designed to accommodate boys with project responsibilities, often late at night or
early in the morning.
Adjacent to the dormitories is the campus dining hall operated
on the cafeteria plan and providing food prepared by a dietician
with a knowledge of the appetites and nourishment requirements
of growing boys and young men. Meals are served at hours best
suited to the classroom, work and athletics schedule of the school.
SAN DIMAS
Students living on the campus at the Voorhis unit are housed in
one of the five student cottages. These buildings hold about 20
students each. The members of each cottage are organized to carry
on athletic and student activities in a democratic manner. Students
set up their own study and living regulations including definite
study periods, and clean-up periods. The living quarters are clean,
comfortable and well furnished. If no accommodations are available
on the campus an effort is made to find suitable lodging near the
campus.
Students living in the cottages eat in the dining hall, which accommodates about 200 students at a time. The meals are prepared
under the direction of an experienced chef and menus are planned
to provide the proper balance of wholesome food.
ADMINISTRATION AND CLASSROOM BUILDINGS
SAN LUIS OBISPO
The administration building is the center of campus business activity. The office of the director, the business office, the offices of
all department heads and many instructors, is located in this building. The registrar is also in this structure, so that all student
financial and scholastic transactions are carried on there. A small
assembly hall in the building provides a meeting place for campus
groups and for large classes.
The new classroom units, consisting of two long one-story structures with 14,400 feet of floor space, was used for the first time in
1938-39. The unit includes single rooms, end to end, and office
space for many factulty members. The rooms are quiet and welllighted. Most of the science classes, some drafting, music, economics and marketing, and the library, have been transferred to the
new unit.
SAN DIMAS
The administration unit at San Dimas is part of a group of
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buildings joined by long, covered corridors. In the same unit are
most of the classrooms and laboratories, the library, and the campus dining hall and kitchen.
LABORATORY

BUILDINGS

AND FACILITIES

Few institutions in the United States have better equipment for
the practical demonstration of, and participation in, the technical
and vocational skills of the major courses offered. The new construction program now under way will bring the buildings up to a
par with the equipment and other facilities.
AGRICULTURE
SAN LUIS OBISPO
There are three general types of facilities in agricultural instruction: Flocks, buildings and equipment owned by the state for foundation and managerial purposes; those owned by the school's project fund for commercial operation, and those owned by the students
in individual projects. The following concern only facilities for
foundation and management; project facilities are discussed later.
General Farm:
The general farm occupies more than 1300 acres in addition to
the 85 acres of the campus proper. Land which is not used for
specific units, is generally utilized for the growing of alfalfa, cereal
grains and hays, ensilage and green feed, or range. About 600 acres
are cultivated.
Landscaping:
Under this section are the greenhouses, lath-houses and propagation house. For practice work, the campus area provides virtually unlimited facilities. The home of the director and several houses
for faculty members on the campus provide training in landscaping
individual dwellings, while the campus itself provides training in
park and institutional improvement. Private homes and public
buildings in the city are utilized for further laboratory experience.
Fruit Production:
Fifteen acres of the California Polytechnic farm have been planted to deciduous fruits, nuts, vines, small fruits and citrus. While
the major work in these fields has been tiansferred to the Voorhis
unit at San Dimas, service courses are maintained, particularly for
boys majoring in other fields who desire some instruction in fruit
production as an occupational minor.

Poultry:
The poultry unit consists of 10 laying houses and 12 brooding
houses of various types, structures and land for range propagation,
quarters and facilities for pedigree work and trapnesting, and a
central building for incubation, battery brooding, feed storage, egg
handling and training in dressing meat birds.
The plant is stocked with 2000 laying birds, including 750 pedigreed pullets in trapnests. During the spring of 1939, 4000 chicks
were hatched, 2500 of them individually pedigreed and most of
which will go for replacement. All birds are owned by the project
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fund. The modern electric incubator has a capacity of 12,000 eggs.
On the immediate building program are six additional laying houses
which will increase the flock by 1200 more birds. Eleven birds produced 300 eggs or more in the last year.
Meat Animals:
The Meat Animals unit is subdivided into the beef cattle, sheep
and swine sections.
For beef cattle in the foundation herd, barns and feeding equipment are provided adjacent to the range area. Nearer the classroom
buildings is the steer feeding shed with a capacity of 75 head. The
school foundation herd, which does not include either market or
breeding stock, includes 35 Hereford cows, 15 heifers and two bulls;
and 15 Shorthorn cows, eight heifers and one bull.
Facilities in sheep raising include the new sheep barns, with
additional shelter for lambing ewes, and areas for creep-feeding of
lambs. In the permanent foundation herd are 100 Hampshires and
20 Southdowns.
Facilities in swine raising are among the most modern in the
state, and are based on the typical structures used by the swine
raiser. Fourteen double-unit colony houses with a capacity of 28
sows are in use, and in addition there is a central farrowing unit
for 14 more sows. Other facilities are provided for feeding out
market barrows. In the permanent swine herd are 25 Poland-China
sows and gilts, and 15 Duroc-Jersey sows and gilts.
All livestock in the meat animals department foundation flocks
and herds has been carefully selected for correct market and breeding type. Emphasis is continually placed on the animal which will
yield the greatest revenue as a commercial producer, although
many of the individuals are of excellent show type as well. From
the foundation herds come a great proportion of the project market
and breeding stock.
Dairy Production:
The present dairy department facilities and structures must be
divided into those for dairy production and those for dairy manufacturing. The dairy production units include the maternity barn,
new bull and calf barns, feed and shelter shed and milking barn.
The foundation herd consists of 60 Jerseys, 30 Holsteins, and 30
Guernseys. All of the animals are purebred and registered, and include state and national champions in shows as well as many producers with state records.
Dairy Manufacturing:
The dairy manufacturing facilities include bottling equipment
such as cooling and bottling units: and sterilizing, pasteurizing and
separating ecuipment. Complete facilities of two modern creameries are available for intensive practice under supervision in all
types of dairy manufacturing.
Agricultural Mechanics:
The agricultural mechanics facilities include a building approximately 50 by 100 feet with two wings, one a classroom and the
other a forge room. Equipment in this laboratory is of a type that
would be used on an average California farm. There is an abundance of hand tools to take care of farm blacksmithing, farm
soldering and sheet metal work, farm leather work, farm carpentry, farm machinery work, welding, irrigation and farm drawing.
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AGRICULTURE-SAN DIMAS
Agricultural Inspection:
Facilities are provided at the Voorhis unit for training men in the
common practices and skills and the essential techniques in agricultural inspection. Equipment includes that found in grain and
hay grading laboratories, an abundance of sample material, equipment used in fruit testing, plant, insect and disease specimens of
importance in the major fruit and crops production areas of California, as well as laboratory samples and specimens of diseases
and pests which might be introduced from other states and nations;
laboratory equipment for microscopic analysis, a small apiary for
all types of bee work, farm equipment and supplies used in weed
and rodent control, and a complete library covering all subjects
taught. Pest control equipment and material is available. The curricula were established after each course and combination had received the approval of the State Department of Agricultur for its
effectiveness in training inspectors.
In addition to the inspection facilities on the campus, the whole
state provides a training ground. Sophomore and junior students
conduct field problems in inspection and pest control. Graduation
requirements include actual work in commercial packing houses
and at inspection points. Field trips are made to shipping points,
picking and propagation districts in addition to the campus area.

Citriculture:

Nearly 25 acres of citrus now coming into full production provides participation in cultural practices in addition to the inspectional laboratory. The trees are thrifty and well-kept, of standard
varieties and located on good soil in proper locations. Orchards are
equipped with overhead sprinkling systems, and heaters are available where needed. All spraying equipment and other implements
necessary for citriculture, are part of the facilities. Citrus fruit is
marketed cooneratively.
Deciduous Fruits, Sub-tropicals:
The Voorhis unit is located in a thermal belt which makes it
possible to grow almost any commercial fruit. While the acreage
given to deciduous fruits is small, ample practice is provided here
and in the neighboring deciduous fruit district. In the field of subtropicals, several acres of bearing avocados of standard varieties
are provided, and within 15 miles of the school is a large avocado
area in northern Orange county.

Landscaping:

Climatic conditions at the Voorhis unit which make it admirably
located for fruit production are equally advantageous in the landscape gardening- field. This is the only major offered at both
branches. The Voorhis unit has ample propagation facilities for
starting landscape curricula, and extensive opportunity for supervised gardening on the campus and for field trips to major propagation areas and estates.
INDUSTRY
The facilities in industrial education for laboratory work are
divided into four general groups: aeronautics, air conditioning, electrical industries and related subjects.
Aeronautics:
There are three main divisions in aeronautics, the construction
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department, the engines department, and the aeronautical drafting
department. The construction department consists of a room 40 by
100 feet, equipped with the necessary machine tools for the efficient
general repairs of airplanes. These include circular and band saws,
joiners, jigs, sanders, welding outfits, power sewing machine for
fabric, complete sheet-metal working tools, riveting hammers, sand
blast equipment, drills, hand tools, a salt bath for heat-treating
aluminum alloys, and many other devices.
The engines department is equipped with lathes, drill presses,
electric test bench, valve and oattery equipment, and ' airplane
engines consisting of all of the standard makes and types. 1 no
department is housed in a room 60 by 60 feet. Three ouctoor test
stands are in use, with standard propellors ior loading the engines.
In conjunction with the aeronautics department is a well-equipped welding unit in a 40 by 100 foot building. Jquipment includes
Z6 oxy-acetylene welding sets, an electric welding set, a brass
foundry, and a blacksmith shop with power hammer for heavy
work.
The drafting room has a thousand square feet of floor space,
with tables and lockers to accommodate lb students at each class.
Ilectrical industries:
The laboratory building is 40 by 110 feet, equipped with a wide
variety of motors, generators, rotary converters, motor-generator
sets, switchboards, batteries and test instruments for complete test
courses in electrical industries work. Equipment is so arranged
that the power plant and sub-station operating conditions may be
reproduced in the laboratory as well as the equipment being used
for individual testing purposes. In the repair department there is
the necessary equipment for winding coils, and a lathe and drill
press for carrying on repair work. The lecture room contains the
necessary equipment for demonstration of the different electrical
phenomena.
Air Conditioning:
A large room in the new classroom unit is used for class instruction and drafting. This room is provided with sufficient drafting
boards to accommodate thirty students.
A laboratory equally as large as the classroom is fully equipped
with the latest machinery, tools and instruments necessary to meet
the demand of the industry.
A complete air-conditioning system of a size large enough to
condition the general offices and laboratory is provided for; this
combines heating, ventilating and cooling. The system has a combination of heating by oil, steam, gas or electricity. It is provided
with every feature of automatic control, regulation, and recording
in conformity with the present method of application. Many different types of refrigerating systems are in operation under practical duty.
Power Plant:
The central power generating plant and heating plant which
serves the campus, is also a laboratory for power plant operation
courses. The plant includes two 100-horsepower boilers, a steam
generating plant, a gas engine electric generating plant, a 120horsepower Diesel electrical generating unit and a 60-horsepower
high-speed Diesel electric generating unit with the necessary
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switchboards and equipment for the complete functioning of the
power plant.
Machine Shop:
The machine shop is in a 40 by 100 foot building and is equipped
with power hack saw, milling machines, drill presses, planer, shapers, universal tool room grinder, emery wheel grinder heads, 1s
lathes from nine-inch to 26-inch, heat-treating furnace and a stock
and tool room with the necessary small tools for efficiently running
a machine shop.

THE LIBRARY
SAN LUIS OBISPO
The California Polytechnic Library is located in the new classroom unit, near the major class and laboratory rooms.
The library contains 2500 volumes, carefully catalogued and
classified; and a large number of bulletins and circulars including
a complete file of all Experimental Station publications in the
United States, and all the United States Department of Agriculture
bulletins published at Washington, D. C.
It is open to all instructors and students both day and evening,
throughout the school year and the summer periods, with a librarian or assistant in charge. In addition to the stack room, a spacious
room adjacent is provided for reading and study.
A list of periodicals comprising more than 150 magazines and
papers, affords current reference material on historic, educational,
scientific and current topics of especial interest to students. The
library subscribes to the Readers' Guide to Periodic Literature, The
Agricultural Index, Cumulative Book Index, American Year Book,
and Who's Who. There are four sets of good encyclopaedias.
SAN DIMAS
The library of the Voorhis unit at San Dimas is one of the most
attractive rooms on the campus. The lighting is of modern indirect
type, the ceiling is heavily beamed, and shelves are recessed. A
stack room is provided in an adjacent room. The library is also
equipped for motion picture projection.

THE PROJECT LOAN FUND
A revolving project loan fund is provided for the students of the
California Polytechnic, in order that they may have training in full
financial responsibility for the type of investment they must make
in productive enterprises after graduation.
This fund originated by a group of students borrowing money
from a bank and setting aside a share of the profits in the revolving fund for future student use. Today this fund has cash in the
bank and assets of about $30,000.
Following the educational policy of the school to adhere as closely as possible to commercial practices, students are encouraged to
conduct productive enterprises of sufficient scope, not only to test
their ability in the vocational skills required but their ability as
well to produce commodities at a profit.
AGRICULTURAL PROJECT LOANS
Agricultural project loans are available to each student with
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the livestock and its offspring, the poultry and its produce, or the
yield of harvest as security. These loans may be made for the purchase of breeding or market livestock, for the purchase or rental
of poultry, for the tillage of land on the school farm, for the purchase of seed, feed, fertilizer and other materials needed in the conduct of the project, and for harvesting and marketing.
The limitations upon the project loan fund are the ability of the
student to conduct an enterprise of maximum scope, market conditions in the commodity, facilities for conducting the enterprises,
and the total amount available in the loan fund.
If desirable, students may form partnerships for the conduct of
enterprises of a larger scope than those ordinarily carried by individuals.
INDUSTRIAL PROJECT LOANS
Industrial project loans are available to students for the conduct
of commercial enterprises such as the purchase of airplanes for remodeling or repair, the purchase of airplane parts for planes under
construction or repair, either owned by the project fund or owned
by individuals. Normally, such loans are made to a class or group
of students, with all returns made to the project fund.

THE PROJECT SYSTEM
The project system as emphasized in all vocational training is an
integral and unique part of the training at California Polytechnic.
No other institution in the West giving work of collegiate level, is
either equipped for such advanced project work or considers it as a
basic part of the technical and vocational training.
AGRICULTURAL PROJECTS-SAN LUIS OBISPO
Agricultural projects are conducted in each of the major hei.
and
Students each year under this system produce between O,ou0
$40,000 worth of agricultural projects in which they have financial
responsibility and through which the lectures and demonstrations
of the classroom are presented in the most practical known method.
Meat Animals. The institution has a yearly project capacity for
approximately the following: Beef cattle, 15 cows or heifers, and
125 steers; swine, 15 sows, 600 market barrows or gilts; sheep, 50
ewes, 200 market lambs. This is in addition to the foundation herds
and flocks owned by the school.
If a student desires, he may conduct his project without use of
the project loan fund. In such cases, where the enterprise is conducted upon the property of the school, a contract for the use of
land, buildings and equipment is drawn up between the project
loan fund and the student. No project which is not under supervision of the institution may be considered as meeting the required
training.
Most students conduct their projects with the aid of the project
loan fund. Interest is charged at 6 per cent only for the time the
money is actually used. The money may be used for the purchase
of market or breeding animals, for feed and medicinal supplies, and
for marketing costs. The animal or animals form the security for
the loan.
The student is personally responsible for the success of his project, and negligence in any portion of this work is not only evidence
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of scholastic deficiency and impairment of recommendation, but of
actual loss of potential revenue to the project operator.
When the animal is marketed, the interest and principal to the
loan fund are first repaid. After allowing the student a labor
charge the remainder is divided, one-third going to the project fund
as insurance against loss resulting from fluctuating markets, and
two-thirds going to the project operator.
Dairy. The general financial plan in dairy projects follows the
above summary for meat animals, except that the project animals
are frequently purchased outright by the student upon graduation
and taken home for foundation animals in a permanent herd.
Where a student has revenue during the time he owns the animals
of the school property, such as milk or butterfat, he pays the
project fund 40 per cent of the returns after feed costs have been
paid, for the use of equipment and marketing facilities. The liia
cial interest of the project fund in the offspring of breeding stock
owned by the student but financed by the fund, depends upon the
extent of finances involved.
In addition, the entire school herd of 115 animals is leased to the
project fund, so that students have not only managerial but financial responsibility here as well. All of the milking is done by the
students on a butterfat basis.
The normal yearly capacity for student-owned dairy projects is
20 mature animals and 15 to 20 head of young stock.
Poultry. Limits of available facilities and dangers of disease have
made it necessary to virtually eliminate the self-owned poultry
project except where suitable facilities can be found adjacent to the
campus but separated from the foundation flock of the school. However some such facilities are available and are being used. Students
who wish to bring their own projects with them, or to make outright purchases of poultry during school enrollment, should make
a careful program in advance of any financial outlay and in consultation with the department head.
Normally, the entire laying flock of the school is at the disposal
of the poultry student for projects, with units of from 125 to 300
laying hens to an enterprise. As in the case of the dairy, the students have full financial responsibility. Because of variations in the
productive ability of different pens, a maximum labor income is set.
Maximum present project capacity on the campus is 2000 to 3000
laying hens, and about 4000 birds in the brooder houses.
In addition to laying projects, students may follow enterprises
in hatching, brooding, and care of the pedigree flock; or may enter
into production of turkeys and other fowl suited to the climate and
the facilities at the school.
General. Not all agricultural project work is of a product iv
type, nor is all of it conducted through the project loan fund. The
advanced dairy students, for example, do all the Dairy Herd Improvement Association testing in the county. The meat animals
students have considerable managerial responsibility and practice
located in various places on the campus, the installation of new rewith the foundation animals as part of their laboratory work. The
poultry students do work in the poultry and egg-handling plants of
the county. Dairy manufacturing students spend considerable time
Landscape students have
in the commercial creamery plants.
much of the care of campus landscaping, both in class work for
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which they do not receive compensation; and outside of class work
as student labor jobs.
AGRICULTURAL PROJECTS-SAN DIMAS
Project Work:
Students do group work in fruit production courses such as harvesting the oranges, avocados; the spraying, pruning and fumigating o1 groves and orchards. In addition, the grounds and 150-acre
farm are entirely cared for by student labor.
INDUSTRIAL PROJECTS
Industrial projects are of both the productive and the non-productive type. In tne former, the loan fund is utilized to provide the
necessary to carry on the work.
Aeronautics. Students each year rebuild or repair as many as
seven planes. Some planes are bought, either as old models to be
re-equipped with modern devices, or wrecked planes for complete
overhaul and repair. Other planes are brought into the shop by the
owners for repair or rebuilding. Frequently a student will work on
his own plane. All such labor is counted toward the hours which are
prerequisite to the United States Department of Commerce aeronautic licenses which is necessary to meet graduation requirements.
This type of project work frequently embodies almost entire construction of an airplane, since some ships have very little salvage
parts when they are brought in. Jobs include welding the fuselage,
spar and wing construction, rigging, covering, installation of the
control panel; all motor repair work and tuning-in fact, any job
which would be required in a commercial plant.
In work of this type, where the plane is purchased at a low figure
for re-conditioning or repair, the cost of parts is taken from the
project loan fund and replaced upon the sale of the airplane. Frequently the plane is "sold" before it is purchased-in other words,
a buyer is found for a certain type of ship at a specified figure, a
ship which has been damaged, or a model which can be converted,
is bought, and then the job is started.
Air Conditioning. The project work in this department consists
largely in the service of the heating and refrigerating equipment
frigerating and heating equipment in the now existing buildings,
the building up of automatic units for the laboratory in both heating and refrigerating, and the overhaul and service of used equipment belonging to the students. Each year a number of students
purchase used refrigerating units, recondition them in the laboratory and resell them at a profit.
Electrical Industries. Virtually all of the project work in this
division is of the non-productive type and does not require use of
project loan funds. Such work includes the repair and adjustment
of all campus electrical equipment, wiring jobs and installation of
motors on the campus, practice operation of the school power plant,
rewinding of motors, and similar work.
General. In the related courses of welding and machine shop,
many non-productive projects are conducted during the year. These
include repair and upkeep on much of the machinery used on the
school farm, construction of necessary equipment made of metal,
and similar jobs.
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PLACEMENT SERVICE
The California Polytechnic has maintained a placement service
for its recommended graduates for several years. Through a systematic study of the needs of employers, through personal acquaintance between staff members of the school and the employers,
through service rendered to agriculture and industry, and through
the success of graduates placed in positions of trust and responsibility, this employment service has been highly beneficial.
In past years, even with general employment at a low ebb, it has
been possible to place most of the recommended graduates desiring
such positions, with agricultural and industrial firms. In some
branches of the major work, it has not been possible to meet the
demand for enough recommended young men.
In the agricultural division, graduates are being placed as beef,
sheep and swine herdsmen in purebred enterprises and as feeders
in commercial enterprises; as livestock buyers, feed salesmen, nursery employes, landscape and orchard employes, creamery and dairy
herd employes, cow testers, dairy sanitation experts, poultry and
hatchery plant operators, in egg-handling stations, exporting purebred livestock and many other fields.
In the industrial division, students are being placed in airplane
construction and repair plants, in general airport and airplane
maintenance work, as engines mechanics and gas-engine specialists,
welders and machine shop operators, electrical generating plant
and sub-station employes, electrical manufacturing plant employes,
electric motor service employes, telephone plant employes, linemen,
wiremen, X-ray specialists, and similar vocations.
Student placement began in 1938 for the new courses established
in 1936, in air conditioning and agricultural inspection.
Frequently students are placed near the end of their final year.
Students also have the service of the placement facilities in moving
from one position to another. Students not placed upon graduation
are listed for employment during the succeeding period as rapidly
as jobs open.
Many students, particularly in the agricultural division, do not
seek outside employment, but go directly into farming for themselves. The personnel of the placement service gives them such
suggestion and supervision in getting started as the young man
desires. Many young men desiring to be independent from employment of others have launched their own business enterprise with
success upon leaving California Polytechnic. Frequently the physical foundation for a successful enterprise has been built up during
the school period.

THE COORDINATIION SYSTEM
The basis of all courses of instruction at the California Polytechnic is the commercial practice followed in the particular field. It is
considered to be the scope of the school to give instruction in terms
of these practices, rather than to attempt to lead to theoretical
perfection.
For this reason, close and constant survey is being made of the
commercial practices, and the courses of study brought definitely
into line with any periodic changes. Members of the staff thus
utilize any time available outside of the teaching duties to keeping
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up with the agricultural and industrial world rather than seeking
further academic and professional honors. Two members of the
staff devote a major portion of their time to this work.
This frequent contact with the needs of the industry is further
developed by coordination between all departments. Regular meetings of the members of the staff held to discuss such changes keep
the courses of the school at all times up-to-date in terms of the
needs of the graduate for successful employment.

SERVICE AND EXTENSION
The service and extension features of the California Polytechnic
are primarily in the field of secondary education. Where information, publications and services are equally valuable to commercial
enterprises and adult groups, they are made available. There is
very little systematic extension work of an adult character.
The service features of the school may be classified under the
general heading of radio education, the high school vocational agriculture needs, the Future Farmers of America program, mail and
personal contacts, publications and materials, and field trials and
demonstrations.
Radio. Members of the faculty of the agriculture department of
California Polytechnic have assisted for the last seven years in the
preparation of subject-matter radio programs broadcast over state
and western regional networks of major radio systems. These programs have been prepared under the direction of the state bureau
of agricultural education, and have included more than 100 programs per year. Agricultural and industrial division faculty members have assisted in the preparation of local programs.
High School Agriculture. As the service institution for the high
school vocational agriculture program in California, many activities are embraced. Every agricultural faculty member at California
Polytechnic is serving in an advisory capacity for the high school
agriculture student and teacher needs. The services are performed
in the preparation of informational material in bulletins and other
forms, compilation of references, answering inquiries, personal visits, and otherwise offering practical advice.
To .assist teachers of vocational agriculture to keep abreast of
the newer developments in agriculture which are available in new
books, current magazines, and the publications of the several Federal and State research agencies, a subject-matter specialist is
employed to cite or summarize materials which have application to
a considerable number of schools.
A release called "New Book Suggestions" is issued annually.
Releases called "Magazine Article Citations and Reviews" and
"Bulletin and Circular Citations and Reviews" are issued monthly.
At present agricultural economics information is made available
primarily through the medium of price charts.
Another field is that of providing or assisting in locating project
material. Livestock and poultry hatching eggs of a nuality frequently superior to that possible to obtain, is made available to the
high school agriculture student for projects, to the betterment of
agriculture in almost every district in the state. The help of faculty
members is available also to locate such project material in the
commercial flocks and herds.
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Still another function is that of providing a training field, both for
the trainees who are preparing to enter the agricultural teaching
vocation, and for those already in service. The former spend
months of their training period at Calornia Polytechnic, in developing additional needed farm skills and practices, and in practice teaching and supervision under the leauership of experienced
faculty mernoers. Practice teaching centers are being developed in
San Luis Obispo ana anta Barbara counties. Teachers in service
are provided with facilities for short summer session courses carrying credit for advanced credentials; and with facilities for the professional courses held in connection with the annual summer conference of the California Agricultural Teachers Association.
The school also provides facilities for the annual statewide field
day of the high school vocational agriculture students, when the
judging competition is held.
Future Farmers of America. The State Association of this high
school agriculture organization for farm boys has its headquarters
at California Polytechnic. The director of the school is the state
adviser for the Future Farmers of America. Membership cards and
other records of the organization are handled here. The annual
state convention is held on the campus. The monthly publication,
"The California Future Farmer," is edited, printed and mailed in
San Luis Obispo. Material ior the improvement of meetings, forms
for local chapter financial and secretarial records, practice project
record books, placing cards for judging and similar materials
published here, are among the services performed for the Future
Farmer organization.
Publications and Materials. In addition to the materials prepared
specifically for the high school vocational agriculture students, considerable service is provided for the general public. Blue-prints of
agricultural mechanics jobs and modern farm buildings, forms for
dairy herd and individual animal records, forms for poultry production records, copies of instructional talks, articles prepared for
agricultural and trade publications, and statistics on the operation
of a Diesel electrical generating plant, are among the materials
available for the general public.
Mail and Personal Contacts. Hundreds of technical questions
relating to the commercial production and operation of agrictltural
and industrial enterprises, are answered each year by mail or by
personal interview. The latter includes talks at farm organizations,
The
before cooperative groups, and with individual operators.
amount of time available for such service is nowhere equal to the
demand.
Field Trials and Demonstrations. Neither fundamental research
nor experiment are considered in the field of California Polytechnic.
However, the commercial operations carried on as part of the
regular instruction frequently provide practical and understandable
data on such enterprises as market stock feeding, dairy butterfat
and market milk production, poultry plant maintenance and production costs, and crops management. This information is compiled
and is usually available upon individual request, but is not put out
in bulletin form for the general public. Many of the commercial
enterprises form practical demonstrations for agriculturists who
visit the school either individually or at some organized field day.
The most extensive are the annual Poly Royal agricultural show
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at San Luis Obispo attended by 3000 to 4000 farmers and their
families each spring, and the "Poly Vue" attracting equally representative crowds at the Voorhis unit at San Dimas.
Specific information on rations, daily gains, mortality of poultry,
pedigrees and potentialities of livestock, and similar questions, is
always available for the asking. The institution does not in general
attempt to identify pests and diseases, answer problems involving
veterinary science or undertake any long-time research for the
general public. Questions of a scientific nature are, however, handled as extensively as possible for the high school student and
instructor.
Among the specific service features not covered in the foregoing
are:
Poultry. The poultry department gives help in vaccination and
blood-testing, advice in culling and disease control, egg-grading
and similar advice. It conducts a poultry efficiency contest for the
high school vocational agriculture students, from which valuable
commercial data will be available at the conclusion of the fiscal
year. It is doing some outstanding work in individual and flock
pedigree programs not being duplicated in any educational insfitution on the coast.
Agricultural Mechanics. Field day instruction for farmers who
desire special training in operation and repair of various types of
farm machinery and equipment is provided by the Agricultural
Mechanics Department. A department for getting out and distributing blue prints of farm projects is carried on by this department
for use in the high schools of the state as well as for farmers who
are interested. Farmers of the vicinity are helped with their mechanical problems, such as buildings, paving, engines, etc.
Landscaping. Landscaping of a school, a mission, a public park
and a court house are among the service features of the horticulture department. This department also provides lists of plants and
vegetables with a description of their propagation, care and manacement, to those wishing such information; and conducts a plantidentification contest for the public in connection with the annual
open house.
Dairy. Members of the dairy department assist the industry,
particularly in the coast counties, in many of their problems. Night
school classes in connection with agricultural organizations are
given, and assistance is rendered to the industry of the state
through judging of major and minor shows. Members of the staff
also serve as officers in the breed associations. Registry records of
the major breeds are available for study by adult dairymen at
any time.
Meat Animals. The department provides a source of advice for
market livestock feeders in rations, rate of gain and similar problems. Its project work and herd management are of a demonstration nature for inspection at any time, in addition to the educational
value for the student. Judging at major and minor fairs of the
state and furnishing project animals for boys, is another service
feature.
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THE STATE BUREAU OF AGRICULTURAL
EDUCATION
The principal office of the State Bureau of Agricultural Education, a division of the State Department of Education, is on the
campus of the California Polytechnic school at San Luis Obispo.
This bureau supervises all agricultural education in the public
schools and colleges of the state, with the exception of the University. The operation of the California Polytechnic school is part of
this responsibility, through the chief of the bureau who is also the
president of the institution.
Most of the full-time and part-time bureau staff members are
now located at San Luis Obispo and operate from this central point
in direct supervision of vocational agriculture programs in the
high schools and junior colleges. Location of the administrative
staff on the campus of the state technical college provides a maximum amount of correlation between the program of vocational
agriculture in the high schools of the state, and the program of
vocational and technical agriculture continued on a college level at
California Polytechnic.
Facilities of the institution for demonstration to teachers and
students in high schools, is likewise made available.
Bureau Representatives in the Field. In addition to the members
of the staff of the State Bureau of Agricultural Education located
at San Luis Obispo, Sacramento, Los Angeles and Davis, the bureau
is represented in 174 districts of California by high school vocational agriculture teachers who are engaged in work administered
by the bureau.
The high school vocational agriculture teachers work in close coordination with the school as a service institution, giving assistance
to the school in curricula-building in terms of needs of the high
school graduates; and accepting from the school help in the many
agricultural problems.
Agriculture department heads and instructors represent the bureau in high schools in the following localities:
Adin-Charles Taggart.
Alturas-L. J. Austin.
Anaheim-H. V. Hansen.
Anderson-G. G. Tyler.
Arbuckle-B. B. Ward.
Arcata-L. H. Parsons.
Auberry-R. Davis.
Auburn-R. D. Richardson,
Frank Bonito.
Bakersfield-H. K. Dickson,
J. L. Knight, H. L. Holmes,
R. L. Shreve, Walter Stiern.
Gilbert Hutchings,
B. B. Sutton,
Walter Emerick.
iggs-H. N. Hillman.
Blythe-Herbert Stitt.
Boonville-Frank Patterson.
Brawley-Dwight Thompson.

Brentwood-John Merritt.
Ray Graf.
Calistoga-Frank H. Miller.
Cambria--John Cinek,
Henry Minetti.
Campbell-C. E. York,
M. F. Hughes.
Caruthers-F. P. Peters.
Carpinteria-Chas. E. Neuman.
Cedarville-Lawrence McDaniel.
Centerville-Paul R. Dougherty,
J. C. Clevenger.
Ceres-R. M. Freeman,
K. Lewis.
Chico-Ralph Filson.
Chino High School-L. S. Marble, I. C. Mayfield.
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Chino Vocational School-R. C.
Meairs, I. F. Nuckols,
W. L. Welch.
Clarksburg-Kenneth McBride.
Chowchilla-Paul J. Christoffersen.
Clovis-Kenneth Olson.
Colusa-Arthur Godfrey.
Corning-Stanton Gray.
Corona-Eugene Crump.
Covelo-Harold Pence,
Fred Faltersack.
Delano-C. A. Cazaly,
Ray Messinger.
Denair-David N. Wright.
Dinuba-A. C. Edgerly.
Dos Palos-Kenneth H. Easter,
L. Tocher.
Downey-J. C. Gibson.
Durham-J. R. Kerr.
East Bakersfield-A. Anderson,
Walter Shore.
East Nicolaus-Stanley Hawthorne, Clarence Jensen.
El Centro-John Adams,
Elwood Spencer.
Elk Grove-Paul Winner,
C. 0. Remund.
El Monte-E. M. Douglass.
Encinitas-George Mangis.
Escalon-Paul P. Baranek.
Escondido-John Gray,
R. C. Look.
Esparto-A. E. Tandy.

Fair Oaks-A.

L. Price.

Dale Bennion, G. P. Nixon.

Fallbrook-Loyd

Deaver.

Ferndale-Howard Gibson.

Fortuna-L.

T. Baldwin.

Washington-S. M. Poulsen,
John Love.
Gat-Joe Mullin, Eugene Tuft.
Garden

Grove-Leslie

Waight.

Gilroy-F. V. Rycraft.

Gonzales-Keith

oyecnc3

Abbott,

Walter Olson.
Creenville-W. W. Mitchell.
Cridley-N. A. Taylor.
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Grossmont-Ralph

Brown,

Randolph McKinley.
Gustine-Maurice Hogan.
Hamilton City-George Hall.
Hanford-Herman Harper.
Spencer.Strader.
Hayward-O. C. Markwell,
Leslie Brown, Dale Walfren.
Healdsburg-George Stanley.
Hemet-E. G. Garrison,
Paul Andres.

Hilmar-John

D. Hardie.

Hollister-R. J. Larson.
C. C. Trimble, M. C. Ralston.
Holtville-Herbert R. Pincher.
Hoopa Valley-Perry Hill.
Hughson-Alvin King.
Julian-Albert Kattenhorn.

Kerman-A.

R. Tylor,

W. 0. Smith.
King City-C. A.Thompson,
I. J. Watts.

Kingsburg-Truman

Frane.

Lakeport-E. B. Healton.
Lancaster-R. E. Lofinck,
Arthur Wren.
Laton-Emmett Bloom.
La Verne-Robert Lutz.
Lemoore-A. M. Hardin.
Linden-Elwood Juergenson.
Lindsay Unified-J. E. Myers.
Live Oak-B. J. Edwards.
Livermore-Spelman Collins,
Mark Havenhill.
Livingston---E. Callister.
Lodi-Herman Diekman,
Verne Hoffman, Lindsay Jewett, Hugh Dow.
Los

E. Cross,

Carlton E. Brown.
Fowler-F. G. Thieman.
Fresno:
Central Union-Winston
Strong, E. W. Ragle.

Roosevelt-L.
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Angeles:

Alexander Hamilton-John L.
Plummer.
Canoga Park-Arvid Nelson.
San Fernando-Paul Thornton

Torrance-Harry
Van

Nuys-E.

Stone.

R. Hansen.

Los Banos-Carl Avrit,
L. P. Hillman.
Los
Los

Gatos-Bernard

Molinos-Ray

Cline.
Geiberger.

Madera-H. H. Burlingham,
E. Griswold.

Manteca-Roger

Schulte,

Russell Berg.
Marysville-R. W. Mitchell.
T. Eggen.

Maxwell--S.
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McArthur-J. W. Bequette.
McFarland-U. C. Allen.
Merced-G. F. Edmonson.

Middletown-Harry

C. Smith.

Miranda-Charles R. Jones.
Modesto:
High School-J. E. Walker,
E. N. Spafford, L. J. Banks,
Arthur Eggers.
Junior College-R. A. Sylva.
Morgan Hill-Ralph Fitzsimmons, W. G. Yearian.
Napa-Wayne Johnson,
E. C. Conners.
Newman-Glenn Ament.
Newport Beach-Horace Parker.
No. Sacramento-L. D. Keller.
Norwalk-Willard Lusk.
Oakdale-H. C. Helt.
Oceanside-Philip Lukei.
Ojai-David Davis.
Ontario-Charles Perrin,
Harry Alter.
Orland-W. W. Coke.
Patterson-Karl Robinson.
Perris-R. C. Roth.
Petaluma-Barton Rearden,
W. L. Norton.
Placentia-A. G. Stephens.
Pleasanton-George Patterson.
Point Arena-C. D. Ponting.
Porterville-R. L. Hooper,
L. Powell, R. L. Hale.
Princeton-Lynn Keller.

Puente-Bryan

Bundy.

Ramona-Ray Ernst.
Red Bluff-Frank Dyer,
K. 0. Hunter.
Redding-A. E. Cleveland.
Redlands-Fred Hagen.
Reedley-G. E. Washburn.
Rio Vista-Dan Simpson.
Roy Lippert.
Ripon-O. M. Kingery,
Riverside-Heber M. Moreland,
D. V. Holter.

Riverdale-Leslie

Lantz.

Salinas-W. E. Crabtree, Legro
Pressley, Paul Grace.
San Bernardino-Max Kipf,
F. A. McCrackin.
Sanger-C. A. Smith,
H. M. Ritter.

San Juan Capistrano-Glenn A.
Moody.
San Luis Obispo-Wesley Smith
Santa Cruz-S. J. Binsacca,
H. L. Stevens.
Santa Maria-George Jenner,
Reynold Lonborg.
Santa Rosa-Wesley Jamison,
Don Stewart, M. K. Luther,
E. H. Ahlstrom.

Ynez-G.

Santa

L. Erwin.

Sebastopol-E. M. Jones,
E. W. Gills.
Selma-R. E. Rider.
Shafter-G. 0. Nay, Arthur
Johnson, H. Hanson.
Shandon-Gael Kauffman.
Simi-Joe Wilmore.
Sonoma-Arthur Mellor.
Susanville-Emmett McCarthy.
Sutter-John Kerr.
Sutter Creek-Walter Markley.
Templeton-Charles V. Shepard.
Tomales-Emil Smith.
Tracy-Eugene Brendlin,
J. Duncan Fisher.
Tranquillity-W. E. Braun.
Tulare-J. G. McMillan, Ernest
Wattenbarger, J. R. Smith.
Tule

Lake-Clarence

Turlock-Laurence

Holst.
Clausen,

R. Pederson.

Upper

Lake-L.

M. Ranes.

Vacaville-C. S. Mundy.

Ventura-Lawrence

Ver Husen,

Burnell Yarrick.
Visalia-Ray Houston,
V. Osterli.
Vista-Donald Hunter.
Wasco-P. D. Spilsbury,
Ralph Kephart..
Watsonville--M.T.Thorstenson,
Oscar Hollenberg.
Wheatland-Harlan Diedrichsen
Williams-Glen Caldwell.
Willits-Clark Starr,
C. L. Ege.leston.
Willows-H. F. Tout.

Woodland-L.

E. DuBois,

C. L. Jessup.
Yuha City-W. H. Reasoner.
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HEALTH AND MEDICAL SERVICE
SAN LUIS OBISPO
The health of students enrolled at California Polytechnic is protected insofar as possible by the group medical service, which has
been conducted so successfully that during the last four years
there has not been an epidemic of any kind on the campus.
Each student is required to pay a medical service fee, the amount
varying from year to year with the number of students enrolled.
It has averaged fifty cents per month per student for the last four
years. In general, this fee covers all diseases except chronic diseases contracted one year before entering school, all minor and
major surgery, hospitalization at industrial accident rates, medicinal supplies at wholesale cost, X-Rays for minor injuries, low cost
for tonsilectomy and for operating room service, free physical examination, health lectures, physiotherapy, eye examination for
glasses and laboratory work.
A competent physician and surgeon is on the campus for an hour
each day, five days per week; and students may come to his office
at any time by appointment. An eye, ear, nose and throat specialist
is also under contract. The physician is on call at all times at the
dormitories, or for emergency visits at students' homes within five
miles of the campus. The doctor is at attendance at all home football games and others within 150 miles of the campus. First-aid
equipment of all kinds is furnished as part of the medical service.
SAN DIMAS
The general setup at the Voorhis unit at San Dimas is similar to
that at the home campus. A school physician is available at all
times at San Dimas, within a few minutes' drive. He visits the
campus once each week for general checkup, and gives regular
physical examinations. Excellent hospital facilities are available at
Pomona, about 10 miles away.

STUDENT LOAN FUNDS
There are three Student Loan Funds to temporarily assist worthy
students. Loans from these funds are made for varying periods of
time, and are passed upon by a faculty committee.
The character and integrity of the student are the primary qualifications for obtaining a loan, upon evidence of real need for such
temporary assistance. Students who have spent funds far beyond
the necessary school expenses will not be considered for loans, even
though need is shown.
The Wrasse Fund. The principal source of loans is the Leopold
Edward Wrasse Loan fund, established by an elderly Fresno county
farmer for the benefit of deserving boys desirous of an education
and needing financial assistance. Approximately $1000 will be available for loans during the year 1939-40 with the following general

provisions:
1. First preference will be given to graduates of Caruthers high
school in Fresno county, second preference to graduates of other
high schools in Fresno county, and third preference to graduates
of California high schools.
2. During the 12-months' period preceding the granting of the
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loan, the applicant must have earned through his own endeavor, at
least half of the amount of the desired loan, and must furnish
evidence to this effect.
3. Interest will not be charged until graduation, or until the
student ends his enrollment. Loans must be repaid within three
years after the termination of enrollment.
The Rotary Club Fund. The San Luis Obispo Rotary Club has
established a student loan fund open to any deserving student after
one quarter of successful matriculation. Applications are made
through the business office.
The Women's Faculty Club Fund. The social club of women staff
members and faculty wives at San Luis Obispo has established a
student loan fund, added to each year by some type of public benefit event. Loans are made to deserving students after one quarter
of successful matriculation.

STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS AND ACTIVITIES
STUDENT GOVERNMENT
The student body of each campus of the California Polytechnic is
a self-governing organization, with its own set of officers, its constitution and its functions clearly defined. In general, the power of
the student body is limited only by its own constitutional regulations and by the authority of the director of the institution only
where campus government affects the educational policy or the
public impression of the institution.
Every individual holding a student body card is entitled to equal
voice and vote. A general student assembly is held each fortnight,
with special assemblies called in recognition of particular observances. On alternate weeks the executive body of the student association, known as the student affairs council, holds its meeting.
Other campus organizations meet the alternate week from the
general assembly period.
Most of the non-scholastic activities of the campus are supervised by the student body. These include intercollegiate and intramural athletics, publications, social activities of a student body
nature, campus events open to the public, and music and dramatics.
Campus regulations are formulated in the student body as a whole
and in the dormitory groups concerning living accommodations and
conditions. No current student funds may be expended without the
authority of the student officers.
CAMPUS ORGANIZATIONS
SAN LUIS OBISPO
The students are well-organized according to their major work o=
their campus residence. The following clubs are organized:
The Aeronautics Club, for all aeronautics students.
The Future Farmers of America chapter of the national organization for all agriculture students.
The Future Farmers of America Alumni Chapter.
The Polyphase Club for all students in the electrical industries
division.
The Air Conditioning Club for all students in the air conditioning
division.
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The Poultry Club for poultry students.
The Boots and Spurs Club for the meat animals students.
The Dairy Club for dairy production and dairy manufacturing
students.
The Dramatics Club, for students interested in drama.
The Landscape Club, for majors in landscaping.
The four dormitory clubs, Chase, Deuel, Heron and Jespersen,
for students residing in each of the dormitories.
SAN DIMAS
The Agricultural Inspection Club, for inspection majors.
Dormitory clubs for residents of each dormitory.
HONOR SOCIETIES
A local honor society known as Gamma Pi Delta, has been organized on the San Luis Obispo campus since 1933. Election to this
group requires outstanding scholastic standing, participation in
campus activities and excellent moral character. The group holds
frequent meetings during the year and an annual reunion for active
and alumni members. Election is open to agriculture students at the
end of their Freshman year, or to advanced agriculture students.
ATHLETICS
SAN LUIS OBISPO
California Polytechnic has a full intercollegiate athletics schedule
in the major sports and local competition in minor sports. In addition, intramural athletics are encouraged.
The school athletic schedule in football lists principally four-year
college opponents. In track, baseball and basketball, opponents include junior colleges, university freshman teams and some fouryear institutions. California Polytechnic plays an independent schedule because of its classification as a three-year college and because
of its location in the state.
Student managers and assistants help the athletic coaches in
issuing equipment, patrolling the field, and on the team trips. Varsity letters and numerals are given to those who play the required
time in the intercollegiate events, to the student managers and to
the yell king.
Opening of the new natatorium which adjoins the gymnasium on
the south in 1938 added to the physical education facilities available.
New tennis courts constructed in the fall of 1937 are in constant
use, with additional ones contemplated. Leveling of the football
field and construction of a modern track were completed last year.
Two good golf courses are within driving distance of the campus,
and ocean bathing is within twenty minutes.
SAN DIMAS
A complete schedule is carried out at San Dimas in the three major sports, baseball, track and basketball. In addition, intramural
sports and minor sports contests are encouraged and carried out
with the help of the athletic coaches and student managers. Facilities include tennis and basketball courts, swimming pool and large
athletic field.
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PUBLICATIONS

SAN LUIS OBISPO
In addition to several club publications, there is published each
year the annual, titled "El Rodeo." This year-book is typical of college publications, containing a complete photographic and literary
picture of the school year. The editor and manager are elected by
the students and select their assistants.
In 1938, a student newspaper was reestablished after a long period of inactivity. With good advertising support, and a small but
willing staff, students kept up regular bi-weekly publication during
the school year. Plans were being made at the close of the school
year to print the paper on the campus, and to attempt an issue
each week.
SAN DIMAS
Publication needs of the Voorhis unit are cared for with the
"Student Inspector," a mimeographed publication appearing regularly; and the weekly "Information Sheet." The Voorhis unit has
its own section in the "El Rodeo."
THE CAMPUS UNION STORE-SAN LUIS OBISPO
The campus store-"El Corral"-is a social as well as a business
center of the campus. It is the official source of textbooks, and
is stocked with all essential class supplies. In addition, a modern
fountain is in operation and there are accommodations for serving
light lunches. A radio, piano, chess, checkers, pool, and table tennis
are among the recreational features.
SAN DIMAS
The campus store which is cared for by the students with the
help of a faculty manager is a social as well as a business center of
the campus. The store furnishes the books and school supplies which
are needed by the students and faculty. In addition the recreational
facilities include radio, pool table and table tennis.

CAMPUS STUDENT EMPLOYMENT
SAN LUIS OBISPO AND SAN DIMAS
The opportunity for students to earn some portion of their expenses while attending California Polytechnic school, has become
one of the traditions of the institution. This factor has enabled
hundreds of boys to complete formal education otherwise impossible to attain.
Campus employment is a privilege and an opportunity extended
to the student, but not an institutional obligation. Students are
given employment in terms of need and ability, both of which must
be proved before work is assigned. State law requires that all students working on state-supported payrolls, pass civil service examinations given at least twice during the college year.
New students entering college may apply for work, and have a
good opportunity to get such supplemental income during the year,
but every student must have a primary source of income sufficient
to meet his expenses. No student is "guaranteed" a job. The average part-time job pays between $10 and $12 per month, and stu-
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dents should not expect to earn more than that portion of their
expenses. The more advanced men are given work preference.
Employment consists of all janitor work, much of the dining hall
service, most of the grounds work, all of the dairy herd milking
and feeding, most of the feeding of beef cattle, sheep and swine in
the foundation herds and flocks; all of the general operation of
the poultry plant not included in project income, much of the operation of the college power plant, care of the draft horses and automotive equipment, much of the general farm work, and supplemental office work.
Students who are on campus payrolls must use the money for
their campus expenses, show evidence of thrift, and maintain good
scholastic standing.

STUDENT EXPENSES
The course fees and deposits are listed elsewhere. The general
student expenses for board, room and laundry can be held to a
minimum of $325 to $350 per year, giving students an opportunity
to live at an average annual expense as low as any other institution
on the coast and lower than the average of most.
The schedule of living expenses:
Dorniitory room (per month $6.00), nine months.... $54.00
Meals (per month approximately $24), nine months.. 216.00
Laundry (per month average $1.50), nine months.... 14.50
Incidentals (approximately) ................................
40.50
$325.00
These figures do not include, of course, entertainment, operation
of a car, frequent trips home, clothing or other figures. However,
as a result of the study of the budgets of several students, it is
found that a young man can live comfortably but not in luxury, on
the above amount.
Students who are away from the campus for more than five days
will receive full rebate on meals. Thus students who leave the
campus for Christmas and Easter holidays may reduce the budget
for meals by about $18.00.
While campus employment is also discussed under another heading, it is worthy of repetition here. No student is "guaranteed"
campus work prior to registration. Every effort is made to see that
worthy and needy students get preference in campus jobs; and every operation which can be done by student help rather than adults,
is made a part of the student labor payroll. However, no student,
and especially no freshman or other applicant enrolling for the
first year, should depend upon this source of revenue. Every entering student should make plans to have available at least $325 during the year. If he is able to earn money either by student labor, offcampus employment or project operation; he will, of course, not
need as much from outside sources.

THE ALUMNI ASSOCIATION
Alumni and former students have been organized under various
local groups and districts for many years. In the fall of 1935, plans
were made for a permanent, statewide alumni organization which
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became a reality following the Homecoming Banquet of 1935.
The organization is based on the division of the entire state into
30 districts, with a local director in charge of each. Under the
constitution by which the organization functions, each director is
expected to:
1. To hold one or more district meetings during the year to
which each alumnus or former student is invited.
2. To promote the interests of California Polytechnic among the
high school seniors within his district who might profit by the
technical and vocational courses at the school.
3. To be represented in person or by proxy at a directors' meeting on the morning of Homecoming Day.
An executive board of state officers is empowered to carry on the
work of the Alumni Association during the year. This board for the
year 1939 includes:
Charles C. Ball, '35, California Polytechnic school, San Luis
Obispo, president; Marcel Layous, '38, San Lucas, Calif., vice-president; Young Louis, '20, 800 Palm street, San Luis Obispo, secretary; Hubert Hilton, '36, 719 Alameda street, Vallejo, treasurer.
The districts with their directors follow:
District 1, Lassen, Modoc, Tehama, Siskiyou counties; George L.
Nehrbass, '30, 1631 Shasta St., Susanville.
District 2, Humboldt, Del Norte counties; Ernest Curran, '35,
Loleta.
District 3, Mendocino, Lake counties; Lester Anderson, '29, Fort
Bragg.
District 4, Shasta, Trinity, Plumas counties; Mark T. Miller, '29,
Greenville.
District 5, Glenn and Colusa counties; Lewis Tennant, '35, Box
322, Colusa.
District 6, Sutter, Yuba, Nevada, Butte, Placer, Sierra counties;
Elmer H. Murphy, '09, Lincoln.
District 7, Napa and Yolo counties; James F. Bogart, Broomieside Farm, Knight's Landing.
District 8, Sonoma and Marin counties; Arthur Call, '25, 5181
Sonoma highway, Santa Rosa.
District 9, San Francisco county; Allan F. Mori, '24, 201 West
Portal Ave., San Francisco.
District 10, Solano county.
District 11, Alameda and Contra Costa counties; Alta Fae Mayhall, 628 Mariposa ave., Oakland.
District 12, Santa Clara and San Mateo counties; Edmund Burr,
'21, 60 Hudson St., San Jose.
District 13, Sacramento, Alpine, Amador and El Dorado counties;
Hon. John Francis Leonard, '11, Folsom.
District 14, San Joaquin county; Fred Southard, '12, 1744 Berkeley Ave., Stockton.
District 15, Stanislaus county. Director to be appointed.
District 16, Santa Cruz county; John Benich, '34, Route 5, Box
31, Watsonville.
District 17, Merced and Madera counties; Anson K. Pearce, '11,
Route 2, Box 54, Gustine.
District 18, Monterey and San Benito counties; William Joplin,
'09, Route 1, Box 781, Salinas.
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District 19, Kings county; C. L. Montgomery, '18, Route 4, Box
201, Hanford.
District 20, San Luis Obispo county; Bernhardt Preuss, '23, 1020
Grove St., San Luis Obispo.
District 21, Fresno, Caleveras, Tuolumne and Mariposa counties;
Lee McDowell, '09, 413 B St., Coalinga.
District 22, Santa Barbara and Ventura counties; Burton Bundy,
'28, Goleta.
District 23, Tulare county; Harley L. Bock, '23, North End Service Station, Visalia, P. O. Box 371.
District 24, Kern county; W. F. Nolan, '34, 2217 Monterey St.,
Bakersfield.
District 25, Orange county; Paul des Granges, '13, Box 131,
Fullerton.
District 26, San Bernardino county; John J. Adams, '09, Box 47,
Crestline.
District 27, Riverside county; Mrs. Annie Mendenhall Bergman,
'14, Aguanga.
District 28, Los Angeles, Inyo and Mono counties; Herman J.
Hodges, '18, Sheriff's Office, 13th Floor, Los Angeles City Hall,
Los Angeles.
District 29, Imperial county; Joel D. Chambers, '34, Box 222,
Holtville.
District 30, San Diego county; Walter Whittier, '34, 3736 30th
St., San Diego.

SCHOLARSHIPS
For the school year 1938-39, eight scholarships were open to
students desiring to enter California Polytechnic. The basis of these
scholarships vary and prospective students interested in any of
them should consult the registrar as to particulars. In brief, the
scholarships given in 1939 were:
One annual scholarship of $100 to the outstanding member of the
Future Farmers of America organization in each of the counties of
Los Angeles, Orange, San Bernardino and Riverside; based upon
his supervised farm program, leadership and scholarship, as revealed in an interview with each applicant, during the spring
months. These four scholarships are given by the Union Pacific
Railroad.
One scholarship of $200 given by the Bankamerica Agricultural
Credit Corporation to a senior high school vocational agriculture
student or graduate in the Future Farmers of America organization making an outstanding record in showing lambs at the Interstate Junior Livestock Show at South San Francisco.
One annual scholarship of $100 given by the Pacific Bone Coal and
Fertilizer Company of San Francisco, to a senior high school vocational agriculture student or graduate in the Future Farmers of
America organization making an outstanding record in showing
livestock at the Interstate Junior Livestock Show at South San
Francisco. The type of livestock for which the scholarship is offered
is changed from year to year. In 1939 it was for a beef exhibitor.
One annual scholarship of $100 given by the Safeway Stores,
Inc., to a senior high school vocational agriculture student or grad-
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uate in the Future Farmers of America organization making an
outstanding record in showing livestock at the Interstate Junior
Livestock Show at South San Francisco. The type of livestock for
which the scholarship is offered, is changed from year to year. In
1939 it was for a swine exhibitor.
One annual scholarship of $100 given by the Challenge Creamery
Association to a senior student in high school vocational agriculture and the Future Farmers of America organization in the eight
southern counties of California, whose major interest is dairy manufacturing. This boy will be selected on the basis of need, leadership, scholarship and his supervised farm program in dairying.
In general, the need of the student for financial aid in continuing
his education, is a primary consideration in selecting from the applicants the one to receive the award. A boy winning a grand championship at the Interstate Show is not eligible to the Bankamerica,
Pacific Bone Coal or Safeway scholarships, since his financial gain
through his winning is frequently of considerable size.

GENERAL
REGULATIONS
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FEES AND DEPOSITS PAYABLE AT REGISTRATION TIME
FEES
*Aptitude Test-------------------------------------$ .50
English A Examination (for degree-transfer students only).
**Student Body Membership (year)..................-10.00
Service Charge (quarter) .........................
................. 2.00
Medical (year)---------------------------------------5.00
Late Registration .........................
.................... 1.00
DEPOSITS
Board (year)---------------------------------------10.00
***Room and Laundry (year) ......................Breakage (year)------------------------------------10.00

10.00

LIVING EXPENSES PAYABLE IN ADVANCE
(All deposits refunded at the end of the year if there are
no charges against them.)
Room, per month.............................--6.00
(This includes the laundry of sheets, pillow slips, and
towel each week. Students are required to furnish these
articles.)
------24.00
Board, per month (approximately)--------.......
All deposits are returned at end of year, if there are no charges
against them.
At the time of registration an entering student to reside on the
campus pays the following:
Board deposit--------------------------------------$10.00
***Room and Laundry deposit-..........-............-10.00
Breakage deposit------------------------------------10.00

StudentStudent
Body fee----------------------------

-10.00

Service charge---------------------------------------......................2.00
Medical fee-----------------------------------------........................5.00
*Fee for Aptitude Test and English A--------------------.1.00
60
--------------------Onemonh'
rom n avane-----One month's board in advance (approximately)-----------.......24.00
$78.00
NOTICES IN REGARD TO FEES
Students may not expect to receive grades, transcript of record,

ter '-r'd

regis-

or diploma until all obligations have been met. They may not
the following quarter until all obligations have been paid or
exten'.

by the Director.

The sLident body fee entitles the student to a' membership in tb'-

Body with he privileges pertaining thereto. Some of tb,,so
Student
privileges are: admission to all athletic contests and other student

body activities, and a copy of the yearbook, the El Rodeo.

*At
San Luis Obispo only.
**At Voorhis unit, $7.00.

***Room reservations will be made in the order in which deposits

are received.
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No refund will be made on the service charge after registration
has been completed. After a period of five days $5.00 will be deducted from the possible refund from the Student Body fee, and
$2.50 from the Medical fee.

REGISTRATION PROCEDURE
1. Fall Quarter.
(a) New Students-Registration falls on September 11.
All
new students should be on the campus on this date to consult
the department heads and make arrangements for the physical
examination. Subject A examination for degree-transfer students
will be given September 12.
(b) Old Students-Should register on Tuesday, September 12.
They should make arrangements for the physical examination.
(c) A late registration fee of $1.00 will be charged after September 12.
Registration is not complete until all fees and deposits, including
student body fees, are paid. Failure of students who expect to
transfer to a degree-granting institution to take the college aptitude or English A test at the scheduled time will be counted as
registering late.
2. Winter Quarter.
(a) All students will register for winter quarter January 2, 1940.
New students will observe the same regulations as outlined above
for the Fall Quarter. For students who have paid all fees and deposits at the start of the Fall Quarter no additional charge will be
made.
(b) A late registration fee of $1.00 will be collected after January 2.
3. Spring Quarter.
(a) For all students registration for the Spring period will take
place March 25. The same procedure as outlined in the Winter
Quarter will be followed.
(b) A late registration fee of $1.00 will be collected after Mar. 25.
Further details for registration procedure will be posted at the
opening of school.

UNIT OF CREDIT
All units of credit at the California Polytechnic are based upon
the quarter-year system. To evaluate quarter units in terms of
semester units, it is necessary to multiply by two-thirds. To evaluate semester units in terms of quarter units, it is necessary to
multiply by one and one-half.
A quarter unit of credit is one lecture or recitation period, two
laboratory hours requiring preparation, or three laboratory hours
requiring no preparation.
Examples:
A mathematics course is held four hours a week per quarter.
There is no laboratory work. The course is given four quarter units
of credit.
A science course includes three lecture periods, and four hours of
laboratory work requiring preparation per week per quarter. The
course is given five quarter units of credit.
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A major course includes three lecture periods, and two laboratory
periods of three hours each per week per quarter, of the nature of
field trips or managerial practices involving no preparation. The
course is given five quarter units of credit.

ADMISSION REQUIREMENTS
Degree-Transfer Curricula. A graduate of any recognized high
school will be admitted to the degree-transfer curricula.
The entering student must be eligible to enter the institution to
which transfer is made; or by arrangement with that institution
may make up deficiencies at some secondary school. Courses at
California Polytechnic are not of preparatory nature. Transfer
with advanced standing from the degree-transfer curricula is contingent upon the student's preparatory record as to scholarship
and required units of work completed in the secondary school, and
not at California Polytechnic.
*Transfer agreements between California Polytechnic and degreegranting institutions cover only students who would have originally
been eligible to enter the degree-granting institution. Any variations from this plan must be arranged on an individual basis.
Technical Certificate of Recommendation Curricula. A graduate
of any recognized high school will be admitted to the Technical Certificate of Recommendation Curricula, and no college aptitude test
will be required; except that students who later seek to enter the
Degree-Transfer Curricula must meet at that time all of the provisions for that course.
Vocational Certificate Curricula. Desirable students who have
completed two years or more of high school and have passed their
17th birthday anniversary, may enter the Vocational Certificate
Curricula. Inasmuch as the great majority of students in this course
will have been graduated from high school, boys with less than this
amount of preparatory work must demonstrate their ability to keep
up with the class average in order to remain in the courses of instruction.
Special Curricula. Any student of good character who has passed
his 21st birthday anniversary may enter the Special Curricula. Such
students must demonstrate their ability to profit by their instruction in order to remain in the courses. A student less than 21 years
of age may only be admitted by petition to the faculty committee
on admissions.
*Requirements for entrance to the University of California may
be obtained from the principal of the local high school or from the
University of California at Berkeley, Calif.

ADVANCED ADMISSION STANDING
Students who desire to transfer to California Polytechnic from
other institutions of college level, for the purpose of matriculating
in work leading to an academic degree, or for the purpose of securing instruction of the technical and vocational type offered by California Polytechnic, may be granted advanced admission standing.
Units of work completed in accredited colleges or junior colleges
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shall be evaluated by California Polytechnic and advanced standing
allowed on the basis of the evidence submitted. Credit toward the
fulfillment of degree-transfer requirements shall be allowed only
insofar as the courses meet the minimum requisites of California
Polytechnic, and the minimum standards for State Colleges as
prescribed by the State Department of Education; or for the University of California.
Credit toward the fulfillment of certificate requirements of California Polytechnic shall be allowed on the basis of the technical
and vocational training opportunities of such courses.

WITHDRAWAL FROM COURSES
A student who desires to withdraw from a course should file a
written statement with the department head. If this request is
made during the first month of a quarter and is approved, a student
will not have this course reported or charged against his record for
that quarter.
During the second four weeks of any quarter, a student may
drop a course without it being charged against his record, provided
it meets the approval of the department head. It is assumed that a
student is dropping the course because of ill health, outside work,
or other matters of vital importance.
During the last month of any quarter a course dropped will
result in a grade of E or F, depending on whether the work was
of passing grade at the time of withdrawal.
(Note: Students who drop any required courses will endanger
their possibilities of not completing requirements for a certificate
or transfer to a degree-granting college.)

WITHDRAWAL FROM POLYTECHNIC
Upon written petition an honorable dismissal or a leave of absence may be granted any student in good standing. If he leaves
school without withdrawing through proper channels, the student
registration privileges are withdrawn.

PHYSICAL EXAMINATION
All students entering at the Fall Quarter, and all new students
in the Winter and Spring quarters are required to pass a physical
examination during the first week of school. The physician will be
on the campus daily during the first week of each quarter, to give
this examination. Students who do not pass this examination will
not be permitted to enroll.

CHANGE OF CURRICULA
A student with the approval of the Director of Agricultural Education or the Director of Industrial Education, and the departments
concerned, may transfer from one major course to another within
a department or from one department to another. Ordinarily he
transfer from one major course to another may be made at the end
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of the first quarter without loss of time. If the change is made after this period, it will probably result in a sacrifice of time in order
to fulfill all requirements. Transfer from one department to another
can ordinarily not be made as a rule after the first three weeks
without some loss of time.

MAXIMUM AND MINIMUM PROGRAM
An average program is from 17 to 18 units per quarter. Every.
regular student must carry a minimum of 12 units. Students having
an average of 2 grade points for every unit of work carried are
permitted to carry 20 units per quarter.

MINIMUM REQUIREMENTS
Any student who fails to maintain a C average for any quarter
(that is, he does not have as many grade points as units) will be
placed on probation for the succeeding quarter. Students on probation will have their activities curtailed until such time as their
work is brought up to a C average again.
Any student will become subject to dismissal from the Polytechnic who fails to maintain a C average when on probation, or if his
record for any quarter falls below a D average.
Students whose personal conduct is unsatisfactory may be disqualified by the administration at any time. Students may apply to
the Director for re-admisson after a quarter has passed. This application for re-admission must be accompanied by evidence to
show that he is serious in his attempt to do better work. This application must be approved by the Department Head.

GRADING SYSTEM
*The following grading system is in effect:
Numerical

Value

A- Superior ............................ ................... ........ 93-100
B-Better than average.......................................... 85- 92
C- A verage .....................................................
77- 84
D- Barely passing .................................................. 70- 76
E- Conditioned ........................................................ 62- 69
F-Failure-------------------------.......................................................... Below 62
*In physical education and hygiene, two grades only are given.
P denotes passing and F failing. Six quarters of passing work in
physical education is required.
In addition to the grades, scholarship points are assigned to the
various grades as follows:
For each unit of Grade A-3 points.
B-2
"
"
"
C---1
"
"
D--0
"
" E-F-1
"
minus.
Passing grades are marked by A, B, C, D. Grade E (conditional)
indicates a record below passing. It can be made up or completed
without repeating the course in class by re-examination or completing all unfinished work or both, as the instructor may deter-
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mine. The removal of grade E entitles the student to the grade
points he may have lost by the condition or failure, and in addition
the number of grade points he may be entitled to for his passing
grade.
Grade E may be given to a student for the following reasons:
(a) He may be passing in class work, but failed to take the
final examination.
(b) Class work passing, but final examination so poor that it
does not justify a grade of D.
(c) Passing in class work completed and final examination but a
student failed to complete all assigned work.
If a grade of E is not made up to a passing grade within one
year after the grade has been given, it will automatically revert
to an F grade.
Grade F indicates a failure. It is a record so poor that it can be
raised to passing grade only by repetition of the course.

LIVING ON THE CAMPUS
SAN LUIS OBISPO
Students living on the campus are housed in one of four modern
dormitories and six dormitory cottages. These buildings hold from
12 to 60 students each. A resident dormitory superintendent lives
in each one of the larger halls. Rooms accommodate two students
each, with ample room for study and sleep. The quarters are clean,
cheerful and comfortably furnished. When dormitory rooms are all
taken, an effort is made to find suitable lodging in the city and as
near the campus as possible.
Dormitory students eat in the dining hall, which accommodates
about 300 persons at a time. The meals are prepared under the direction of an experienced chef, and menus are planned to provide
the proper balance of wholesome food. Eggs, dairy products and
some of the meat and vegetables are produced right on the campus,
insuring a fresh diet of highest quality.
Students are expected to live on the campus if facilities are
available, unless they have relatives or family friends close by
with whom they prefer to reside.
SAN DIMAS
Students attending the Voorhis unit of California Polytechnic at
San Dimas are expected to live on the campus if facilities are available, unless their home is in the nearby district. With limited dormitory facilities, it is probable that a number of students will have
to be located off the campus in the school year of 1939-40.

CAMPUS REGULATIONS
The students of the California Polytechnic are of sufficient maturity to manage their own affairs. Student committees are in
charge of the rules of conduct governing campus conduct, the dormitories and dining hall. These rules of conduct are drawn up by
student committees and ratified by the President. For violating
these rules the student committees impose regulations which as a
rule are more drastic than those which would be drawn up by a
Faculty committee.
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CLASS ATTENDANCE
Students are expected to be regular in attendance. It is in this
way that they will be able to keep up the quantity and quality of
work. Absence from classes when at school without securing an
excuse previously is regarded as a very serious offense. Three days
before or after a holiday, any unexcused absence will count as a
double cut. The following regulations in regard to unexcused absences are in effect:
1. If the number exceeds the number of credit units in a course,
the grade transmitted by the instructor will be automatically reduced in the registrar's office.
2. If the number exceeds twice the number of credits, the grade
transmitted by the instructor will be automatically reduced to an
E in the registrar's office.
Before an excusable absence can be granted by the office. a student, (1) in the case of illness, must present an excuse signed by a
physician or dormitory superintendent.
(2) No student will be excused to leave for home on school days
or go on a job before he has completed his class work for the day.
If an emergency arises which makes it necessary for a student to
be absent from school, a request signed by the parents or prospective employer must be presented to the office before such an excuse
can be granted.

REQUIREMENTS FOR GRADUATION
In order to secure a vocational certificate a student must have
completed at least 96 quarter units with 96 grade points which
means an average of one grade point for every unit of work carried.
For a Technical Certificate of Recommendation a student must
complete at least 144 quarter units with a grade point of at least
1.5 for every unit of work in the major field and a grade point of
at least 1.0 in the related work.
Every agriculture student must have satisfied the Farm Skills
requirements to be eligible for graduation.
Every student must have completed all the work in the major
field.
For requirements for an academic degree, see "The Curricula
Divisions-Degree-Transfer Curricula."

CANDIDACY FOR TRANSFER
Students enrolled at California Polytechnic may request that a
transcript of their credits be sent to another institution, at any
time. One transcript will be furnished without cost; a charge of 50
cents will be made for each additional transcript.
Only degree-transfer students who have completed the preparatory school requirements of the institution to which transfer is
made, will be recommended by California Polytechnic for transfer
with advanced standing, with the following additional minimums:
1. An average grade of "C" in all courses completed, or in progress at the time of transfer, at California Polytechnic.
2. No grade lower than "C" in the following courses, or such of
them as have been completed or are in progress at the time of
transfer: Chemistry (PSc 10) (PSc 11) (PSc 12); English (Eng IA)
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(Eng IB)(Eng IC); Botany (BSc 30); Physics (PSc 30)(PSc 31)
(PSc 32); Advanced Zoology (BSc 91); Advanced Bacteriology
(BSc 21); Advanced Economics (SSc 12).
Students desiring to transfer for advanced standing and whose
conditions do not meet these requirements, must petition on an
individual basis.

APPLICATION FOR A TECHNICAL OR VOCATIONAL CERTIFICATE
A candidate for a Technical or Vocational Certificate should file
with the registrar a form provided for this purpose, at the beginning of the quarter in which he expects to complete his work. This
enables the registrar to check the student's records to determine
whether he has completed all of the requirements.

PHYSICAL EDUCATION
Requirements
The department of Physical Education of the California Polytechnic School operates under the same plan followed in similar
collegiate institutions which require each regularly enrolled student
to take part in physical education activities.
Each student is required to register in the Physical Education
Department, attend regularly, and secure a passing grade in the
subject for each quarter. After registering in class, students will
be assigned a numbered locker and towel. Students participating in
a major sport will report to the coach for locker assignment.
Each student must have a physical examination by the school
doctor before permitted to take part in any athletic activity. Students may select a particular sport and devote his time to that
sport during the Physical Education period, but all must take hygiene and have some gymnasium apparatus work.
Excused
Those who have completed two years of Physical Education of
collegiate grade.
Those who have physical defects, upon the recommendation of the
school doctor.
Those who have been assigned corrective exercises by the school
doctor.
Uniform
Students are required to supply themselves with gymnasium
shirt, shorts and rubber soled shoes.

ATHLETICS AND ELIGIBILITY
SAN LUIS OBISPO
The California Polytechnic schedule of intercollegiate athletics
includes participation in football, basketball, baseball, track and
boxing. The program of intramural athletics has in addition, handball, wrestling, tennis and swimming.
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California Polytechnic Varsity teams have an independent schedule, meeting four-year varsity teams in most of the football competition; junior colleges and four-year colleges in most of the
basketball, track and baseball events.
No student may represent California Polytechnic in varsity competition who has not completed high school preparatory to enrolling at the Polytechnic, who is not carrying a minimum of 12 units
of work in a regular major curricula, or who is not passing in at
least 60 per cent of the total units carried. A probation period of
four weeks is allowed after a failing grade has been entered, during which the student will be permitted to continue varsity competition.
SAN DIMAS
The intercollegiate athletic schedule at the Voorhis unit is limited
by the enrollment and the facilities. Eligibility is the same as that
at the home cmapus at San Luis Obispo. For the year of 1939-40,
athletics competition will be limited to basketball, baseball, track
and possibly swimming.

TECHNICAL CERTIFICATE OF RECOMMENDATION
FIELDS
AGRICULTURE
Agricultural Inspection:
State Inspection Service:
1. Border Quarantine Service.
2. State Standardization Service.
3. Grain Inspection.
4. Shipping Point Inspection.
County Inspector and Commissioner:
5. Weed and Rodent Control, Seed Inspection.
6. Apiary Inspection.
7. Standardization Service.
8. Plant Quarantine and Nursery Inspection.
9. Field and Orchard Inspection.
Agricultural Mechanics:
1. Tractor Operator.
2. Farm Foreman.
3. Farm Machinery Business Assistant.
4. Farm Maintenance.
Crops:
1. Truck Crop Production.
Deciduous Fruits:
1. Orchard Manager.
2. Nursery Manager and Propagator.
Dairy Manufacturing:
1. Buttermaking.
2. Cheesemaking.
3. Ice Cream Making.
4. Marketing Milk.
5. Creamery Management.
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Dairy Production:
1. Cow Tester.
2. Dairy Herdsman.
3. Farm Manager.
4. Dairy Farming.
5. Dairy Inspector.
Landscape Gardening:
1. Nursery Manager.
2. Landscape Gardener.
Meat Animals:
1. Beef Cattle Herdsman.
2. Beef Feeding, Commercial Production.
3. General Livestock Farm Management.
4. Commercial Livestock Production (Beef or Sheep).
5. Range or Farm Manager.
6. Shepherd-Flock Master.
7. Shipping Association Manager or Stockyard Assistant.
8. Sheep Feeding, Commercial Production.
9. Swine Feeding, Commercial Production.
Poultry:
1. Brooding of Chicks.
2. Growing Young Stock.
~. Hatchery Management.
4. Laying Flock Management.
5. Marketing Poultry Products.
6. Poultry Breeding.
7. Poultry Plant Management.
8. Turkey Production.
INDUSTRY
Electrical Industries:
1. Armature Winding and Electrical Machinery Repair.
2. Automatic Industrial Control Equipment.
3. Conduit Wiring.
4. Electrical Maintenance in Industrial Plants.
5. Power Plant and Substation Operation.
6. Switchboard Construction.

Aeronautics:
1. Airplane Mechanic.
2. Airplane Engine Mechanic.
3. Aeronautical Drafting.
Air Conditioning:
1. Air Conditioning.
2. Heating and Ventilating.
3. Refrigeration.
Students may obtain one or more of these Certificates of Recommendation on completion of the three-year course in any of the
above fields of agriculture or industry.
In rare cases where the student has had experience or special
training before entering this school, he may obtain certain of these
special certificates on completion of the two-year course, providing
the instructors in his department make the recommendation to that
effect.

CURRICULA
(See pages 146 to 150 for Voorhis unit curricula.)
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GENERAL CURRICULAR DIVISIONS
There are four general curricular divisions based upon the objective of the student, the number of years he desires to spend at
California Polytechnic, and the preparatory work done by the student before entering the California Polytechnic.
These divisions are:
1. The Degree-Transfer Curriculum.
2. The Technical Certificate of Recommendation Curriculum.
3. The Vocational Certificate Curriculum.
4. Special Curriculum.
THE DEGREE-TRANSFER CURRICULA
The degree-transfer curricula in the various fields provide a combination of lower and upper division courses required for graduation from typical degree-granting institutions, with a maximum of
technical and scientific instruction assisting toward immediate employment.
The purpose of the degree-transfer curricula is to enable young
men to matriculate in a highly practical course accredited for
transfer with advanced standing to other institutions. It is not a
preparatory course and it affords no opportunity to make up minor
deficiencies in preparatory school units of scholarship as required
by the institution to which transfer is made.
Since graduation patterns of various institutions follow different
plans, no formal and inclusive statement may be made as to the
total units of transferrable credit. In general, students with clear
admission and satisfactory college records may graduate from
degree-granting institutions in a period of time varying from four
to five years, depending on the difference between the graduation
pattern of the degree-granting institution and the curricula pattern
followed at California Polytechnic. Students whose records are better than average may be graduated from the University of California in a total of nine semesters, for example.
In no case is a course at California Polytechnic given less than
full credit at any other institution. The transfer value is based
entirely on the manner in which the course meets the graduation
pattern of the degree-granting institution. Because of the variation
of these patterns, students should confer with counselors and the
registrar at frequent intervals.
THE TECHNICAL CERTIFICATE OF RECOMMENDATION
CURRICULUM
For the young man with specific employment objectives a threeyear curriculum leading to a certificate of recommendation for
technical employment, if offered.
This curriculum closely parallels the Degree-Transfer curriculum, with some latitude permitted in deviation from the graduation
requirements. If at any time during the Freshman or Sophomore
year the student desires to enter the Degree-Transfer curriculum,
and has met all the preparatory requirements, he will be permitted
to do so without loss of time provided that he has completed all the
requirements for the Degree-Transfer curriculum up to the time of
the change.
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THE VOCATIONAL CERTIFICATE CURRICULUM
Agriculture

The objective of this course is to provide a maximum of practical
training for the agriculture student who plans to return to the
home farm for his future vocation. In general, the major field does
not extend into any upper-division subjects, and the sciences are
general instead of specific. Students who have completed this course
will be given full credit for the subjects taken, but will not be given
recommendation for employment in the more technical fields of
agriculture. The certificate is vocational rather than technical in
scope.
Industry
The objective of the vocational certificate course in industry is
to prepare the student to enter immediately into employment, with
sufficient technical background that he may advance in that employment into a responsible position. Students who have completed
the vocational certificate course will receive full credit for the subjects taken, but will not be recommended for the more technical
positions except occasionally where the student has had, prior to
enrollment or during matriculation, outstanding practical experience or preparatory training.
THE SPECIAL CURRICULUM
Any qualified male student over 21 years of age or who may secure admission through petition to the faculty committee on admissions, may enroll for special courses in any of the major fields.
The maximum and minimum number of hours required and the
school quarter in which the course is to be taken, must be worked
out in individual conference between the director of the institution,
the department head in charge of the major field in which the special work is desired, and the applicant for special instruction. No
certificate is given for Special Course students.

CURRICULA REQUIREMENTS-AGRICULTURE
DEGREE-TRANSFER CURRICULA
Since most students in the degree-transfer curricula in agriculture plan to transfer to one of the land-grant colleges, the curricula
patterns have followed requirements of the University of California as closely as possible.
The University will accept between 70 and 80 semester hours
(105 to 120 quarter hours) toward advanced standing and graduation requirements.
Other degree-granting institutions grant advanced standing in
relation to their own graduation pattern. The following basic curriculum is used as the foundation of all degree-transfer curricula
in agriculture. Students desiring certain lower or upper division
courses which may be more suitable for transfer to the degreegranting institution, and which can be carried without conflict, may
substitute them upon receiving permission from the registrar, department head and instructors involved,
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BASIC CURRICULUM FOR AGRICULTURAL DEGREETRANSFER MAJORS
(1)

Freshman Year
Chem istry ............................................................
English ................................................................
American Institutions ..........---...........................
B otany ..................................................................
Physical Education and Hygiene....................
(2) Agricultural Major, Science or Electives......

F
5
3

W
5
3
3

3

3
/2

6

Total-------...........--------......------------......................17/2
(1)

Sophomore Year
Physics ................................................................
Econom ics ............................................................
Zoology ................................................................
Bacteriology ......................................................
Public Speaking .........------------......................................
Physical Education ............................................
--------------------(2) Agricultural Major, Science or Electives......
Total------........----.................---------------------..........................
(1)

F
4
3
3
3

/2

/2

6

6

17/2

17/2

W
4
3
3
3

S
4
3
5

4

4

5

17

17

17

W
3

S
3

Junior Year
Marketing----------------------------............................................................
Accounting---------------------------..........................................................
Finance ................................................................
Farm Management ..........................................
Geology--------------------------------................................................................
Agricultural Mechanics ....................................
(2) Agricultural Major, Science or Electives......
Total--............................

S
5
3

F
3
3

3
3
2
9

3
2
6

2
9

........................... 17

17

17

(1) Students should complete three units of Farm Skills before
transfer if possible.
(2) Students should complete three units of Agricultural Project
or Supervised Practice if possible.
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Califoria Poltechni
BASIC CURRICULUM FOR AGRICULTURAL TECHNICAL
MAJORS
S
F
W
(1) Freshman Year
--3
General Biological Science---...-..-......
3
-General Physical Science-............-.....
3
-------------------------------------------Soils
3
3
English-------------------------------3
Mathematics22
2
2
------------------ 2
Agricultural Mechanics
Physical Education and Hygiene--------------1/2

(2) Agricultural Major, Science or ElectivesTotal-------------------------

7

/2

'/2

7

7

----------------- 17 217 217

F
W
(1) Sophomore Year
----------------------------- 3
Economics
American Institutions-..-..-----.---------...3
Bacteriology
------------------------------------------------------------ '21/2 2'/2
Physical Education
Agricultural Mechanics------------------2.2.2
15
9
(2) Agricultural Major, Science or Electives-

S
3
2
2

10

Total--------------------------------------------- 17 /217/217
S
W
F
(1) Junior Year
Accounting ----------------------------------------Finance --------------------------------------------3
Farm Management-----------------------------------3
3
3
Marketing -----------------------------2
2
Agricultural Mechanics------------------.........2
9
9
(2) Agricultural Major, Science or Electives..-9
17
17
Total-------------------------------------------- 17
(1) Three units of Farm Skills required for Certificate. May be
passed in course or by examination.
(2) Three units of Agricultural' Project or Supervised Practice
required for Certificate.

California Polytechnic
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BASIC CURRICULUM FOR AGRICULTURAL VOCATIONAL
MAJORS
(1) Freshman Year
English.............................
Mathematics.........................---------------Agricultural Mechanics .....................
Physical Education and Hygiene ...........
General Biological Science ...................
General Physical Science ...................
Soils...............................-------------------(2) Agricultural Major, Science or Electives...
Total-----------------------------------------------

F
3
2
2

W
3
2
2

S
3
2
2
2

'/2

'/2

3
7

7

17/2

171/2

F
(1) Sophomore Year
----------------------------- 3
Economics
American Institutions------------------------------.....3
Agricultural Mechanics------------------2

W

Agricultural Majors, Science or Elective-12

171/2

S
2

2

Physical Education-------------------------/2

3
7

'/2

1/2
17/2
--......------Total...-(1) Before receiving a Certificate, each student must

torily
demonstrate ability in Farm Skills. Three units
Skills are required to be passed by course or examination.

'/2

12

14

17Y

satisfacof Farm

(2) Two units of Agricultural Project or Supervised Practice
are required for Certificate.

The Special Curriculum
Young men who are over 21 years of age and desire special instruction of a purely terminal character, who present evidence of
their ability and fitness to carry such work, may enroll for special
courses. Applicants who are under 21 years of age and desire to
enter special work must petition the Faculty Committee on Admissions.
No curricula pattern is set up for such courses. There are, however, certain limitations as follows :
1. Enrollment must be made in the catalog courses only, and at
such times as these courses are normally

offered.

2. No student will be permitted to enroll for less than six nor
more than 18 quarter units of work.
3. Students must enroll not later than a week following the beginning of the class.
4. Special students must obey all general student regulations,
but may not represent the institution in any intercollegiate student
activities.
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EXPLANATION OF SYMBOLS
AERONAUTICS
Aero 1 to 9-Engine Class
Aero 10 to 19-Engines Shop
Aero 20 to 29-Construction Class
Aero 30 to 39-Construction Shop
Aero 40 to 49-Drafting Class
Aero 50 to 59-Drafting Practice
Aero 60 to 69-Miscellaneous Class
Aero 70 to 79-Miscellaneous Shop
Aero 80 to 89--Sheet Metal
Aero 90 to 99-Design
AGRICULTURAL INSPECTION
AgInsp al to a20-Agric. Inspection
AGRICULTURAL MECHANICS
Ag M al to a99-Agricultural Mech.
AGRICULTURAL PROJECT
AP a20a to a29a-Dairy Prod.Project
AP a30a to a39a-Meat Animals
Project
AP a40a to a49a-Crops Project
AP a50a to a59a-Dairy Mfg. Project
AP a60a to a69a-Decid. Fruits Proj.
AP a70a to a79a-Landscaping Proj.
AP a80a to a89a-Poultry
AIR CONDITIONING
AC 1 to 10-Air Conditioning and
Refrigeration Theory
AC 10 to 20-Air Conditioning Shop
AC 20 to 30-Refrigeration Shop
AC 30 to 40-Air Conditioning
Drafting
ANIMAL HUSBANDRY
AH a10 to al9-Animal Husbandry
BIOLOGICAL SCIENCE
BSc 1 to 9--General Biological Sci.
BSc 10 to 19-Anatomy
BSc 20 to 29-Bacteriology
BSc 30 to 39-Botany
BSc 40 to 49-Entomology
BSc 60 to 69-Physiology
BSc 70 to 79-Plant Pathology
BSc 80 to 89-Veterinary Science
BSc 90 to 99-Zoology
CITRICULTURE
a90 to a99-Citriculture
DAIRY MANUFACTURING
DM a50 to a59-Dairy Manufacturing
DAIRY PRODUCTION
DP a20 to a29-Dairy Production
DECIDUOUS FRUITS
DF a60v to DF a69v-Decid. Fruits
ELECTRICAL INDUSTRY
1 to 9-Theory
FL 10 to 19-Test Laboratory
EI
20 to 29--Construction Shop
30 to 39-Drafting
El 40 to 49--Codes
EI 50 to 59-Power Plant Operation
El 60 to 69-Miscellaneous Class.

El

El

ENGLISH
Eng A-Preparatory English
Eng I-A to 2-A-CollegeTransf. Eng.
Eng 20 to 29-Dramatics
Eng 30 to 39-Library Instruction
Eng 40 to 49-Journalism
Eng 50 to 59-Teclhnical English

FARM CROPS
FC a40 to a49-Farm Crops.
FARM SKILLS
FS alb to a9b-General Farm Skills
FRUIT PRODUCTION
FP a60 to a69-Fruit Producion
INDUSTRIAL ARTS
IA 1 to 10-General Carpentry
LANDSCAPING
Land a70 to a79-Landscaping
MACHINE SHOP
MS 1 to 20-Machine Shop
MATHEMATICS
Math 1 to 9-General Mathematics
Math 10 to 19-Surveying
Math 20 to 29-Drafting
MEAT ANIMALS
MA a30 to a39-Meat Animal Husbandry
MECHANICAL DRAFTING
Mech D 1 to 9-Drafting Class
Mech D 10 to 19-Drafting Practice
MUSIC
Mu 1
Mu 10
Mu 20
Mu 30

to 9-Band
to 19-Glee Club
to 29-Orchestra
to 39-Music Theory

PETROLEUM INDUSTRIES
PI 1 to 99-Petroleum Industries
PHYSICAL EDUCATION
PE 1 to 9-Physical Education and
Athletics
PHYSICAL SCIENCE
PSc 1 to 9-General Physical
Science
PSc 10 to 19-Chemistry
PSc 20 to 29-Geography
PSc 30 to 39-Physics
PSc 40 to 49-Strength of Materials
PSYCHOLOGY
Psy 1 to 9-Psychology
POULTRY
Poul a80 to a89-Poultry
REFRIGERATION INDUSTRIES
RI 1 to 9-Refrigeration Class
RI 10 to 19-Refrigeration Lab
RI 30 to 39-Refrigeration Drafing
Practice
SOCIAL SCIENCE
SSc 1 to 9-General Social Science
SSc 10 to 49-Economics
SSc 50 to 59-Political Science
TYPING
Typ 1 to 9-Typing
WELDING
Weld 1 to 19-Welding
Weld 20 to 29-Foundry
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AGRICULTURAL MECHANICS
(1) CURRICULUM FOR DEGREE-TRANSFER MAJOR
Freshman Year
Chemistry (PSc 10) (PSc 11) (PSc 12).......
English (Eng IA) (Eng IB) (Eng IC) .........
American Institutions

(S Sc

50) .................

Botany (BSc 30) (BSc 31) ..............................

al)
a3) .................................

F
5
3

w
5
3
3

3

S
5
3
3

General Agricultural Mechanics (AgM

(AgM a2) (AgM
Electives ..................................................
Physical Education and Hygiene ................
Total............................................

2

2
4

4
1/2

17 /

Sophomore Year
F
Physics (PSc .30) (PSc 31) (PSc 32)-----------.......4
Economics (SSc 11)(SSc 12)(SSc 15)---------3
Zoology (BSc 90) (BSc 91) ------------------------------ 3
Bacteriology (BSc 21) (BSc 22)---------------3
Public Speaking (Eng 2A).................

Physical

Education

-------------------------------

a8)
(AgM a9)-------------------------------------------------

2
4

/

171/2

17

w

S

4

4

3
3
3

3
5

Farm Blacksmithing (AgM a7) (AgM
Farm

Machinery(AgM

a13) (AgM a14) (AgM a15)

2
2

2
2
12

Electives ... ..... .......... . . . . . . . .
I

Junior

1
±97

u

2
2

17

17%

w
3

s
3

3

3
2

Li
..............................................................

Year

F

Marketing (SSc 110)(SSc 111)(SSc 112)-------3
Accounting, Finance, Farm Management
(SSc 126) (SSc 127) (SSc 128) -------------------- 3
Irrigation (AgM allO)(AgM alll)(AgM a112). 2
Wiring Devices, Motors (AgM a16) (AgM

a17)

(AgM a18) ----------------------------------------------- 2
Farm Carpentry (AgM a4)(AgM a5) (AgM a6)-2
Farm Structures (AgM alO) (AgM all) (AgM a12) 2
Electives---------------------------------------------------- 3
Total-------------------------7............

2
2
2
2

2
2
2

3
17

17
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AGRICULTURAL MECHANICS
(1) CURRICULUM FOR TECHNICAL CERTIFICATE MAJOR
F
W
Freshman Year
General Biological Science, General Physical Sci3
--- 3
ence, Soils (BSc 1)(PSc 1)(PSc 20)......
-3
3
English (Eng 51) (Eng 52) (Eng 53).........
2
Mathematics (Math 1) (Math 2) (Math 3)-------2
General Agricultural Mechanics (AgM al)
2
(AgM a2)(AgM a3) --------------------------- 2
2
Surveying (Math 10) ------------ -------------------------------------- 3
Cereal Crops (FC a40) ---------3
---------------------------Field Crops (FC a41) --------------------------------Forage Crops (FC a42)
4
Electives---------------------------------2
-1/2
'/2
-Physical Education and Hygiene----..........

S
3
3
2

2

3
4

Total-------------------------------------17/2171217
W
F
Sophomore Year
American Institutions (SSc 51)..................-3
Economics (SSc 11)(SSc 15).......-...........3
Bacteriology (BSc 20)--------------------------------Farm Structures (AgM a1O) (AgM all)
2
AgM a12) ---------------------------------- 2
Farm Blacksmithing (AgM a7) (AgM a8)
2
2
------------------------------AgM a9)
2
Welding (Weld 7) (Weld 8) (Weld 9)-----------.......2
8
Electives ---------------------------------------------------- 8
'2
72
Physical Education --------------------------------------Total----------------------------..................17 {217
F
Junior Year
Marketing (SSc 110) (SSc 111) (SSc 112)-------...3
Accounting, Finance, Farm Management
(SSc 126) (SSc 127) (SSc 128)--------------........3

a14)

Farm Machinery (AgM a13) (AgM
(AgM a15) -------------------------------------

S
3
2
2
2
2
6
17'A

W
3

S
3

3

3

2

2

2

Irrigation (AgM a11) (AgM a11l)(AgM a112)_. 2
Electric Wiring (AgM a16)-----------------------------2
Farm Electrical Devices (AgM a17)-----------------....
Electric Motors (AgM a18)----------------------------.....2
Electives ---------------------------------------------------- 5

2

2

5

5

Total--------------------------------------------- 17

17

17

2

California
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AGRICULTURAL MECHANICS
(1) CURRICULUM FOR VOCATIONAL CERTIFICATE MAJOR
Freshman Year
F
English (Eng 51)(Eng 52)(Eng 53).........
-3
Mathematics (Math 1)(Math 2)(Math 3)-------2
Agricultural Mechanics (AgM al) (AgM
(AgM a3)------------------------------ 2
Farm, Structures(AgM aO) (AgM all) (AgM a12) 2
Farm Carpentry (AgM a4)(AgM a5)(AgM a6).- 2
Biological Science, Physical Science, Soils
(BSc l)(PSc 1)(PSc 20) ........................
3
Electives---------------------------------3

a2)

Physical Education ...............................

Sophomore Year
Accounting, Finance, Farm Management
(SSc 126)(SSc 127)(SSc 128)..............
Economics (SSc 10)-.............-..................-3
American ( Institutions
el
7).......

................

(SSc ...................
52)

S
3
2

2

2

2
2

2
2

3
3

3
3

1/2

.171/2

Total--------------....-..--...

W
3
2

/2

171/2

1712

F

W

S

3

3

3

a14)
a15)------------------------------..................2

2

3Wedn

Farm Machinery (AgM a13) (AgM

(AgM
Electric Wiring (AgM a16)------------------...........2
Farm Electrical Devices (AgM a17)-----------------....
Electric Motors (AgM a18)-----------------------------......2
Electives---------------------------------....................5
Physical Education--------------------------.............1/2
Total----------------------------..................17/2

2

2

2
10

7
1/2

171/2

1/2

171/2

(1) Before a student may receive a Technical or Vocational Certificate he must have completed at least three units of Farm Skills,
and at least two units of Agricultural Project or Supervised Practice, or equivalent Problems courses totaling three units or more.
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DAIRY MANUFACTURING
RMAJOR

(1) CURRICULUM FOR DEGREE-TRANSFE
F
5
3

Freshman Year
Chemistry (PSc 10) (PSc 11) (PSc 12).......
English (Eng IA) (Eng IB) (Eng IC)-------American Institutions (SSc 50)------------Botany (BSc 30) ......................
Elements of Feeding (AH a13) .................
Elements of Dairying (DP a21) .................

M arket

S
5
3

5
3
3

3
2

3

2

Judging of Dairy Cattle (DP a22)..........--------

a23c)
-----------------------------------

Milk (DM a54)----------------------Dairy Problems (DP a23a) (DP a23b) (DP

E lectives

and

3

1
3

Hygiene------------.........

1/2

T oa -1 --- - - - - - -- - - - - - - -- - - - - - - -- - - - - --

Z17 '1/2

Physical Education
1

V

V"A

'/2

17/2

............................................................

Sophomore Year
Physics (PSc 30) (PSc 31) (PSc 32) ...........
11) (SSc 12)(SSc 15)........
Economics
Zoology (BSc 91)(BSc 92)---------------Bacteriology (BSc 21) (BSc 22).............
Dairy Problems (DP a26a) (DP a26b) (DP
Milk Production (DP a24) .............................
Butter Making (DM a50) (DM a52) ..............
Dairy Bacteriology (DM a51) .........................
Dairy Products Judging (DM a53) ..............
Public Speaking (Eng 2-A) ......................
Physical Education-----------------------

(SSc

a26c)

Total----

F
4
3
3
3

1

- - - ----------------------------------

/2

17Y2

w

S

4
3
3
3
1

4

3
1

2

3

3

2
5
'/2

191/2

1

W

3

3
3

r5
121
P3

L 1
3

18/2

S
3
1

4
17

17

3
5

17------

3

Geology (PSc 2)-------------------------

Agricultural Mechanics -------------------------------Electives--------------------------------------------------

1
3

3

------------------------ 17

Junior Year
Marketing (SSc 110) (SSc 111)(SSc 112)
Accounting, Finance (SSc 126) (SSc 127)
Dairy Problems (DP a123a) (DP a123b)
(DP a123c) -------------------------------------------Dairy Inspection (BSc 122)----------------............
Ice Cream Making (DM al50)..............
Cheese Making (DM a152)---------------Creamery Management (DM a153) -------------------------Factory Practices (DM a154)

TO M

1
2

1

5

17.

2
3
17
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DAIRY. MANUFACTU
CURRICULUM FOR TECHNICAL CERTIFICATE MAJOR
F
Freshman Year
Biological Science (BSc 1).....-..--..--.........-3
Physical Science (PSc 1) ..........................
Soils (PSc 20).............-........-.....--......-3
-3
English (Eng 51) (Eng 52) (Eng 53)-........
Mathematics (Math 1) (Math 2) (Math 3)-------2
2
Elements of Feeding (AH a13)-.............
---Elements of Dairying (DP a21)---......-....
Judging Dairy Cattle (DP a22)--------------2
Dairy Problems (DP a23a) (DP a23b) (DP a23c) 1
Agricultural Mechanics..-.......-......-.......2
Market Milk (DM a54).............................--3
Electives---------------------------------4
Physical Education .-.............................

W

S

3
3
2

3
2

-3
1
2

1
2

3
/

Total..-..-..-..-...-.......-...-17/2

1
2

1/2
171/2

F
W
Sophomore Year
3
Economics (SSc 11)(SSc 15) ...................
------ 3
American Institutions (SSc 51).............
--------------------------------Bacteriology (BSc 20)
Zoology (BSc 90)----------.----------------------------------Milk Production (DP a24)------------------------3
1
Dairy Problems (DP a26a) (DP a26b) (DP a26c) 1
2
3
---Butter Making (DM a50)(DM a52)-..-....
Anatomy (BSc 10)...-.........--........-............3
------------------------------ 2
Physiology (BSc 60) --Dairy Products Judging (DM a53)........
2
Agricultural Mechanics----------------------..........2
Dairy Bacteriology (DM a51)---------------------------.....3
4
Electives ---------------------------------------------------- 5
Physical Education---------------------------------------'/

17
S
3
2
2
1

2

1/2

Total--------------------------------------------- 17%/ 171/2
F
W

Junior Year

Accounting, Finance (SSc 126) (SSc 127)-------....3

Marketing (SSc 110) (S.Sc 111) (SSc 112)--------....3
Dairy Problems (DP a123a) (DPal23b) (DP a123c) 1
Dairy Inspection (BSc 122)-----------------------........
Diseases of Farm Animals (BSc 180) ----------5
Ice Cream Making (DM al5O) ------------------Cheese Making (DM a152)-----------------------.........
Creamery Management (DM a153) .............
Factory Practices

3

3
1
3

2
1/2

171/
S

3
1
3

4
3

(DM a154)...--------------------------5

Animal Breeding (AH allO)----------------------------.....3
Electives ---------------------------------------------------- 5

3

Total--------------------------------------------- 17

17

18
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DAIRY PRODUCTION
(1) CURRICULUM FOR DEGREE-TRANSFER MAJOR
Freshman Year
F
W
Chemistry (PSc 10) (PSc 11) (PSe 12)---------5
5
English (Eng IA) (Eng IB) (Eng IC)-..-------3
3
American Institutions (SSc 50)-------------------3
Cereal Crops (FC a40) ------------------------------3
Types and Breeds of Farm Animals (AR a10)_._3
Elements of Dairying (DP a21)--------------------3
Market Milk (DM a54)--------------------------------Judging of Dairy Cattle (DP a22)___________2
Dairy Problems (DP a23a) (DP a23b) (DP a23c) 1
1
Elements of Feeding (AR a13) ----------------2
Forage Crops (FC a42)
-------------------------------Electives
--------------------------------------2
Physical Education and Hygiene
--------------- '/2
1/2
Total---------------------

------------------ 171/2

171/2

Sophomore Year
F
Physics (PSc 80) (PSc 31) (PSc 32)...-...
-4
Economics (SSc 11)(SSc 12)(SSc 15)----------3
Public Speaking (Eng 2-A)----------------------------Zoology (BSc 91)(BSc 92)---------------------3
Bacteriology (BSc 21) (BSc 22)
--------------- 3
Dairy Problems (DP a26a)(DP a26b)(DP a26c) 1
Milk Production (DP a24)

Anatomy (BSc 10)........................
Physiology (BSc 60) -----------------Electives---------------------------------1

-

-

Physical Education---------------------------

5

3

3
1
3
1/
171/2

W

S

4
3

4
3

5
3
3
1

3

-

......

S

-

1

2

5

'/2

'/2

'/2

Total------------------------------------------ 18/2

19/2

181/2

Junior Year
F
Marketing (SSc 110) (SSc 111) (SSc 112) ---------- 3

W
3

S
3

(SSc 126)
127) (SSc 128) -----------------------3
8
Diseases of Farm Animals (BSc 18)8
Animal Breeding (AR allO) ------------------------------Geology (PSc 2)-------------------------------------------3

3

Botany

(BSc

30)--------------------------.................3

Accounting, Finance, Farm M anagement,

(S
Sc

.......
(DP

Agricultural Mechanics
.-----------------------2
2
History of Breeds and Pedigrees
a121)-...3
Dairy Herd Management (DP a122)----------------.... 4
Dairy Inspection

(BSc

122)------------------------........

Dairy Problems (DP a123a) (DP a123b) (DP a123c)
Electives --------

Total---

1

2

3

1

-------------------------..............
2

----------------------------------------- 17

38

1
2

19

17

California

65
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California Polytechnic

DAIRY PRODUCTION
(1) CURRICULUM FOR TECHNICAL CERTIFICATE MAJOR
Freshman Year
F
W
S
Biological Science, Physical Science, Soils
(BSc 1)(PSc 1)(PSc 20) ...............-......
3
3
3
English (Eng 51) (Eng 52) (Eng 53)
----------- 3
3
3
Mathematics (Math 1) (Math 2)(Math 3)-------2
2
2
Types and Breeds of Farm Animals (Alla10).3
Elements of Feeding (All a13)---------------.........2
Elements of Dairying (DP a21) -----------------------3
Market MVilk (DM a54)--------------------------------........3
Forage Crops (FC a42)------------------------------------3
Judging of Dairy Cattle (DP a22) .............
2
Cereal Crops (PC a40) ---------------------------------- 3
Dairy Problems (DP a23a) (DP a23b) (DP a23c) 1
1
1
Electives ------------------------------------------------------5
Physical Education --------------------------------------- '/ /2
1/

n/

Total----------------------------...................17 '
Sophomore Year
Economics (SSc 11) (SSc 15)-----------------..........3
American Institutions (SSc 51).............
Zoology (BSc 90)........................
Bacteriology (BSc 20).....
................
Anatomy (BSc 10)...----------------------------------Physiology (BSc 60)..........
Agricultural Mechanics----------------------............2
Advanced Feeds and Feeding (All a16)---------.....3
Milk Production (DP a24) ....
.............
Dairy Problems (DP a26a) (DP a26b) (DP a26c).
Hay and Grain Grading (Aglnsp alli).......
Electives ---------------------------------------------------Physical Education------------

F

171/2

w
3

3

2
2
3
1
3
3

1
5

Dairy Problems(DP a123a) (DP a123b) (DP a123c)

Dairy Inspection (BSc 122) ......................
Parasites of Farm Animals (BSc 181) ...........

...........

17/2

2
2.
2
1
7

S

3
3

3
3
2

4
1
3
2

1
3

.....
2
allO)....................
3

1712

w

Diseases of Farm Animals (BSc 180)
Advanced Dairy Cattle Judging (DP a120)

Total-------------------------.17

S
3

/

Total----------------------------- 17
Junior Year
F
Accounting, Finance, Farm Management
(SSc 126) (SSc 127)(SSc 128)
............. 3
Marketing (SSc 110) (SSc 111) (SSc 112).
3
Agricultural Mechanics .......
...............
History of Breeds and Pedigrees (DP a121).
Herd Management (DP a122)...........

Animal Breeding (AH
E lectives ...................................

171/

3

3
2

19

17

66
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Carlifornia Polytchni

DAIRY PRODUCTION
(1) CURRICULUM FOR VOCATIONAL CERTIFICATE MAJOR
Freshman Year
F
W
S
English (Eng 51) (Eng 52) (Eng 53) ...........
3
3
3
Mathematics (Math 1)(Math 2)(Math 3)
2
2
2
Agricultural Mechanics ..............
Types and Breeds of Farm Animals (AR a10)_.
3
Elements of Dairying (DP a21) .... --...-...... -3
Cereal Crops (FC a40) ------------------------------- 3
Judging of Dairy Cattle (DP a22).............
Market Milk (DM' a54)--------------------------------3
Dairy Problems (DP a23a) (DP a23b) (DP a23c) 1
1
1
Biological Science, Physical Science, Soils
3
3
3
(BSc 1)(PSc 1)(PSc 20) ................-.........
------ 2
Elements of Feeding (AH a13)-..........
1
3
Electives---------------------------------1

2

Physical Education .........................................

1/2

Total--------------------------...

Sophomore Year
Accounting, Finance, Farm Management
(SSc 126) (SSc 127) (SSc 128) ------------------Agricultural Mechanics -------------------------------Economics

2

1/

1/

171/2

171/2

F

W

S

3
2

3
2

3
2

(SSc 10)------------------------...............3

American Institutions (SSc 52) ................
Milk Production (DP a24)------------------------.........
Hay arid Grain Grading (Aglnsp all) ---------Physical Education --------------------------------------- 1/2
Electives---------------------------------------------------- 9

3
3
3
6

9

17/2 171/2
Total----------------------------..................17/2
(1) Before a student may receive a Technical or Vocational Certificate he must have completed at least three units of Farm Skills,
and at least two units of Agricultural Project or Supervised Practice, or equivalent Problems courses totaling three units or more.

California

Polytechnic
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California Polytchnc6

FARM CROPS
(1) CURRICULUM FOR DEGREE-TRANSFER MAJOR
Freshman Year
Chemistry (PSc 10) (PSc 11) (PSc 12).......
English (Eng I-A) (Eng I-B) (Eng I-C)
American Institutions (SSc 50) .............
Botany (BSc 30) (BSc 31).
Entomology (BSc 40) ......
...............
Landscape Propagation (Land a71)..........
Cereal Crops (FC a40)...
...............
Field Crops (FC a41)
......................
Forage Crops (FC a42) ......
.............
.............
Physical Education ..........
Electives
...............................
Total.................

Education

W
5
3
3

3
3
217

2

F

W

4

4

3

3

3
3

3
3

3
3

3

17
S
4
3
5
-I-'-3

4
3

......................................

Total ........................................

'2

'/2

18

...................

Sophomore Year
Physics (PSc 30) (PSc 31) (PSc 32).........
Economics (SSc 11)(SSc 12)(SSc 15) ........
................
Public Speaking (Eng 2-A)
Zoology (BSc 91) (BSc 92)...
Bacteriology (BSc 21) (BSc 22).............
.................
Plant Pathology (BSc 70)
Truck Crops Production (FC a43) (FC a44
Standardization Problems (Aglnsp aO).
Electives..................................................
Physical

F
5
3

1

5/2

19 2 19

17 /

F
3

W
3

3

3
3

(Aglnsp a18) ...........................................
Fruit Production (PP a60) ......................
Agricultural Mechanics ................................
Economic Zoology (BSc 93) ......................

3

3
3
2

3

Special Farm Crops Problems (PC

3
3

3

3

17

20

17

Junior Year
Marketing (SSc

110) (SSc

111)(SSc

112) ......

Accounting, Finance, Farm Management
(SSc 126) (SSc 127)(S c 128)............________
.......
Geology (PSc 2)....
Pest Control Practice (Aglnsp a16) (Aglnsp

a17)

a140)

(FC a141) (PC a142) .................................
......
Electives...............................
Total ........................................

2

3
3

2
3

California

68

68

Polytechnic

California Polytchni

FARM CROPS
(1) CURRICULUM FOR TECHNICAL CERTIFICATE MAJOR
Freshman Year
F
W
General Physical Science (PSc 1)-.........
------- 3
Soils (PSc 20)--------------------------------------English (Eng 51) (Eng 52) (Eng 53)
----------- 3
3
Mathematics (Math 1)(Math 2)(Math 3)-------2
2
Botany (BSc 30) (BSc 31)-------------------3.....3
Entomology (BSc 40)------------------------------------ 4
Cereal Crops (FC a40)---------------------------------- 3
Field Crops (FC a41) ------------------------------------3
Forage Crops

S
-3
3
2

(FC a42)-----------------------.......................3

Landscape Propagation (Land a71)-------------------Agricultural Mechanics -------------------------------- 2
Electives------------------------------------------------------Physical Education and

Hygiene--------------------------------------------

Total-----

Sophomore Year
Economics (SSc 11) (SSc 15) ..
.............
American Institutions (SSc 51).............
Bacteriology (BSc 20)--------------------..............
Plant Pathology (BSc 70)-----------------............
Advanced Entomology

(BSc

3
2
1
1/2

1/2

171/2

1712

F
3

Total .................................

3

F

Marketing (SSc 110) (SSc 111) (SSc

3

Special
(Ca4)(Ca4).......................
Farm Crops Problems (FC

(Feciea141-------(FC a142----Total------------

2
4
3

112)a17)

a140)

----------------------------

1/2

1/2

17/2

171/2

'/

171/2

---------------Pest Control (Aglnsp a16) (Aglnsp
(Aglnsp a18)
-------------------------Agricultural Mechanics ................................

W

S

3

3
2
3
3
17

-----

17Y2

3
3
8

Junior Year
Accounting, Finance, Farm Management
(SSc 126) (SSc 127) (SSc 128)------------Economic Zoology BSc 93)
----------------Fruit Production (FP a60)

/2

S
3

W

41).............

Hay and Grain Grading (Aglnsp all)..........
Truck Crops (FC a43)(FC a44)------------Standardization Problems (Aglnsp al)
-.
Electives................................
Physical Education
.......................

2
1 1 5I

17

1

r

1a~

69

Polytechnic

California

California Polytchc

6

FARM CROPS
(1) CURRICULUM FOR VOCATIONAL CERTIFICATE MAJOR
Freshman Year
English (Eng 51) (Eng 52) (Eng 53)
Mathematics (Math 1) (Math 2) (Math 3).
Landscape Propagation (Land a71)..........
Cereal Crops (FC a40) ......
..............
Field Crops (FC a41)...........
..........
Forage Crops (FC a42)...................
Agricultural Mechanics
....................
Electives................................
Physical Education ..............
........
Total........

F
3
2

S
3
2

3
3
2
7

3
2
7

2
4

1/2

..................... 17Y

Sophomore Year
Biological Science, Physical Science, Soils
(BSc 1) (PSc 1) (PSc 20) .............................
Accounting, Finance, Farm Management
(SSc 126) (SSc 127) (SSc 128) .................
Truck Crops (FC a43) (FC a44) .................
Economics (SSc 10)......................................
American Institutions (SSc 52) .................
Hay and Grain Grading (Aglnsp all) .........

W
3
2
3

F

17 /

17 /

W

S
3
3
3

a17)
a48)
(FC a49)..............................--------------------

Pest Control (Aglnsp a16) (Aglnsp

(Aglnsp a18) ...........................................

3

Special Crops Problems (FC a47) (PC

3
2

Electives.................................................
Physical Education......................................

/

/2

Total ..........................
............ 18/218/2 17
(1) Before a student may receive a Technical or Vocational Certificate he must have completed at least two units of Farm Skills,
and at least three units of Agricultural Project or Supervised Practice, or equivalent. Problems courses totaling three units or more.

70
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California
California Potytechni
Polytechnic

FRUIT PRODUCTION
(1) CURRICULUM FOR DEGREE-TRANSFER MAJOR
Freshman Year
F
W
Chemistry (PSc 10) (PSc 11) (PSc 12)---------5
5
English (Eng I-A) (Eng I-B) (Eng I-C)...-----3
3
American Institutions (SSc 50)................--3
Botany (BSc 30) (BSc 31)---------------------3
Landscape Propagation (Land a71)----------------3
Deciduous Fruit Production (FP a61) (FP
3
(FP a63)-------------------------------3
Electives---------------------------------3
'/2IY2
-----------------Physical Education--......--

a62)

Total..---------------------------17/2
Sophomore Year
F
Physics (PSc 30) (PSc 31) (PSc 32)-----------.......4
Economics (SSc 11) (SSc 12) (SSc 15) ------------- 3
Zoology (BSc 91) (BSc 92)-------------------............3
Bacteriology (BSc 21) (BSc 22) ------------------- 3
Public, Speaking (Eng 2-A)-----------------------------......5
Advanced Fruit Production (FP a68)----------------...
Entomology (BSc 40)------------------------------------ 4
Plant Pathology (BSc 70)------------------------------......4
Electives ------------------------------------------------------Physical Education--------------/

Total--------------------------.................17/2
Junior Year given at Voorhis unit. See page. 148.

S
5
3
3
3
3
1/

17 217V
W
4
3
3
3

S
4
3

3
1

Y

171/2

1
a

17/2

California

Polytechnic

71

Calforna Polytecc

7

GENERAL AGRICULTURE
CURRICULUM FOR DEGREE-TRANSFER MAJOR
Freshman Year
F
W
S
Chemistry (PSc 10)(PSc 11)(PSc 12).........5
5
5
English (Eng I-A) (Eng I-B) (Eng I-C).........3
3
3
American Institutions (SSc 50) .........................
3
Botany (BSc 30) (BSc 31) ..........
............ 3
3
Elements of Feeding (AH a13) ................
2
Poultry Husbandry (Poul a86) .............------3
Forage Crops (PC a42)-.....
--.............
--------3
Fruits (FP a60) .-.......-..-..................------3
Meat Animals (MA a3Oa)-..------....-......-...3
Electives---------------------------------1
3
Physical Education and Hygiene-............
----- '/2
1
Total...-.....

-.......-........

17/2

17/2

Sophomore Year
F
W
4
....... 4
Physics (PSc 30) (PSc 31) (PSc 32).....
Economics (SSc 11)(SSc 12)(SSc 15)-.....
---- 3
3
3
3
Zoology (BSc 91) (BSc 92) .-.....................
3
Bacteriology (BSc 21) (BSc 22)..............3
Public Speaking (Eng 2-A)-----------------------------....5
Dairy Production (DP a20)------------------...........3
Agricultural Mechanics (AgM a2) (AgM a3) ...
2
Physical Education-------------------------............. 1/2
12
Electives ---------------------------------------------------- 1
2

171/2

S
4
3

2
3

1

Total--------------------------.................17 /217/2171/2

F
Junior Year
Marketing (SSc 110) (SSc 111) (SSc 112) .......... 3
Accounting, Financing, Farm Management
(SSc 126) (SSc 127) (SSc 128)---------------.........3
Parasites of Farm Animals (BSc 181) ..........
Geology (PSc 2)----------------Electives in Agriculture--------------------.............11
Total--------------------------................17

W
3

S
3

3
2

3

6

11

17

17

72
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72

GENERAL AGRICULTURE
CURRICULUM FOR TECHNICAL CERTIFICATE MAJOR
F
Freshman Year
General Biological Science, General Physical
Science, Soils (BSc 1)(PSc 1)(PSc 20)--------3
English (Eng 51) (Eng 52) (Eng 53)
----------- 3
Mathematics (Math 1) (Math 2) (Math 3)-------2
2
Elements of Feeding (Al a13)--------------Poultry Husbandry (Poul a86)---------------------.......
Forage Crops (FC a42)------------------------------------Fruits (FP a60) --------------------------------------------Meat Animals (MVA a3Oa) ------------------------------ 3
Landscape
rclua
Layout
ehnc

3

3

3

3

2

2

3
3
3

2

Sophomore Year
Bacteriology (BSc 20) .................................
Zoology (BSc 90)........................----------------11) (SSc 15)

Dairy Production (DP a20)..

(AgM

...............

3

2
1
1/

2
1
12

171/2 171/

-------------------- 17

Total------

Farm Machinery

S

(LandAMa)(g
a72)----------------------------

(AgM a3)------------------------------------------------- 2
Electives ---------------------------------------------------- 2
Physical Education and Hygiene--------------......
/

Economics (SSc

W

F

W

3

S
2
2
3

................

a13)(AgM

a14)

(AgM a15)............................
Hay and Grain Grading. (Aglnsp all) ...........
----------------Milk Production (DP a24)
Surveying (Math 10)----------------------------------American Institutions (SSc 51).............
Farm Sanitation (BSc 81)----------------Farm Electric Devices (AgM a17) ..............
Electives --------------- ----------------------------------Physical Education ---------------------------------------

2

7

5
1/

1/

Total----------------------------------------- 17 /

17 /

171/

w

S

F
Junior Year
Accounting, Finance, Farm Management
3
(SSc 126) (SSc 127)(SSc 128)--------------Agricultural Mechanics (AgM a110) (AgM a1il)
AgM a112) ----------------------------------------------- 2
Parasites of Farm Animals (B3Sc 181) ----------Electives --------------------------------------------------- 12

3

3

2
2
10

2
12

Total---------------------------------------- 17

17

17

73

California Polytechnic

LANDSCAPING
(1) CURRICULUM FOR DEGREE-TRANSFER MAJOR
F
Freshman Year
Chemistry (PSc 10) (PSc 11) (PSc 12)---------5
English (Eng I-A) (Eng I-B) (Eng I-C)---------3
American Institutions (SSc 50)-.................-3
Botany (BSc 30) (BSc 31)-...--.......3.........
General Nursery Practices (Land a70)----------3
Landscape Propagation (Land a71)------------------.......-------Landscape Layout (Land a72)--....
Electives---------------------------------3
Physical Education ..................-.....-.........
Total--------------------------------------------- 17Y2

W
5
3

3

3
3

3
1/2

17 /2

W
F
Sophomore Year
4
----- 4
Physics (PSc 30) (PSc 31) (PSc 32)--...
3
Economics (SSc 11) (SSc 12) (SSc 15)-...------3
3
Zoology (BSc 91) (BSc 92)----------------------3
3
--------------- 3
Bacteriology (BSc 21) (BSc 22)
Surveying (Math 10) ------------------------------ 2
------Public Speaking (Eng 2-A)--------..............
History of Landscaping (Land a73)------2
-------------------------Drafting (Math 20)---2
Landscape Problems (Land a74) (Land a75)
-------------------------------------------Electives
1/2
Physical Education --------------------------------------- Y/
Total----------------------------------------------- 171/2
F

Junior Year
Marketing (SSc 110) (SSc
Accounting, Finance (SSc

112)-------....3

111) (SSc
126) (SSc 127)-------....3

Plant Pathology (BSc 70)------------------------------.......4
4
Entomology (BSc 40)-----------------------------------Elements of Design (Land a170)--------------.......5
Civic Planning (Land a172)---------------------------Landscaping of City and County Property
(Land a173) ----------------------------------------------Special Landscape Problems (Land

171/2

2

Total----------------------------..................17

171,2
S
4
3

5
4
1

17'2

W

S

3
3

3

3
5

a174) -------

Agricultural Mechanics -------------------------------Electives -------------------------------------------------------

S
5
3

2
1

17

5

2
3
1'l

74
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LANDSCAPING
(1) CURRICULUM FOR TECHNICAL CERTIFICATE MAJOR
Freshman Year
F
I
3otany (BSc 30) -------------------------------------- 3
IPhysical Science, Soils (PSc 1) (PSc 20)...3
English (Eng*51) (Eng 52) (Eng 53)......
--- 3
Cvlathematics (Math 1) (Math 2) (Math 3)-------2
IAgricultural Mechanics----------------------............2
Nursery Practices (Land a70)----IJeneral
Landscape Propagation (Land a71)--------.. ...-----ILandscape Layout (Land a72)--------------------------....3
Electives ---------------------------------------------------- 4
Physical Education--------------------------'............./

3

3

2

2

2

2

4

4
1/2

/2

F

(SSc 11)(SSc 15)...............
Bacteriology (BSc 20)....................-------------

S

3

Total----------------------------..................1712
sophomore Year

WV

2

17/2

W

S
3
2

2

4

2

2

8

4
2

Economics

American Institutions (SSc 51).............
History of Landscaping (Land a73).........
Drafting (Math 20) .............................
Landscape Problems (Land a74) (Land a75).
Surveying (Math 10) ..................................
Agricultural Mechanics ................................
Entomology (BSc 40)...................................
Plant Pathology (BSc 70) .............................
Electives
...............................
Physical Education ................
........
Th,,-.-1
. .. . .... . .. . .... . .... . ... .... . .... . .. .
I

L

l

'2
1

171/

F
Junior Year
3
Marketing (SSc 110) (SSc 111) (SSc 112)........
3
Accounting, Finance (SSc 126) (SSc 127)........
Elements of Design (Land a170)............
5
Civic Planning (Land a172)
...............
Landscaping of City and County Property
(Land a173)..........................
Electives--------------Special Landscape Problems (Land a174) .... ..-2
Landscaping Practices (Land a171)-------.......4.......
E

lectiv

s

.........................

................................

2

Total-----------------------------17

171/

2

1/

1/

17/2

171/2

W
3
3

S
3

3
5
3

68

17

17

(1) Before a student may receive a Technical or Vocational Certificate he must have completed at least two units of Farm Skills,
and at least three units of Agricultural Project or Supervised Practice, or equivalent Problems courses totaling three units or more.

California
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MEAT ANIMAL HUSBANDRY
(1) CURRICULUM FOR DEGREE-TRANSFER MAJOR
Freshman Year
F
W
S
5
5
Chemistry (PSc 10) (PSc 11) (PSc 12)---------5
3
3
English (Eng I-A) (Eng I-B) (Eng I-C)---------3
3------American Institutions (SSc 50)
------------------- 3
Botany (BSc 30) --------------2
2
Livestock Problems(MA a34) (MA a35) (MA a36) 2
Types and Breeds of Farm Animals (AH a10).. 3
3
Forage Crops (FC a42) .-...-...-..................Market Classes of Fat Livestock (MA a30).3
Judging (MA a31)------------------------------------3
1
1
Electives---------------------------------1
Physical Education .............................-...

/

Total-----------------------------...................171/2

171/2

F
W
Sophomore Year
-4
4
Physics (PSc 30) (PSc 31) (PSc 32).......--3
3
Economics (SSc 11)(SSc 12)(SSc 15)-.......3
Zoology (BSc 91) (BSc 92).......................3
3
--------------- 3
Bacteriology (BSc 21)(BSc 22)
1
Livestock Problems(MA a37) (MA a38) (MA a39) 1
Public Speaking (Eng 2-A)----------------------------Advanced Feeds and Feeding (AH a16)--------3
Meat Cuts (MA a32) -----------------------------2
2
---------------------Market Beef (MA a33a)----2
Market Sheep (MA a33b) ...-......-..............
Market Hogs (MA a33c) .-..---....-....-........--Electives--------------------------------------------..........__...2
1/2
Physical Education--------------------------.............../
Total------------------------------------------ 191/2
Junior Year
Marketing (SSc 110) (SSc
Accounting, Finance, Farm
(SSc 126) (SSc 127) (SSc
Diseases of Farm Animals

F
111) (SSc 112)-.------- 3
Management
128) ------------------- 3
(BSc 180) -----------

Parasites of Farm Animals (BSc 181)

..........

17'/
S
4
3
1
5

2
1/

181/2

171/2

W
3

S
3'

3

3
3

2

Geology (PSc 2)---------------------------------------------3
Pedigrees and Herd Books (MA a134) ---------Beef Husbandry (MA a131) ------------------------------3
Sheep Husbandry (MA a132) --------------------------Swine (MA a133) ----------------------------------------- 3
Anatomy (BSc 10) -------------------------------------- 3
2
Physiology (BSc 60)--------------------------------------1
Electives -------.-...-..----------------------------------- 5
Total--------------------------------------------- 17

/2

1/2

17

3
3

2
17

California
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MEAT ANIMAL HUSBANDRY
(1) CURRICULUM FOR TECHNICAL CERTIFICATE MAJOR
Freshman Year
F
W
S
Biological Science, Physical Science, Soils
(BSc 1)(PSc 1)(PSc 20) .---............-....
3
3
3
English (Eng 51) (Eng 52) (Eng 53)......
--- 3
3
3
Mathematics (Math 1) (Math 2) (Math 3)--------2
2
2
Agricultural Mechanics----------------------...
.
2
2
2
Types and Breeds of Farm Animals (AR a10) ... 3
Market Classes of Fat Livestock (MA a30) .....
3
Livestock Judging (MA a31)---------------------------.....3
Elements of Feeding (AR a13) (AR a14)-------....2
2
Forage Crops (EC a42)------------------------------------3
Livestock Problems (MA a34) (MA a35) (MA a36) 2
2
2
Physical Education --------------------------------------- /
'a
'/s

32

Total............................................
Sophomore Year
Physiology, Bacteriology (BSc 60) (BSc 20).
Zoology (BSc 90)
........................
Anatomy (BSc 10)......................................
Economics (SSc 11)(SSc 15)...............
American Institutions (SSc 51) .................

F

W
2

3

......................

Agricultural Mechanics
Farm Sanitation (BSc 81)

.............................

2
3
1

a39)

Livestock Problems(MA a37) (MA a38) (MA
Physicly
Meat CutsEduatio----------(MA a32)...................................
Advanced Feeding (AR a16) .........................
Market Beef Production (MA a33a).........
Market Sheep Production (MA a33b) ............
Market Swine Production (MA a33c)--------.......
Farm Horse Management (AR a18) ............
Electives..................................................
P

s

l

Total
ut

....................
......

..............

Junior Year
Accounting, Finance, Farm Management
(SSc 126) (SSc 127)(SSc 128).............
Marketing (SSc 110) (SSc 111) (SSc 112).
Parasites of Farm Animals (BSc 181) ........
Diseases of Farm Animals (BSc

2
2
17/2

a138)
a139) ..............................................

w

3
3

3
3
2

Total--------------------------17

171/2

S
3
3
3
3

3
3

3

3
2

Livestock Problems (MA a137) (MA

(MA
Electives..................................................

17/2

F

180) ........

Pedigrees and Herd Books (MA a134) ........
Swine Husbandry (MA a133)
...............
Sheep Husbandry (MA a132)
...............
Beef Husbandry (MA a131)
................
Range Management (MA a135) .............
Agricultural Mechanics
....................

S
2
2

2
4

2
1

2

17

17

7
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MEAT ANIMAL HUSBANDRY
(1) CURRICULUM FOR VOCATIONAL CERTIFICATE MAJOR
Freshman Year
F
S
English (Eng 51) (Eng 52) (Eng 53)......
--- 3
3
3
Mathematics (Math 1) (Math 2) (Math 3)-------2
2
2
Agricultural Mechanics----------------------- 2
2
2
Types and Breeds of Farm Animals (AH a10).. 3

W

Market Classes of Fat Livestock (MA a30)

----3

Livestock Judging (MA a31)-----------------Livestock Problems (MA a34) (MA a35) (MA a36)

a13)
a14)-------------------------------------------------

2

2

2

Elements of Feed and Feeding (AH

(AH
2
Forage Crops (FC a42)------------------------------------Electives ---------------------------------------------------- 3

Physical

2
3
2

3

Education---------------/2

'/2

171/2

17/2

'/2

17/2

Sophomore Year
Biological Science, Physcial Science, Soils
(BSc 1) (PSc 1) (PSc 20)................-----------Accounting, Finance, Farm Management
(SSc 126) (SSc 127) (SSc 128) .................
Economics (SSc 10).................. ....................
American Institutions (SSc 52).............
Agricultural Mechanics ................................
Advanced Feeds and Feeding (AH a16) .........
Market Beef Production (MA a33a)
Market Sheep Production (MA a33b)........
Market Swine Production (MA a33c) ...........
Farm Sanitation (BSc 81) ......................

F

W

S

3

3

3

3
3

3

2
3
2

2

Livestock Problems (MA a37) (MA a38) (MA

1

a39)

Electives ..................................................
Physical Education.................................

3
2

2
3
3
1

1
/2

/2

Total------------.....-..-....17/2

17/2

'/2

18/2

(1) Before a student may receive a Technical or Vocational Certificate he must have completed at least two units of Farm Skills,
and at least three units of Agricultural Project or Supervised Practice, or equivalent Problems courses totaling three units or more.
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POULTRY HUSBANDRY
(1) CURRICULUM FOR DEGREE-TRANSFER MAJOR
F
Freshman Year
Chemistry (PSc 10) (PSc 11) (PSc 12)---------5
English (Eng I-A) (Eng I-B) (Eng I-C)---------3
...........
American Institutions (SSc 50)..
Botany (BSc 30)---------------------------3
Poultry Breeds and Judging (Poul a80)---------4
Brooding and Growing Young Stock (Poul a81) ..
Cereal Crops (FC a40)
---------------------- 3
Poultry Feeds and Feeding (Poul a82)........
Electives------------------------------Physical Education --------------------------------------- '/2
Total--------------------------------------- 18/2
F
Sophomore Year
Physics (PSc 30) (PSc 31) (PSc 32)----------4
Economics (SSc 11) (SSc 12) (SSc15)---------3
Zoology (BSc 91) (BSc 92)------------------------------3
Bacteriology (BSc 21) (BSc 22)---------------.........3
Public Speaking (Eng 2-A) ......................
Poultry Selecting and Culling (Poul a83)-------....4
Marketing Poultry Products (Poul a84) .........
Poultry Housing, Incubation (Poul a85) .........
Electives-------------------------------....................
Physical Education --------------------------------------- '/
Total...---------------------------------------Junior Year
Marketing (SSc 110) (SSc 111)(SSc 112).
Accounting, Finance, Farm Management
(SSc 126)(SSc 127)(SSc 128).............
Parasites (BSc 181)---------------------Diseases of Farm Animals (BSc 180)........
Geology (PSc 2)-----------------------------------------Poultry Breeding and Genetics (Poul.a180).
Poultry Anatomy and Diseases (Poul a181).
Poultry Plant Management (Poul a182)........
Electives--------1

z

u

-

---------------

r

17%

W
5
3
3

2
171/2

17 -/

w

S

4

4

3
3
3

3
5
4
1

17

17%

F
3

w

S
3

3

3
3

3

3

3
3

4

4
7

2

4
4

17

17

17
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POULTRY HUSBANDRY
(1) CURRICULUM FOR TECHNICAL CERTIFICATE MAJOR
Freshman Year
F
W
S
Biological Science, Physical Science, Soils
(BSc 1)(PSc 1)(PSc 20)-..-..-..-.........3
3
3
Mathematics (Math 1)(Math 2) (Math 3)-------2
2
2
English (Eng 51) (Eng 52) (Eng 53)---...
---3
3
3
Agricultural Mechanics-........................2
2
2
Poultry Breeds and Judging (Poul a80)---------4
Brooding and Growing Young Stock (Pout a81).
4
Poultry Feeds and Feeding (Poul a82)4..
Cereal Crops (FC a40) ---------------------------3
Electives
--------------------------------------3
Forage Crops (FC a42) ....................-- ..-...3
Physical Education -----------------------------

1/2

Y/

Total-.............-.................12

17/2

Sophomore Year
F
W
Bacteriology (BSc 20)...........................
---Zoology (BSc 90)
------------------------------------Economics (SSc 11)(SSc 15).............-...3
American Institutions (SSc 51)--...........
------3
Agricultural Mechanics .....-...--.......-2
2
Selecting and Culling; Diseases (Poul a83)--5
Marketing Poultry Products (Poul a84).5
Housing and Incubation (Foul a85) .....

Poultry
Electives

---------------------------------------------------- 7
Physical Education-----------------------............._

Total ------------

-

-

171
S
2
2
3
2

5

'I

Total----------------------------..................17%
Junior Year
F
Accounting, Finance, Farm Management
(SSc 126.) (SSc 127) (SSc 128)---------------.........3
Marketing (SSc 110) (SSc 111) (SSc 112)--------....3
Carpentry (IA 1)(IA 2)(IA 3)----------------..........2
Poultry Breeding and Genetics (Foul a180)-....5
Poultry Anatomy and Diseases (Foul a181) .....
Poultry Plant Management (Foul a182) ........
Electives 4--------------------------------------------------- 4

Y

7

3
1/

17'/217/2

W

S

3
3
2

3
3
2

5
4

--....................-17
17

5
4
17

California
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POULTRY HUSBANDRY
(1) CURRICULUM FOR VOCATIONAL CERTIFICATE MAJOR
Freshman Year
F
W
S
English (Eng 51) (Eng 52) (Eng 53)
----------- 3
3
3
Mathematics (Math 1) (Math 2) (Math 3)-------2
2
2
Agricultural Mechanics

---------------------- 2

Biological Science, Physical Science, Soils
(BSc 1) (PSc 1) (PSc 20) ----------------------------3
Poultry Breeds and Judging (Poul a80)---------.....4
Brooding and Growing Young Stock (Poul a81)..
Poultry Feeds and Feeding (Poul a82) ..........
Electives---------------------------------------------------- 3
Physical Education --------------------------------------'/2
A VCIU
Lt...............
I

.. ........ ..................

Sophomore Year
Accounting, Finance, Farm Management
(SSc 126) (SSc 127) (SSc 128) .................
Agricultural Mechanics ....
................
Economics (SSc 10) ..........
..........
American Institutions (SSc 52) .................
Selecting and Culling; Diseases (Poul a83)...
Marketing Poultry Products (Poul a84)........
Poultry Housing and Incubation (Poul a85).
Electives-------------------------------............
Physical Education-----------------------...............
Total------------...............

--

2

2

3

3

4

4
3

3

1/2

'/2

171/2

17/2

17/2

F

W

S

3
2

3
2

3
2
3

1/2

171/2

1/2
171/2

%2

1

(1) Before a student may receive a Technical or Vocational Certificate he must have completed at least two units of Farm Skills,
and at least three units of Agricultural Project or Supervised Practice, or equivalent Problems courses totaling three units or more.
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RANGE MANAGEMENT
CURRICULUM FOR DEGREE-TRANSFER MAJOR
Freshman Year
F
W
Chemistry (PSc 10) (PSc 11) (PSc 12)
5
5
English (Eng I-A) (Eng I-B) (Eng I-C)
3
3
American Institutions (SSc 50) -------------------3
Forage Crops (FC a42)...................------------Botany (BSc 30) (BSc 31) ------------------------------ 3
Entomology (BSc 40) -----------------------------------4
Cereal Crops (FC a40) ---------------------------------- 3
Landscape Propagation (Land a71)-------------------3
Physical Education and Hygiene--------------'/2
/
Electives------------------------------------------------------3
Total------------------------------------------ 18/
Sophomore Year
Physics (PSc 30) (PSc 31) (PSc 32)
..........
Economics (SSc 11) (SSc 12) (SSc 15) ...........
Zoology (BSc 91) (BSc 92).. .................
Truck Crops Production (FCr a43)..........
Bacteriology (BSc 21) (BSc 22) .................
Public Speaking (Eng 2-A) ...........................
Plant Pathology (BSc 70)
.................
Physical Education.......................
Electives
Surveying (Math 10)...................................
Total..............

a132)

4

3
3
3
3

....................

3
3

1/2

171/2

17/2

W
4
3
3

S
4
3

3
5
4
'/2

1/2

2

4
17/2

F
3

W

3

3
3

'/2

1
17'/2

3

3

...............

Advanced Feeds and Feeding (AH a16).......
Range History, Law and Economics (SSc 140)~.
Economic Zoology (BSc 93)...............
Forest Protection (SSc 141)...............
Electives
...............................
Total.....

F

................. 18/2

Junior Year
Marketing (SSc 110)(SSc 111)(SSc 112).
Accounting, Finance, Farm Management
(SSc 126) (SSc 127)(SSc 128).............
Geology (PSc 2)(PSc 3)..
.................
Range Management (MA a135).............
Sheep Husbandry (MA

2

S
5
3

3

3
5
17

3
2
18

17

Cai
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RANGE MANAGEMENT
CURRICULUM FOR TECHNICAL CERTIFICATE MAJOR
Freshman Year
Biological Science, Physical Science and Soils
(BSc 1)(PSc 1)(PSc 20) --------------English (Eng I-A) (Eng I-B) (Eng I-C).
.
Mathematics

F

W

S

3
3

3
3

3
3

3) ......
2
2

(Math 1) (Math 2) (Math

Botany (BSc 30) (BSc 31) .............................. 3
Entomology (BSc 40).................................... 4
Landscape Propagation (Land a71)-------------------Cereal Crops (FC a40) ---------------------------------- 3
Forage Crops (FC a42)-------------------------------........3
Electives---------------------------------------.................
Physical Education--------------------------'.............
/2
18/

2

3

3
6

3
112

'/2
112

7/

Total.........................
Sophomore Year
Economics (SSc 11) (SSc 15) ..........................
Farm Horse Management (All a18) ............
Bacteriology (BSc 20)....... ............
Surveying (Math 10).....................
Plant Pathology (BSc 70) ..
...............
Truck Crops (FC a43)....
.....
..............
American Institutions (SSc 51).............
Hay and Grain Grading (Aglnsp all) ...........
Electives ................
...............

a14)
a15)............................-------------------

F
3

S
3

W
2

2

2

4
3
5

3
3
5

4

2

2

2

Farm Mechanics (AgM a13) (AgM

(AgM
Market Beef, Market Sheep and Market Swine
(MA a33a) (MA a33b) (MA a33c)..........
Physical Education...
....................

2

Total ........................................
Junior Year
Accounting, Finance, Farm Management
(SSc 126) (SSc 127) (SSc 128) .................
Range Management (MA a135).............
Sheep Husbandry (MA a132)
...............
Beef Husbandry (MA a131)...............
Advanced Feeds and Feeding (AH a16).......
Range History, Law and Economics (SSc 140) _
Economic Zoology (BSc 93) ......................
Forest Protection (SSc 141)...............
Parasites of Farm Animals (BSc 181)_........____
Agricultural Mechanics (AgM a110) (AgM aill)
(AgM a112)..............................................
Electives
...............................
T o t al - - - - - - -- - - - - - - -- - - - - - - -- - - - - - - .LV

V

1.

.

.

.

.

.

.

..

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

..

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

2
'/2

.

2
'/2

'/2

1'
7/2

17

F

W

2

17 /
S
3
3
3

3
2
6

2
1

2
6

17

17

17

2
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CURRICULA REQUIREMENTS-INDUSTRY
DEGREE-TRANSFER CURRICULA
The degree-transfer curricula in the industrial field are based
primarily with the need of the student in terms of employment.
Secondarily, they meet many of the requirements for transfer with
advanced standing to institutions offering engineering and industrial arts majors.
TECHNICAL CERTIFICATE CURRICULA
The technical certificate curricula provide a three-year training
course leading to employment in specific industrial fields. The
courses embrace a combination of skills and science to the end that
the graduate is qualified to immediately enter gainful employment,
and at the same time has the foundation knowledge to enable him
to progress rapidly in administrative positions.
VOCATIONAL CERTIFICATE CURRICULA
The vocational certificate curricula provide a two-year training
course with a maximum of emphasis on the skills training. Certain
occupational fields require no more than the two years of work,
since much apprenticeship is necessary after placement. In other
fields, students may receive worth-while employment with a minimum of time spent in formal training; or may desire to spend an
additional year in the technical certificate curricula.
MATHEMATICS REQUIREMENTS
All students enrolling in the Degree-Transfer Curricula offerings
of the Industrial Division will be required to have completed at
least three years of high school mathematics. Students enrolling in
the Technical and Vocational Certificate Curricula will be expected
to have completed trigonometry in high school. Those without this
prerequisite will be required to take a review course in high school
mathematics or pass it by examination.
AERONAUTICS
The Aeronautics Department at California Polytechnic is an Approved Ground School as well as an Approved Repair Station, under
the rating of the United States Department of Commerce, Civil
Aeronautics Authority. The students receive full credit for all time
spent in class and laboratory work, toward eligibility for an Airplane and Engine Mechanics certificate. Students who meet the required industrial standards as evidenced in class and laboratory
work are recommended to take the C. A. A. examinations, passing
of which is a prerequisite to receiving the college's certificate of
recommendation for employment. The curricula at California Polytechnic are so arranged that recommended students complete all
Civil Aeronautics Authority requirements for eligibility for mechanics certificates.
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AERONAUTICS
CURRICULUM FOR DEGREE-TRANSFER MAJOR
Freshman Year
F
Aero Engine Theory (Aero 1) (Aero 2) (Aero 3) 3
Aero Engine Shop (Aero 11) (Aero 12) (Aero 13) 2
Aero Drafting Theory(Aero 40) (Aero 41) (Aero
42) -------------------------------------------------------2
Aero Drafting Practice (Aero 50) (Aero 51)
(Aero 52)---------------1
Physics (PSc 30) (PSc 31) (PSc 32)---------------4
English (Eng I-A) (Eng I-B) (Eng I-C)---------... .. 3
American Institutions (SSc 50)--------------------......
Physical Education--------------------------..............'/2
Electives ---------------------------------------------------- 3
Total-...........................----------------Sophomore Year
Aero Construction Theory (Aero 20) (Aero 21)
(Aero 22) .........
..................
Aero Construction Shop (Aero 30) (Aero 31)
(Aero 32) ............................
Machine Shop (MS 1) (MS 2) (MS 3) ...........
Chemistry (PSc 10) (PSc 11) (PSc 12) .........
Economics (SSc 30) (SSc 31) (SSc 32) ...........
Psychology (Psy 1)......................---------------Orientation (SSc 36) (SSc 37) (SSc 38) ...........
Electives
Physical Education...........

S
3
2

2

2

1
4
3
3

1
4
3
'/2

3

18/2

18

F

w

18/2
s

3

3

3

2
1
5

2
1
5
3

3
1

3
1

2
1
5
3
3
3

/2

Total--------------------------18/2
Junior Year
F

147)
----------------------------------------------

W
3
2

1/2

18 /

w

20/2

S

Aero Drafting Theory (Aero 146) (Aero

(Aero 148)
2
Aero Drafting Practice (Aero 156) (Aero 157)
(Aero 158)------------------------------2
Aero Construction Theory (Aero 120) (Aero 121)
(Aero 122)------------------------------3
Aero Construction Shop (Aero 130) (Aero 131)
(Aero 132)------------------------------.................3
Strength of Materials (PSc 140) (PSc 141)
(PSc 142)------------------------------------------------- 3
Aerodynamics (Aero 160) (Aero 161) (Aero 162) 3
Electives---------------------------------2

2

2

2

2

3

3

3

3

3
3
2

3
3
2

Total-----------------------------------------18
18
18
If the student wishes a recommendation as an airplane mechanic
or airplane engine mechanic in addition to obtaining degree-transfer credit it will be necessary for him to take the following courses:
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Machine Shop (MS 4)(MS 5)(MS 6)........
Welding (Weld 4)(Weld 5)(Weld 6).........
Aerodynamics (Aero 60) (Aero 61) (Aero 62).
Aero Engine Theory (Aero 4) (Aero 5) (Aero 6)..
Aero Engine Shop (Aero 14) (Aero 15) (Aero
Aero Drafting Theory (Aero 43) (Aero
(Aero 45)
...................................

44) 16)
54)
55).............................--------------------

F
1
1
3
2
2

w
2
2

S
1
1
3
2
2

2

2

2

1
3

1

1

1

1

2

2

2

3

3

3

Aero Drafting Practice (Aero 53) (Aero

(Aero

Aero Instruments Theory (Aero
Aero Instrument

63) ............

Laboratory(Aero

70) (Aero 71)

102)
(Aero 103) .............................................
Aero Engine Shop (Aero 111) (Aero 112)
(Aero 113) ..............................................
Aero Engine Theory (Aero 101) (Aero

vu

FOR

3

rv

AERONAUTICS
CURRICULUM

1
1

TECHNICAL CERTIFI[CATI

EMAJOR

w
Freshman Year
3
Aero Engine Theory (Aero 1) (Aero 2) (Aero 3).. 3
R~I
Aero Engine Shop (Aero 11) (Aero 12) (Aero
2
2
Aero Drafting Theory (Aero 40) (Aero 41)
..................
(Aero 42) ...................
2
2
Aero Drafting Practice (Aero 50) (Aero 51)
(Aero 52) ...................................
1
1
1
Machine Shop (MS 1) (MS 2) (MS 3) ...........
1
1
Welding Shop (Weld 1) (Weld 2) (Weld 3)......
4
Physics (PSc 30) (PSc 31) (PSc 32) ........... 4
3
English (Eng 50) (Eng 51) (Eng 52) ............
3
11
1
Electives..................................................
1/2
Physical Education......................................
1/2

13)

Total-------------------------------------------Sophomore Year
Aero Engine Theory (Aero 4) (Aero 5) (Aero 6).2
Aero Engine Shop (Aero 14) (Aero 15) (Aero 16)
Aero Drafting Theory (Aero 43) (Aero
(Aero 45) ------------------------------Aero Drafting Practice (Aero 53) (Aero
(A ero 55) --------------- -------------------Aero Construction Theory (Aero 20) (Aero 21)
(Aero 22)...............................------------------3
Aero Construction Shop (Aero 30) (Aero 31)
(Aero 32)--...............................2

44)
54)

18 1/2 18/2

(PSc

3
2
2
1
1
1
4

3
1
1/2
18/2

F

w

s

2

2
2

2
2

2

2

2

1

1

1

3

3

2

2-

Aerodynamics (Aero 60) (Aero 61) (Aero 62)-...3
1
Machine Shop (MS 4)(MS 5)(MS 6)----------

Welding (Weld 4)(Weld 5)(W eld 6)...........
42)
Strength of Materials(PSc 40) (PSc 41)
----------------------Physical Education

s

1
3

Total..........................----------------201'/2

3
1
1
3

3

1
1
3

20 /220/2
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F
Junior Year
Aero Engine Theory (Aero 101) (Aero
(Aero 103)------------------------------ 2
Aero Engine Shop (Aero 111) (Aero 112)
(Aero 113) ---------------------------------- 3
Aero Drafting Theory (Aero 146) (Aero 147)
(Aero 148)------------------------------2
Aero Drafting Practice (Aero 156) (Aero
(Aero 158)------------------------------2
120) (Aero 121)
Aero Construction
(Aero 122)------------------------------3
Aero Construction Shop (Aero 130) (Aero 131)
(Aero 132)------------------------------3
Advanced Aerodynamics (Aero 160) (Aero 161)
---------------------------------- 83
(Aero 162)

102)

157)

Theory(Aero

Total

----

-------------------------- 18

W

S

2

2

3

3

2

2

2

2

3

3

3

3

3

3

18

18

AERO DRAFTING
CURRICULUM FOR DEGREE-TRANSFER MAJOR
F
Freshman Year
-- 1
Welding (Weld 1)(Weld 2)(Weld 3).......
4
Physics (PSc 30) (PSc 31) (PSc 32)---..---..
-- 1
Machine Shop (MS 1)(MS 2)(MS 3).......
English (Eng I-A) (Eng I-B) (Eng I-C)---------3
Aero Drafting Theory (Aero 40) (Aero 41)
- -- 2
---------------------------(Aero 42)
Aero Drafting Practice (Aero 50) (Aero 51)
(Aero 52)-------------------------------1

American Institutions (SSc 50) -----------------------Physical Education --------------------------------------- 1/2
Electives---------------------------------------------------- 5
Total----------------------------..................171/2
F

Sophomore Year

Aerodynamics (Aero 60) (Aero 61) (Aero 62)-...3

44)
(Aero 45)------------------------------------------------

W
1
4
1
3

S
1
4
1
3

2

2

1

1

3
2

3

17

W3

5

17%
S

3

Aero Drafting Theory (Aero 43) (Aero

2
2
2
Aero Drafting Practice (Aero 50a) (Aero 51a)
2
2
(Aero 52a) ----------------------------------------------- 2
3
3
Orientation (SSc 36) (SSc 37) (SSc 38)---------......3
3
Economics (SSc 30) (SSc 31) --------------------- 3
56
5
Chemistry (PSc 10) (PSc 11) (PSc 12)---------5.....
3
Psychology (Psy 1)------------------------------------------1Y2
Physical Education--------------------------------------- Total------------------------------------------ 18'/2

18'-/2

18 /
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Junior Year
F
Strength of Materials (PSc 140) (PSc 141) (PSc
142)-----------------------------------3
Advanced Aerodynamics (Aero 160) (Aero 161)
(Aero 162)
------------------------------ 3
Heat Treating (Aero 164) ...............-..--...
2
Aero Drafting Theory (Aero 146) (Aero
(Aero 148)------------------------------2
Aero Drafting Practice (Aero 156) (Aero
(Aero 158)------------------------------2
Aero Construction Theory (Aero 20) (Aero 21)
(Aero 22)--------------------------------3
Aero Construction Shop (Aero 133) (Aero
(Aero 135)
------------------------------ 1
Electives---------------------------------2

147)
157)
134)

W

S

3

3

3

3

2

2

2

2

3

3

1
4

1
4

Total
-------------------------- 18
18
18
Note: If the student wishes the Certificate of Recommendation
in addition to the College Transfer Credit it will be necessary for
him to take the following courses:
F
W
S
Aero Construction Theory (Aero 120) (Aero 121)
(Aero 122)-------------------------------3
3
3
Aero Construction Shop (Aero 30) (Aero 31)
(Aero 32)-------------------------------2
2
2
Foundry Practice (Weld 30) (Weld 31) (Weld 32) 1
1
1

AERO DRAFTING
CURRICULUM FOR TECHNICAL CERTIFICATE MAJOR
The objective of this course is to give the student the necessary
training that he may find employment in the drafting rooms of the
airplane factories of California. It is recommended, however, that
the student enter employment in the factory and work into the
drafting room after completing a period of training in the factory
as a workman.
Freshman Year
F
W
S
Aero Engine Theory (Aero 1) (Aero 2) (Aero 3).. 3
3
3
Aero Engine Shop (Aero 11) (Aero 12) (Aero 13) 2
2
2
Aero Drafting Theory (Aero 40) (Aero 41)
(Aero 42)------------------------------------------------2
2
2
Aero Drafting Practice (Aero 50) (Aero 51)
(Aero 52) ---------------------------------------------1
1
1

Machine

Shop (MS 1) (MS 2) (MS 3)----------......1

Welding Shop (Weld 1) (Weld 2) (Weld 3)-------....1
Physics (PSc 30) (PSc 31) (PSc 32)------------.......4
English (Eng 50) (Eng 51) (Eng 52)-----------.......3
Electives---------------------------------------------------- 1
Physical Education-----------------------............
Total----------------------------..................18%

1

1

1
4
3
1

1
4
3
1
Y2/z

18 18
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Sophomore Year
Aero Engine Theory (Aero 4) (Aero 5) (Aero 6)..
Aero Engine Shop (Aero 14) (Aero 15) (Aero 16)
Aero Drafting Theory (Aero 43) (Aero 44) (Aero
45) ............................................................................
Aero Drafting Practice (Aero 53) (Aero 54)
----------------------(Aero 55) ...............................................................
Aero Construction Theory (Aero 20) (Aero 21)
(Aero 22) ...........................................----------------------------......................
Aero Construction Shop (Aero 30) (Aero 31)
(Aero 32)...............................---------------------------..................................
Aerodynamics (Aero 60) (Aero 61) (Aero 62)......
Machine Shop (MS 4)(MS 5)(MS 6) ....................
Foundry Practice (Weld 30) (Weld 31) (Weld 32)
Strength of Materials(PSc 40) (PSc 41) (PSc 42)
-------------------------Physical Education ..
Total...--.---

-----------------...

F
2
2

W
2
2

S
2
2

2

2

2

1

1

1

3

3

3

2
3
1
1
3

2
3
1
1
3

2
3
1
1
3
/

1/2

----............
20/2

201/2

1/
201/

S
W
F
Junior Year
Advanced Aerodynamics (Aero 160) (Aero 161)
3
3
(Aero 162)....---------------------------------------Heat Treating (Aero 164) ...................................... 2
Aero Drafting Theory (Aero 146) (Aero 147)
2
2
(Aero 148) .............------------------------------ . 2
Aero Drafting Practice (Aero 150a) (Aero 151a)
4
4
4
(A ero 152a) ..................................................
Aero Construction Theory (Aero 120) (Aero 121)
3
3
3
(Aero 122) .-----------------------------------------Aero Construction Shop (Aero 133) (Aero 134)
1
1
1
(Aero 135) ..----------------------------------------5
5
3
Electives .----------------------------------------------Total--------------------........................------..................... 18

18

18
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89
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Air Conditioning Curricula
The objective of the course is primarily to train the students
to enter employment, in the installation maintenance, and operation of air conditioning and refrigerating equipment. It is expected
that some of the students will go from the construction departments of the organizations to the sales departments, others will
go to the engineering or drafting departments, and still others will
remain in the construction departments.
CURRICULUM FOR DEGREE-TRANSFER MAJOR
Freshman Year
F
Heating and Ventilating Theory (AC 1)--------....5
Refrigeration Theory (AC 2) (AC 3)----------------....
Heating and Ventilating Shop (AC 10)---------.....3
Refrigeration Shop (AC 20) (AC 21) ............
Air Conditioning Drafting (AC 30) (AC 31)
(AC 32)..............................------------------Physics (PSe 30) (PSc 31) (PSc 32) ..............
English (Eng I-A) (Eng I-B) (Eng I-C).......
American Institutions

(SSc

5

5
3 3

L 01

1
3

Total-----------------------------------------

4
3

Y2

1/2

2

2

2

iN'
119

[81/2

Sophomore
Air Conditiioning Theory (AC 4)(AC 5)(AC 6).
Air Condit ioning Laboratory (AC 15) (AC 16)..
Orientation 1(SSc 36) (SSc 37) (SSc 38) ..........
Economics (SSc 30)(SSc 31)(SSc 32).3
Chemistry (PSc 10)(PSc 11)(PSc 12).5
Psychology (Psy 1)
S-e 50)
Physical Ei ducation --------------------------------------~~~ .
Yrear
litioning

S

50).............

Physical Education......................................
Electives...............................-------------------YrgrtinTer
(
2
Total-------------------------

Junior

W

F
5
2
3

18'/2

Theory (AC 101) (AC 102)
Air Cond
(AC 1.03)-----------------------------------------------Air (iond:itioning Laboratory (AC 110) (AC 111)
(AC 1:12)-------------------------------5
Strength of Materials (PSc 140) (PSc 141)
(PSc 1.42) ----------------------------------------------Air Cond itioning Drafting (AC 130) (AC 131)
(AC 1;.32)----------------------------------------------Electives --------------------------------------------------

1/2

18/2

T S
AC 5
2
3
3

3
3
5
3
1/2

1A

181/2

19'/2

F

T S

5

5

S 5
3

3

3

2
2

2
2

2
2

Total-------------------------------------------- 17

17

17
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AIR CONDITIONING
CURRICULUM FOR TECHNICAL CERTIFICATE MAJOR
Freshman Year
F
Heating and Ventilating Theory (AC 1)--------5
Refrigeration Theory (AC 2) (AC 3)-----.... -----Heating and Ventilating Shop (AC 10)-...-----3

W

S

-5

5

Refrigeration Shop (AC 20) (AC 21)----------------3

3

Air Conditioning Drafting (AC 30) (AC 31)
(AC 32) ----.------------------------.....--------------- 1
Physics (PSc 30) (PSc 31) (PSc 32)------------.......4
English (Eng 50) (Eng 51) (Eng 52)-----------.......3
Mathematics or Elective---------------------.............3
Physical Education --------------------------------------- 1/2
Total------------------------------------------ 19/2

1
4
3
3

1
4
3
3
1/2
19/2

'/2

19/2

F
5

w

3

3

2
3

2
3

2
3

2
3

18

18

18

Junior Year
F
Air Conditioning Theory (AC 101) (AC
(AC 103)-------------------------------------------------5
Air Conditioning Laboratory (AC 110) (AC 111)
(AC 112)-------------------------------3
Strength of Materials (PSc 140) (PSc 141)
(PSc 142)------------------------------------------------- 3
Air Conditioning Drafting (AC 130) (AC 131)
(AC 132) ------------------------------- 2
Electives---------------------------------------------------- 5

W

S

5

5

3

3

3

3

2
5

2
5

Sophomore Year
Air Conditioning Theory (AC 4) (AC 5) (AC 6) .

12)
13)..............................--------------------

5

Air Conditioning Laboratory (AC 11) (AC

(AC
Air Conditioning Drafting (AC 33) (AC 34)
(AC 35) ................................................
Economics (SSc 30) (SSc 31) (SSc 32)........
Air Conditioning Electricity (El 60) (El 61)
(El 62)..............................-------------------Elective Shop ......
......
Physical Education......
.................
Total .....

..............................

102)

Total------------------------------------------ 18
18
18
In this course the term air conditioning includes not only the
cooling of air but also the heating, circulation, humidity control,
and filtration. Since the scope of the course is quite broad the opportunities for placement on completion will include the heating
and ventilating business and the refrigerating business as well as
the purely air conditioning business.
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AIR CONDITIONING
CURRICULUM FOR VOCATIONAL CERTIFICATE MAJOR
Freshman Year
F
Heating and Ventilating Theory (AC 1)--------5
Refrigeration Theory (AC 2) (AC 3).............--5
Heating and Ventilating Shop (AC 10)---------3
Refrigeration Shop (AC 20) (AC 21).............--3
Air Conditioning Drafting (AC 30) (AC 31)
(AC 32).................................1
-4
Physics (PSc 30) (PSc 31) (PSc 32).........
English (Eng 50) (Eng 51) (Eng 52)-.....----3
Mathematics or Elective......------..-..----------Physical Education ...........-......................
/2
Total....-..-......-....-.......19/2
Sophomore Year
Air Conditioning Theory (AC 4) (AC 5) (AC 6)..

F
5

12)
34)
(AC 35)-------------------------------------------------- 2
Economics (SSc 30) (SSc 31) (SSc 32) ------------ 3
Air
(El 60) (El
(El162)--------------------------------....................2
Elective Shop-----------------------------..................3
Air Conditioning Laboratory (AC 11) (AC

(AC 13)--------------------------------.................3

Air Conditioning Drafting (AC 33) (AC
Conditioning Electricity

W

S
5
3

1
4
3

1
4
3

191/2

19

W
5

S
5

3

3

2
3

2
3

2
3

2
3

61)

Physical Education--------------------------..............

1

Total--------------------------.................18 /218/2181/2
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ELECTRICAL INDUSTRIES
The electrical department at the California Polytechnic school
offers the student the opportunity to get the necessary technical
and practical training that he may advance into a responsible position in his chosen industry. It is the objective of this department
to give men the necessary training that they can advance into that
gap in the electrical industries between the journeyman worker
and the college graduate engineer.
CURRICULUM FOR DEGREE-TRANSFER MAJOR
F
Freshman Year
-- 5
Electrical Theory (EI 1)(EI 2)(EI 3)......
Electrical Testing Laboratory (EI 10)(El 11)
(EI 12)--------------------------------2
1
Electrical' Drafting (El 30)(EI 31)(EI 32) -------------- 2
Electrical Safety Orders (El 40)
-------------------National Electric Code (El 41)
Rules for Overhead Line Construction (El
---- 3
English (Eng I-A) (Eng I-B) (Eng I-C)....
-4
Physics (PSc 30) (PSc 31) (PSc 32)American Institutions (SSc 50) -------------------Physical Education
-------------------------- 1/2

42)....

Total--

--------

--------------- 17/2

W
5

S
5

2

2

1

1

2
2
3

3

3
'/2

20

F
W
Sophomore Year
5
Electrical Theory (El 4)(EI 5)(EI 6)---------5
Electric Testing Laboratory (EI 13) (El
2
(EI15) ------------------------------------ 2
3
Orientation (SSc 36) (SSc 37) (SSc 38) ------------- 3
3
Economics (SSc 30) (SSc 31) (SSc 32) ----------- 3
5
Chemistry (PSc 10) (PSc 11) (PSc 12)---------......5
Psychology (Psy 1)------------------------------------------/
Physical Education --------------------------------------- 1/

14)

Total----------------------------------------- 18 /2
F

Junior Year

103)-...2
(El 110) (El 111)

Electrical Theory (El 101) (El 102) (El

Electrical Testing Laboratory
(E1 112) ------------------------------------------------- 3
Electrical Construction Shop (El 20) (El 21)
(E1 22) -------------------------------------------------- 2
Electrical Construction Shop (El 120) (El 121)
E1

---------------------------------------

a----------

171/2

S
5
2
3
3
5
3
/

18 /2 21 /
W

S

2

2

3

3

2

2

3

3

5

5

5

1

1

1

Total--------------------------------------------- 16

16

16

122)

Power Plant Operation (EI 150) (El 151) (El 152)
Electrical Drafting

(El

131) (El 132) (El 133)

....

3
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ELECTRICAL INDUSTRIES
'CURRICULUM FOR TECHNICAL CERTIFICATE MAJOR
Freshman Year
F
w
Electrical Theory (EI 1)(EI 2)(EI 3)---------5
5
Electrical Testing Laboratory (El 10) (El 11)
(EI 12) ---------------------------------2
2
4
Physics (PSc 30) (PSc 31) (PSc 32)------------4
Electrical Drafting (El 30)(EI 31)(EI 32)
1
1
Electrical Safety Orders (El 40)--------------2
2
National Electric Code (El 41).............
Rules for Overhead Line Construction (El 42).
3
3
English (Eng 50) (Eng 51) (Eng 52)----------1
Electives---------------------------------1
Physical Education
1/2
-------------------------- 1/2
Total-------------------------------------------- 18 1/2 18/2

5
2
4
1
2
3
1
/2

18 I

w

s

5

5

2

2

2

2
1

2
1
5
3

2
1
5
3

Sophomore Year
F
Electrical Theory (El 4) (EI 5) (EI 6)---------......5

14)
(El 15) ---------------------------------------------------

s

Electrical Testing Laboratory (El 13) (El

(El
(El 22) ---------------------------------------------------

Electrical Construction Shop (El 20)

21)

Electrical Drafting (El 33) (El 34) (El 35)-.....
Power Plant Operation (El 50) (El 51) (El

52).5

Orientation (SSc 36) (SSc 37) (SSc 38)-----------3
Physical Education ---------------------------------------

1/

Total----------------------------------------- 18/2
Junior Year
F
Electrical Theory (EI 101)(El 102) (El 103)2
Electrical Testing Laboratory (El 110) (El 111)
(El 112)-------------------------------------------------- 3
Chemistry (PSc 10) (PSc 11) (PSc 12)----------5
Electrical Construction Shop (El 120) (El 121)
(EI 122) ------------------------------------- 3
Electrical Drafting (EI 131) (El 132) (El 133).. 1
Electrical Estimating and Design (El 104)
(El

105) (El

106)------------------------................3

Total-------------------------------------------- 17

1/2

(1/2

18 /

181/2

w
2

S
2

3
5

3
5

3
1

3
1

3

3

17

17
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ELECTRICAL INDUSTRIES
CURRICULUM FOR VOCATIONAL CERTIFICATE MAJOR
Freshman Year
F
Electrical Theory (EI 1)(EI 2)(EI 3)---------5
Electrical Testing Laboratory (El 10) (El 11)
(EI 12)--------------------------------2
Physics (PSc 30)(PSc 31)(PSc 32)----.....
- -4
Electrical Drafting (El 30)(EI 31)(EI 32)
1
Electrical Safety Orders (El 40)----..--------2
National Electric Code (El 41) .---....
---------Rules for Overhead Line Construction (El 42)..
English (Eng 50) (Eng 51) (Eng 52)..-.....
- -3
Electives---------------------------------1
Physical Education --------------------------------------- 1/2

W
5

S
5

2
4
1

2
4
1

Total-al ------..-..--....-...........----- 18...
1
Sophomore Year
F
Electrical Theory (El 4) (EI 5) (EI 6)---------......5

181/2

18

W
5

S
5

2

2

2

2

Electrical Testing Laboratory

(El

13) (El

14)

(EI15) -----------------------------------------.------..
Electrical Construction Shop (El 20) (El 21)
(E1 22) ------------------------------------------------

2

2
34)
(EI
35)-....1
(El 50) (EI 51) (EI 52).. 5

Electrical Drafting (El 33) (EI

Power Plant Operation
Orientation (SSc 36) (SSc 37) (SSc 38)----------.....3
Physical Education-------------------------........
....

2
3
1

2
3
1

%/%

1/2

1

1

5
3

5
3
1

Total----------------------------------------- 18 /2181/218/
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Industrial Arts
This course is arranged for students who do not want to specialize in one particular branch of Industrial work, or those students
who wish to transfer to a teacher-training college for teachertraining work in the Industrial Arts field.
The work outlined in this course is fairly general, being a sampling of the various departments in the school, with laboratory
work offered in the electrical department, drafting room experiences in the aeronautics department and shop work in airplane
engines, machine shop and welding. The student, on completion of
one year of this work, may transfer into any of the other courses
if he wishes. On completion of the second year, he may transfer
to one of the state teacher-training colleges in the Industrial Arts
curricula.
This curricula is not designed to prepare a student directly for
employment.
CURRICULUM FOR DEGREE-TRANSFER MAJOR
Fresman Year
F
Air Conditioning Electrical Theory (EI
(El 61)(EI 62) ---------------------------------- 2
Electrical Testing Laboratory (EI 10)(El 11)
(EI 12)-------------------------------2
Physics (PSc 30) (PSc 31) (PSc 32)......
---- 4
Aero Drafting Theory (Aero 40) (Aero 41)
2
(Aero 42)
-------------------------------Aero Drafting Practice (Aero 50) (Aero 51)
(Aero 52)
------------------------------- 1
English (Eng I-A)(Eng I-B)(Eng I-C)---------3
Carpentry (IA 1)(IA 2)(IA 3)..-...-.....
-2
*Mathernatics or Elective--------------------............2
American Institutions (SSc 50) -----------------------Physical Education --------------------------------------- '/2

60)

Total--------------------------.................18'/2

W

S

2

2

2
4

2
4

2

2

1

1

3

3

2

2
2

3
x/2

19/2

Sophomore Year
F
W
Chemistry (PSc 10) (PSc 11) (PSc 12)-----------5
5
Economics (SSc 30) (SSc 31) (SSc 32)-----Psychology (Psy 1)------------------------------------------Aero Engine Theory (Aero 1) (Aero 2) (Aero 3). 3
3
Aero Engine Shop (Aero 11) (Aero 12) (Aero 13) 2
2
Orientation (SSc 36) (SSc 37)----------------..........3
3
Machine Shop (MS 1) (MS 2) (MS 3)------------1
1
Welding (Weld 1) (Weld 2) (Weld 3)-----------.......1
1
Physical

Education--------------------------'.............

/1/2

1/2

18 /
S
5
3
3
2
1
1
1/2

Total----------------------------------------- 181/218 /218/
*If the student has not completed Trigonometry, he will enroll in
a Mathematics class.
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Mechanical Drafting
The Mechanical Drafting course at the California Polytechnic
school is designed to give the student the necessary training and
skill in drafting that he may enter employment in the drafting
rooms as a mechanical draftsman.
Considerable time is given over to machine drafting, as well as
drafting experience in the electrical field and aeronautics field to
broaden the student's experience. The course follows:
CURRICULUM FOR VOCATIONAL CERTIFICATE MAJOR
Freshman Year
F
4
Physics (PSc 30) (PSc 31) (PSc 32)
Mathematics-------------------------------3
Aero Drafting Theory (Aero 40) (Aero 41)
(Aero 42)------------------------------------2
Aero Drafting Practice (Aero 50a) (Aero
(Aero 52a)------------------------------------2
1
Electrical Drafting (El 30)(EI 31)(EI 32)Air Conditioning Drafting (AC 30) (AC 31)
(AC 32)--------------------------------1
English (Eng 50) (Eng 51) (Eng 52) ----------- 3
Machine Shop (MS 7)(MS 8)(MS 9) ---------- 2
-------------------------- 1/2
Physical Education-

51a)

Total------------------------------------------ 18/2
F
Sophomore Year
Chemistry (PSc 10) (PSc 11) (PSc 12)---------......5
Mechanical Drafting Theory (MD 4) (MD
(MD 6)---------------------------------------------------- 2
Strength of Materials (PSc 40) (PSc 41) (PSc 42) 3
Welding (Weld 1) (Weld 2) (Weld, 3)--------------1
Foundry Practice (Weld 30) (Weld 31) (Weld 32) 1

5)

Mechanical Drafting Practice (MD 13) (MD

14)

(MD 15)--------------------------------------------------

60)
62) -----------------------------------------

3

W

S

4....4....

3

3

2

2

2
1

2
1

1
3
2

1
3
2

1/2

12

181/2

18 /

W
5

S
5

2
3
1
1

2
3
1
1

3

3

2
2

2

Air Conditioning Electrical Theory (El

2
(El 61) (EI
National Electric Code (El 41)-------------------------Eletive

Physical

Education--------------------------./2 2

2

----------------------------------------------------------

Total--------------------------19/2

1/2

19/2

'/2

19/2
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Petroleum Industries
The enrollment in this course will be limited for the first two
years. It is recommended that the students interested file their application early as the students will be accepted in the order of the
receipt of application. Also the course will not be offered this year
unless there are a reasonable number of applications on file before
the first of August. The California Polytechnic school has contacted
the major oil companies and submitted this proposed course for
their inspection. The course has been organized after consulting
with them and there is reasonable assurance that there will be
placements for the men on completion of this course in the oil
refineries and oil industry of California. It is the purpose of the
course to give the student a technical background and foundation
whereby he may advance into the more responsible jobs in the oil
refinery industry. It is the policy of the oil companies to employ
all of their new men in the labor crew and from there they choose
the most likely men to go into the permanent organization in the
operation of the refinery. After contacting the major oil companies
it is the belief of the school that there will be an opportunity to
place at least 30 men a year in the oil industry and these men having the technical background will have an opportunity to advance
quite rapidly in the industry. The student expecting to take this
course should have completed a high school course in chemistry.
The outline of the course follows:
CURRICULUM FOR VOCATIONAL CERTIFICATE MAJOR
Freshman Year
F
Physics (PSc 30) (PSc 31) (PSc 32)------....................... 4
Chemistry (PSc 10) (PSc 11) (PSc 12).................. 5
2
Petroleum Drafting Theory(PI 40) (PI 41) (PI 42)
Petroleum Drafting Practice (PI 50) (PI 51)
(PI 52) ....................................................................
------------------------------------ 22
(P152)
English I-Y (Eng 50) (Eng 51) (Eng 52).............. 3
*Algebra I-A, Algebra I-B, Trigonometry
(Math 4) (Math 5) (Math 6) ................................ 3
----------------- 1
Machine Shop (MS 1)(MS 2) ..................................
Physical Education .................................
/
Total.........................................--------------------------.
Sophomore Year
Chemistry and Physics of Processes (PSc 45)
(PSc 46)(PSc 47)..........--------------.--------Plant Equipment Theory (PI 1) (PI 2) (PI 3)......
Plant Equipment Lab.(PI 10) (PI 11) (PI 12)......
First Aid and Safety Rules (PI 70) (PI 71)
(PI 72)....------------Strength of Materials(PSc 40) (PSc 41) (PSc 42)
Power Plant Operation (El 50) (El 51) (El 52)....
Physical Education ........----------------------

W
4
5
2

S
4
5
2

22

22
3

3
3
1

5
1

12
/..........

201/2
F

20/2
W

21/2
S

5
5
2

5
5
2

5
5
2

1
2
5

1
2
5

1
2
5

/

1/21.

20/2
Total------............................----------........................... 20/2 20
*If the student can pass the mathematics by examination, he
may substitute shop courses.
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Refrigeration, Quick Freezing and Cold Storage
With the more general use of mechanical refrigeration, a new
industry has developed within the last few years-that of quick
freezing of fruits and vegetables, and keeping them in a frozen
condition until they are ready to be used. At the present time in the
cities almost any kind of fresh vegetables may be obtained in the
frozen condition at any time during the year. Engineers anticipate
that this will be one of the large food industries within the next
few years.
The objective of this course is to give the student a general
ground of training in refrigeration and the processes involved in
the production and storage of frozen products, as well as the distribution of the same.
As the sale of these frozen products becomes more popular, it is
believed that there will be a field for employment for a considerable
number of men who are thoroughly familiar with the technical
phases of this industry.

back-

CURRICULUM FOR VOCATIONAL CERTIFICATE MAJOR
Freshman Year
F
W
Heat and Insulation (RI 1)........
.......... 5
Refrigeration Theory (AC 2) (AC 3)...........
--5
Heat and Insulation Laboratory (RI 10)--------3
Refrigeration Shop (AC 20) (AC 21)-.....
--------- 3
Air Conditioning Drafting (AC 30) (AC 31)
(AC 32) --------------------------------- 1
1
Physics (PSc 30) (PSc 31) (PSc 32)..........
-4
4
Mathematics or Elective-..
-----------.....
-3
3
English (Eng 50) (Eng 51) (Eng 52)-----------.......3
3
Physical Education ---------------------------------'-/2
1/2

Total--------------------------.................19/2

19/2

S
5
3
1
4
3
3
'/2
191~2

Sophomore Year
F
Air Conditioning III-A (AC 101) (AC 102)
(AC 103)-------------------------------------------------- 5
Air Conditioning Shop Ill-A (AC 110) (AC 111)

W

S

5

5

(SSc
Refrigeration Drafting

3

3

3

3

(AC

112)------------------------------....................3

Economics

30) (S Sc 31) (S Sc 32) ------------

3

(RI 33) (RI 34) (RI 35).. 2
Meat Cuts (MA a32)--------------------------------------Air Conditioning Electricity (El 60) (El 61)
(E1 62) --------------------------------------------------- 2
Elective ----------------------------------------------------- 3
Physical Education--------------------------'.............
/2
Total--------------------------.................18/2

2
2

2

2
1

2
3
'/2

181/2

18 /

COURSES OF
INSTRUCTION
(For courses offered at the Voorhis unit see pages 150 to 159.)
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AERONAUTICS
Aero 1. Aero Engines Theory I-A
(3)
The fundamentals of engine operation are studied, such as
the two- and four-stroke cycles, types of engines, cooling systems and principles, lubrication, crank shafts, pistons, piston
displacements, volumetric efficiency, compression ratio, horsepower calculations, mechanical efficiency carburation princiFall Quarter.
ples, and ignition principles.
Aero 2. Aero Engines Theory I-B
(3)
Continuation of Aero 1.
Winter Quarter.
Aero 3. Aero Engines Theory I-C
(3)
Spring Quarter.
Continuation of Aero 2.
Aero 4. Aero Engines Theory II-A
(2)
In this course the student studies the details of construction
of the various aircraft engines. In addition to the text book
the student uses the manuals published by the different manufacturers of aircraft engines. Considerable attention is given
to tolerances, clearances and fits, on the engines as compared
to other types of machinery. Overhaul charts and procedures
Fall Quarter.
are made up for various makes of engines.
Aero 5. Aero Engines Theory II-B
(2)
Continuation of Aero 4.
Winter Quarter.
Aero 6. Aero Engines Theory II-C
(2)
Spring Quarter.
Continuation of Aero 5.
(2)
Aero 11. Aero Engine Shop I-A
This course consists of shop work on aircraft engines. The
students are divided into crews of three or four men each and
are assigned to an engine which they completely disassemble,
study, and make shop drawings of all the parts; grind valves,
fit piston rings, scrape and fit bearings, make gaskets; and
then assemble the engine, place it on the test stand and run
it for at least an hour. While the engine is on the test stand
the students get considerable experience trouble-shooting on
their own engine as well as the engines of other crews.
Fall Quarter.
Aero 12. Aero Engine Shop I-B
(2)
Winter Quarter.
Continuation of Aero 11.
Aero 13. Aero Engine Shop I-C
(2)
Spring Quarter.
Continuation of Aero 12.
(2)
Aero 14. Aero Engine Shop II-A
The procedure in this course follows very closely that of
Aero 1, 2 and 3, but the student is working on more modern
engines. The engines are completely dismantled, the major
components checked for wear and faults, sketches of the oiling
system and major parts are made; an overhaul chart is made
and the engine reassembled, adjusted, and tested on the test
stand. Several types of radial engines are available in this
Fall Quarter.
course.
(2)
Aero 15. Aero Engine Shop II-B
Winter Quarter.
Continuation of Aero 14.
(2)
Aero 16. Aero Engine Shop II-C
Spring Quarter.
Continuation of Aero 15.
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Aero 20. Aero Construction Theory II-A
(3)
This course includes methods of repairing aircraft, studies
of the U. S. Department of Commerce regulations for repairs,
and typical problems in repairing the plane. Considerable attention is given to the materials used in repairs and the maintenance of the airplanes.
Fall Quarter.
Aero 21. Aero Construction Theory II-B
(3)
Continuation of Aero 20.
Winter Quarter.
Aero 22. Aero Construction Theory II-C
(3)
Continuation of Aero 21.
..
Spring Quarter.
Aero 30. Aero Construction Shop II-A
(2)
In this course the student becomes familiar with the use of
hand and machine tools, fabrication fixtures and jigs, aircraft
wood working, steel construction, aluminum alloy construction,
sand blasting, painting, doping, electroplating, fabric sewing,
assembly and rigging. The student gets some experience in
pattern layout, making and using forming blocks, hand forming, flanging, beading, riveting, machine riveting, rivet removing, bumping and spinning. The majority of the work is done
on aluminum and its alloys.
Fall Quarter.
Aero 31. Aero Construction Shop II-B
(2)
Winter Quarter.
Continuation of Aero 30.
Aero 32. Aero Construction Shop II-C
(2)
Continuation of Aero 31.
Spring Quarter.
Aero 36. Aero Construction Shop II-D
(2 to 4)
This course is an extension of Aero 33, 34 and 35, arranged
for students in the Aircraft Factory Mechanics course. The
credit will be arranged in each case according to the number
of hours spent in the shop and the progress made by the
student.
Fall Quarter.
Aero 37. Aero Construction Shop II-E
(2 to 4)
Continuation of Aero 36.
Winter Quarter.
Aero 38. Aero Construction Shop II-F
(2 to 4)
Continuation of Aero 37.
Spring Quarter.
Aero 40. Aero Drafting Theory I-A
(2)
This course embraces a review of the principles of orthographic and isometric projection. The requirements of industry, based upon the Army and Navy Drafting Room Manual,
are taken up. The angles of projection are discussed. Projection drawing involving straight lines, plane figures and solids
are gone into from an elementary standpoint. Lettering, dimensions and the preferred form of notes as specified in the A.
and N. Drafting Room Manual are studied.
Fall Quarter.
Aero 41. Aero Drafting Theory I-B
(2)
Continuation of Aero 40.
Winter Quarter.
Aero 42. Aero Drafting Theory I-C
(2)
Continuation of Aero 41.
Spring Quarter.
Aero 43. Aero Drafting Theory II-A
(2)
The Army and Navy Drafting Room Manual and Book of
Standards are diligently studied. Principles of descriptive geometry are studied and applied. The classroom methods and
the draftsman's methods of projections and developments are
discussed.
Fall Quarter.
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Aero 44. Aero Drafting Theory II-B
(2)
Continuation of Aero 43.
Winter Quarter.
Aero 45. Aero Drafting Theory II-C
(2)
Continuation of Aero 44.
Spring Quarter.
Aero 50. Aero Drafting Practice I-A
(1)
This course is to be taken in conjunction with Aero 40. The
work in the drafting room is of an entirely practical nature.
The first-year student is working on part drawings which for
the most part are No. 1 drawings of airplane parts. These
parts are taken from the planes in the shop for repairs.
Fall Quarter.
Aero 51. Aero Drafting Practice I-B
(1)
Continuation of Aero 50.
Winter Quarter.
Aero 52. Aero Drafting Practice I-C
(1)
Continuation of Aero 51.
Spring Quarter.
Aero 50a. Aero Drafting Practice I-D
(2)
This course is intended for the student who is specializing
in aeronautical drafting. The work in the drafting room is of
a practical nature. The student makes drawings of airplane
parts, sub-assemblies and assemblies for the planes that are in
Fall Qtarter.
the shop for repairs.
Aero 51a. Aero Drafting Practice I-E
Continuation of Aero 50a.

(2)
Winter Quarter.

Aero 52a. Aero Drafting Practice I-F
(2)
Spring Quarter.
Continuation of Aero 51a.
Aero 53. Aero Drafting Practice II-A
(1)
To be taken in conjunction with Aero 50. This course consists
of drawing assemblies and sub-assemblies of the planes in the
shop for repairs. The student is also sketching parts, making
up assemblies, and writing up job orders for the Freshman
students, checking their work against checking guides and assisting them in making the necessary changes.
Fall Quarter.
Aero 54. Aero Drafting Practice II-B
(1)
Winter Quarter.
Continuation of Aero 53.
Aero 55. Aero Drafting Practice II-C
(1)
Continuation of Aero 54.
Spring Quarter.
Aero 53a. Aero Drafting Practice II-D
(3)
This course is intended for students specializing in aeronautical drafting. The drafting room work consists of measuring
up and sketching airplane parts and assemblies, writing up
job orders and instructions for the finished drawings, checking
finished drawings, and the making of assembly drawings of
the planes in the shop for repairs.
Fall Quarter.
(3)
Aero 54a. Aero Drafting Practice II-E
Winter Quarter.
Continuation of Aero 53a.
Aero 55a. Aero Drafting Practice II-F
(3)
Spring Quarter.
Continuation of Aero 54a.
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(3)
Aero 60. Aerodynamics II-A
This is a foundation course in elementary aerodynamics covering the following subjects: Properties of the air and atmosphere, streamline flow, Berneulli's law, elementary principles
of flight, elements of airplane mechanics, control surfaces,
yawing, pitch, roll, banking, turning, centrifugal forces, landing and landing runs, take-off, climb, longitudinal stability,
lateral stability, aerodynamics of the biplane, and problems.
Fall Quarter.
Aero 61. Aerodynamics II-B
(3)
Continuation of Aero 60.
Winter Quarter.
Aero 62. Aerodynamics II-C
(3)
Continuation of Aero 61.
Spring Quarter.
Aero 63. Aero Instruments Theory II-A
(3)
This course includes a detailed study of the operating principles of the various aircraft instruments, methods of inspection, repair, installation, adjustment and calibration of instruFall Quarter.
ments.
Aero 64. Heat Treating II-A
(3)
This course is intended for the Aircraft Factory Mechanic
student and deals with the commercial methods of heat treatment of aluminum alloys and the alloy steels used in the airplane factory. The course consists of reference work, lectures
and classroom discussions on methods of heat treating, salt
baths, air furnaces, temperature controls, instruments, advantages obtained from heat treatment and heat-treating methods
Fall Quarter.
for the different alloys.
Aero 66. Department of Commerce Regulations II-B
(3)
This course includes a detailed study of the booklet published
by the U. S. Department of Commerce governing the repairs of
aircraft. It is essential that all airplane mechanics be familiar
with these regulations.
Winter Quarter.
Aero 70. Aero Instrument Laboratory II-B
(1)
This course gives the students an opportunity to obtain experience in repairing, adjusting, calibrating and installing various aircraft instruments. Open only to those who show unusual aptitude for precision work. Prerequisite, Aero 63.
Winter Quarter.
Aero 71. Aero Instruments Laboratory II-C
(1)
A continuation of Aero 70.
Spring Quarter.
Aero 101. Aircraft Engines Theory III-A
(2)
This course is given over largely to the study of the later
types of aircraft engines. Overhaul manuals from the engine
factories are used in the place of text books. Reference work
is done using the trade journals as a source of information.
Considerable work is done on testing methods, trouble-shooting
charts, and factory methods of overhaul.
Fall Quarter.
Aero 102. Aircraft Engines Theory III-B
(2)
Continuation of Aero 101.
Winter Quarter.
Aero 103. Aero Engines Theory III-C
(2)
Continuation of Aero 102.
Spring Quarter.
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(3)
Aero 111. Aero Engine Shop III-A
This course consists largely of major and top overhaul, installation, adjustment, running-in, and testing of power plants
in licensed aircraft. The students are working on engines for
Fall Quarter.
the planes that are in the shop for repairs.
(3)
Aero 112. Aero Engine Shop III-B
Winter Quarter.
Continuation of Aero 111.
(3)
Aero 113. Aero Engine Shop III-C
Spring Quarter.
Continuation of Aero 112.
(3)
Aero 120. Aero Construction Theory III-A
This course includes lectures, and class assignments on such
topics as inspection charts for repairs in aircraft, cost estimating, fire fighting, first aid, wire splicing, inspection of controls,
and rigging; and a study of the materials used in the repairs
Fall Quarter.
of the airplane and their uses.
(3)
Aero 121. Aero Construction Theory III-B
Winter Quarter.
Continuation of Aero 120.
(3)
Aero 122. Aero Construction Theory III-C
Spring Quarter.
Continuation of Aero 121.
(3)
Aero 130. Aero Construction Shop III-A
In this course the student has experience in testing aircraft
materials, heat treating aluminum alloys, electro-plating, installation of electrical circuits and lights in the planes, splicing
wires, installing controls, rigging, painting, doping, fitting
fabric, etc., on the planes in the shop for repairs. All work in
the shop is carried on so that it will meet the standards set up
by the Army and Navy for government planes. Fall Quarter.
(3)
Aero 131. Aero Construction Shop III-B
Winter Quarter.
Continuation of Aero 130.
(3)
Aero 132. Aero Construction Shop III-C
Spring Quarter.
Continuation of Aero 131.
(1)
Aero 133. Aero Construction Shop III-D
This course is intended for the students in the Aero Drafting
major. The main purpose of the course is to keep the drafting
student in contact with the work going on in the shop and give
him further construction training to assist him in making
working drawings of the repair work in the shop. Fall Quarter.
(1)
Aero 134. Aero Construction Shop III-E
Winter Quarter.
Continuation of Aero 133.
(1)
Aero 135. Aero Construction Shop III-F
Spring Quarter.
Continuation of Aero 134.
(2)
Aero 146. Aero Drafting Theory III-A
Continuation of study of Army and Navy Drafting Room
Manual, taking up the subjects of bend allowances, application
of limits and tolerances to dimensions, part lists, drawing
changes, manufacturing processes, and material notes, etc.
Fall Quarter.
Layout procedure and flat pattern.
(2)
Aero 147. Aero Drafting Theory III-B
Winter Quarter.
Continuation of Aero 146.
(2)
Aero 148. Aero Drafting Theory III-C
Spring Quarter.
Continuation of Aero 147.
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Aero 150a. Aero Drafting Practice III-D
(3 to 6)
This course is intended for the student specializing in aeronautical drafting and the credit will be arranged according to
the amount of time put in on drafting. The student makes detail drawings of changes in aircraft design such as changing
the motor mount of an airplane from an "in-line" motor to the
"radial" motor. He also works out original ideas in conjunction
Fall Quarter.
with the airplane design course.
Aero 151a. Aero Drafting Practice III-E
(3 to 6)
Winter Quarter.
Continuation of Aero 150a.
Aero 152a. Aero Drafting Practice III-F
Continuation of Aero 151a.

(3 to 6)
Spring Quarter.

Aero 156. Aero Drafting Practice III-A
(2)
This course is to be taken in conjunction with Aero Drafting
III-A. The drafting room work consists of measuring up and
sketching airplane parts and assemblies and writing up job
orders and instructions for the finished drawings made by the
second-year students, checking all drawings finished by the
second-year students and assisting them in revisions, etc. Blue
printing of the necessary jobs for shop use is also included in
this course.
Fall Quarter.
Aero 157. Aero Drafting Practice III-B
(2)
Winter Quarter.
Continuation of Aero 156.
Aero 158. Aero Drafting Practice III-C
(2)
Spring Quarter.
Continuation of Aero 157.
Aero 160. Advanced Aerodynamics and Design III-A
(3)
This course embraces the fundamentals of Aerodynamics
and Design, utilizing the physical laws taught by physics.
The prerequisites to this course are physics, algebra, trigonometry, and Aero 60, Aero 61 and Aero 62. This course
includes the following subjects:
Principles of sustentation, wind tunnels, flat plates, nomenclature of the airfoil, lift
and drag coefficients, center of pressure, angle of zero lift,
plotting airfoil characteristics, polar curves, aspect ratio, induced drag, parasite drag, the propellor, performance calculations, turns, stability, acceleration, etc.
Fall Quarter.
Aero 161. Advanced Aerodynamics and Design III-B
(3)
Winter Quarter.
Continuation of Aero 160.
Aero 162. Advanced Aerodynamics and Design III-C
(3)
Spring Quarter.
Continuation of Aero 161.
Aero 164. Heat Treating III-A
(2)
The theory of heat treating and the physical change in structure of materials are covered in this course. Special emphasis
is placed upon methods, temperature control, and processes of
heat treating, as well as changes in characteristics of materials
due to heat treating. Both steel and aluminum alloys are conFall Quarter.
sidered in this course.
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(3)
Aero 168. Aeronautical Meteorology III-A
This course prepares the student to read meteorological instruments, weather maps, make out weather reports, etc. The
individual subjects studied include: atmosphere temperature,
general circulation of the atmosphere, secondary circulation,
vertical structure of the atmosphere (troposphere and stratosphere), humidity, pressure, Boyle's Law, Gay Lussac's Law,
meterological instruments, and their care and uses. Winds,
prevailing fogs, formation and types; clouds, types, thickness
and heights. Thunderstorm types, line squalls, cold front theory, cyclones and anti-cyclones, Bigelow's theory. The daily
weather map, weather forecasting, the formation of ice on
aircraft. Arctic Meteorology. Questions and discussions.
Fall Quarter.
(1)
Aero 180. Aircraft Sheet Metal Theory III-A
Reference reading, classroom discussions and lectures on
bend allowances, pattern making, annealing, heat treating
metals, and methods of procedure in the working of sheet
metal. Considerable time is given to the aluminum alloys and
their working characteristics. This course is to be taken in
Fall Quarter.
conjunction with Aero 180a.
Aero 181. Aircraft Sheet Metal Theory III-B
(1)
Winter Quarter.
Continuation of Aero 180.
(1)
Aero 182. Aircraft Sheet Metal Theory III-C
Spring Quarter.
Continuation of Aero 181.
(1)
Aero 180a. Aircraft Sheet Metal Shop III-A
This course is prepared to train the student in the use of
sheet metal hand tools and machines, working and forming
aluminum and aluminum alloy materials, embracing the following subjects: pattern layout, making form blocks, hand
forming, flanging, beading, cowling repair, hand riveting, gun
riveting, rivet removal, bumping, wiring, brakes, annealing,
heat treating, finishes. The student makes his own bumping
hammers, and many other hand tools used in the aircraft facFall Quarter.
tories.
(1)
Aero 181a. Aircraft Sheet Metal Shop III-B
Winter Quarter.
Cofftinuation of Aero 180a.
(1)
Aero 182a. Aircraft Sheet Metal Shop III-C
Spring Quarter.
Continuation of Aero 181a.

AGRICULTURAL INSPECTION
(3)
AgInsp al0. Standardization Problems
Standardization laws, grading, packing. Importance and value
of standardization of fruits, nuts, vegetables, honey and eggs.
Fall Quarter.
(3)
AgInsp all. Hay and Grain Grading
The sampling, grading and certification of hays and grains
as done under the U. S. Grain Standard act. The history of
grain grading. Technique of operating all standard grain grading equipment. Study of laws and regulations. Study of all
grading factors from actual samples. Two classes, one laboraWinter quarter.
tory.
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*AgInsp a15. Plant Quarantine
(3)
AgInsp a16. Pest Control Practice
(3)
The actual application of approved pest control methods uncontrol
of
der field conditions. Each student participates in the
weeds, rodents, insects, diseases and injurious birds. Detailed
studies are made of the properties, preparation and application
of all types of pest control material including mixing poison
bait, spray material, fumigation, seed treatment, etc. All types
of pest control equipment are studied and used. They include
soil sterilizers, spray rigs, fumigating equipment, dusters, etc.
Fall Quarter.
Prerequisite: Entomology and plant pathology.
AgInsp a17. Pest Control Practice II
(3)
Winter Quarter.
Continuation of AgInsp a16.
AgInsp a18. Pest Control Practice III
(3)
Spring Quarter.
Continuation of AgInsp a17.
(3)
*AgInsp a19. Shipping Point Inspection
*AgInsp al11. Agricultural Inspection Practice
(16)
(16)
*AgInsp a112. Packing House Practice
(5)
*AgInsp a115. Special Inspection Problems

AGRICULTURAL MECHANICS
(2)
AgM al. Agricultural Mechanics I
Students should register for this course as Dairy Mechanics,
Poultry Mechanics, etc., according to their major field. Work
in each section will deal with the design, repair and construction of equipment common to that major field, and to general
Fall Quarter.
diversified farming.
(2)
AgM a2. Agricultural Mechanics II
Prerequisite: AgM al. Emphasis will be placed on the comparative merits and design of different equipment based on the
conditions under which it is required to operate. The laboratory
Winter Quarter.
work is a continuation of AgM al.
(2)
AgM a3. Agricultural Mechanics III
Prerequisites: AgM al and AgM a2. A continuation of AgM
Spring Quarter.
a2.
(2)
AgM a4. Farm Carpentry
Prerequisite: Farm Structures. This course is designed to
fit the needs of a student in any one of the major courses. The
work will cover the building of appliances, feeders, buildings
as they are related to each enterprise. The proper use of carpentry tools will be taught as their relationship to agriculture.
Fall Quarter.
(2)
AgM a5. Farm Carpentry II
A continuation of AgM a4. The course takes up the construction of farm buildings, and small structures for poultry and
swine are actually built. The study includes foundations, materials and requirements of the agricultural industry.
Winter Quarter.
(2)
AgM a6. Farm Carpentry III
Spring Quarter.
A continuation of AgM a5.
*Taught only at Voorhis unit, San Dimas.
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(2)
AgM a7. Farm Blacksmithing I
No prerequisite. This course will consist of elementary farm
forge work; coal, kinds of steels, and their manipulation and
treatment will be taken up. Demonstrations and laboratory
work will be the method. Shaping and welding of agriculture
Fall Quarter.
projects will be done.
(2)
AgM a8. Blacksmithing II
Advanced forge work will be followed in this course.Welding,
forge repair of implement parts, plow share work, and tool
tempering will be given by demonstration and laboratory pracWinter Quarter.
tice.
(2)
AgM a9. Blacksmithing III
Spring Quarter.
Continuation of AgM a8.
(2)
AgM al0. Farm Structures I
No prerequisite. This course deals with the fundamentals of
mechanical drawing, lettering and blueprint and plan reading
as applied to the design of farm structures and equipment.
Fall Quarter.
(2)
AgM all. Farm Structures II
Prerequisite: AgM al0O or high school mechanical drawing.
A study of various farm structures and equipment. Designing,
planning and making blueprints of various feeding and waterWinter Quarter.
ing devices as well as other farm structures.
(2)
AgM a12. Farm Structures III
Prerequisites: AgM alO and AgM all or equivalents. Farmstead layout. Planning the layout of various fields, buildings,
pens and corrals in relation to each other and to the rest of the
farm. Individual students will make their layout according to
Spring Quarter.
their particular enterprise major.
(2)
AgM a13. Farm Machinery I
No prerequisite. Tillage, planting and cultivation implements will come in for study. Demonstrations and laboratory
work will be held. The different types of implements in this
line will be taught as well as their proper care, repair and
Fall Quarter.
adjustment.
(2)
AgM a14. Farm Machinery II
No prerequisite. Spraying equipment and spray outfits will
take up the most of this course. It is primarily designed for
the Horticulture students. Demonstrations and laboratory work
Winter Quarter.
will make up the course.
(2)
Ag Ma 15. Farm Machinery III
No prerequisite. Harvesting equipment comprising mowing,
raking, loading, and thrashing will be studied by use of demonstrations and laboratory work in the types, repair, adjustSpring Quarter.
ment and use of each.
(2)
AgM a16. Farm Electric Wiring
A course designed to teach the type of electrical wiring that
will be found on the modern farnm; wiring and connecting power
for irrigation systems, barn and poultry house wiring, electriFall Quarter.
cal brooder connections, etc.
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AgM a17. Farm Electric Devices
(2)
Electrical equipment that is used in connection with agriculture will be studied as to type, care and use. Brooders, incubators, electric clipping devices, lighting plants.
Winter Quarter.
AgM a18. Electric Motors
(2)
Prerequisite: AgM a17. A study of the construction, use and
repair of the electric motor as it is used in agricultural pursuits. Costs will come in for consideration. Hook-ups for pumping installation.
Spring Quarter.
AgM a19. Farm Concrete Work
(2)
No prerequisite. A study of the different aggregates, mixes,
and types of cement will be made in this course. Reinforcing
of floors, walls, and runways will be taken into consideration.
Projects will include the use of bitumuls, the laying of floors,
pipe work, watering troughs, feed troughs, and the use of concrete around the farm in general. The study of concrete equipment as it applies to agriculture will be given consideration.
Spring Quarter.
AgM all0. Irrigation I
(2)
No prerequisite. This course is designed to meet the needs
of students in any of the major enterprises. Water measurement as it applies to the farmer will be given. Water supply.
wells, casing, types of irrigation as related to California, will
Fall Quarter.
comprise the rest of the course.
AgM all1.
Irrigation II
(2)
Prerequisite: AgM a110. Irrigation practice will comprise this
course. Field laboratory periods will be used. Weirs will be
used. Different types of irrigation systems, penetration of
water in different kinds of soil and draw-down in Wells are
Winter Quarter.
studied.
AgM a112. Irrigation III
(2)
This course will include the fields of water pumps and pumping. Underground water supply, size and rating of pumps, and
types and kinds of irrigation pumps will be studied.
Spring Quarter.

AGRICULTURAL PROJECT AND SUPERVISED
FARM PRACTICE
Projects or supervised practice work is required of every agriculture student. Credit is given for the regular scheduled class
period in which records are brought up to date, or special project
study is assigned; but not for the time spent in the manipulative
skills themselves. Students must complete at least three units of
project or supervised farm practice work for certification. Up
to six credits may be taken, and may be applied as elective
credits in the Technical and Vocational curricula. The amount of
project or supervised practice work is determined upon an individual basis by the department head.
AP ala to a99a. Project or Supervised Practice
(1 unit each)
Set up in major field. Freshman year.
Fall, Winter, or Spring Quarter.
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AP ala to a99a. Project or Supervised Practice
(1 unit each)
Set up in major field. Sophomore year.
Fall, Winter, or Spring Quarter.
AP al00a to a199a. Project or Supervised Practice (1 unit each)
Set up in major field. Junior year.
Fall, Winter, or Spring Quarter.

AIR CONDITIONING AND REFRIGERATION
AC 1.

AC

AC

AC

AC
AC

Heating and Ventilating I-A
(5)
The history and development of air conditioning is first studied. This is followed by the fundamentals and physical laws,
such as measurement of heat; heat loss and heat gain or transmission through substances; conductance and coefficients; fuels
and their properties.
Methods of heating; hot water and hot air systems.
Heat exchange surfaces: covering, radiators; coil and finned
coil surfaces; plate surfaces and forced convection units.
Ventilation is studied for air distribution by ducts, duct design and construction; sheet metal work; fans and blowers.
Fall Quarter.
2. Refrigeration I-B
(5)
of
pumps
and pumping
Continuation of AC 1, also the study
systems, covering fundamentals and types of pumps; balanced
and unbalanced piping systems and methods of construction;
pipe, copper and steel connections, valves and fittings.
The fundamentals of refrigeration and physical laws: This
course includes compression, absorption, vacuum, centrifugal
and steam jet systems; reverse cycle; automatic devices and
controls; temperatures and pressures; power and power drives;
refrigerants and lubricating oils; cooling towers and spray
ponds.
Cold storage of commodities; cooling solids, liquids, gases
and manufacture of ice.
Insulation, such as the value and kinds for the use in heating, refrigeration and air conditioning systems, also for accoustical purposes.
Winter Quarter.
3. Refrigeration I-C
(5)
Continuation of AC 2, also covering the study of layout
procedure, estimating, pricing, specifications, operating costs
and codes, and salesmanship.
Spring Quarter.
4. Steam and Hot Water Heating II-A
(5)
Covering the study of steam and hot water heating systems,
boilers, oil burners, gas burners, chimneys, radiators, piping
and forced convection systems for heating and humidifying.
Fall Quarter.
5. Air Conditioning II-B
(5)
Covering the elements of design of direct expansion air conditioning systems for comfort cooling.
Winter Quarter.
6. Air Conditioning II-C
(5)
Covering the elements of design of air conditioning systems
for moderate temperature work, industrial and comfort, involving refrigeration, well water, adiabatic cooling or combinations
of the three.
Spring Quarter.
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(3)
Heating and Ventilating Shop I-A
This course consists of shop work covering heat transfer
tests through substances; testing of British Thermal Unit
(B. T. U.) content of fuels; instruction in the use of tools;
construction of heat exchange surfaces; construction of forced
convection units; sheet metal work with ducts, fan housings
Fall Quarter.
and tanks; soldering, brazing and welding.
(3)
11. Steam Heating Shop II-A
Methods connecting boilers, radiators, convectors, etc. Testing and rating of boilers, convectors and radiators, according
to A. S. H. V. E. codes. Maintenance of boilers and steam
Fall Quarter.
equipment.
(3)
12. Air Conditioning Shop II-B
Project work in the design of air conditioning systems. Testing of fans and air distribution according to A. S. H. V. E.
Winter Quarter.
codes and standards.
(3)
13. Air Conditioning Shop II-C
Spring Quarter.
Continuation of AC 12.
(1)
14. Heating and Ventilating I-D
The shop work in this course is designed for students who
wish to apply periods to special projects, such as construction
Fall Quarter.
work, engineering problems.
(2)
15. Air Conditioning Shop II-D
This course in shop work is also designed for the student
who is prepared to take special projects such as construction
Fall Quarter.
work, engineering problems.
(2)
16. Air Conditioning Shop II-E
Winter Quarter.
Continuation of AC 15.
(2)
17. Air Conditioning Shop II-F
Spring Quarter.
Continuation of AC 16.
(2 to 6)
18. Heating and Ventilating Shop I-D
Special shop work and units arranged (for credits).
Fall Quarter.
(3)
20. Refrigeration Shop I-B
In this course the student works with pumps, refrigerant
and air compressors, condensers, receivers, motors and controls. The equipment is completely dismantled, checked for conditions, repaired if needed and re-assembled.
A considerable amount of work is done about the campus on
practical installations in order to gain the experience needed
Winter Quarter.
when entering the commercial field.
21. Refrigeration Shop I-C
(3)
The shop work in this course consists of the fabrication and
assembling of refrigeration systems; working with the controls for proper adjustments; running tests and recording results; servicing, operation and care; layout procedure.
Spring Quarter.
22. Refrigeration Shop I-E
(1)
This course is arranged in refrigeration for the student who
has not had the opportunity to put in the full three units of
AC 20. It will cover the fundamentals of pumps, refrigeration
compressors, condensers, receivers and controls. The student
will work on and adjust refrigeration equipment. There will be

AC 10.

AC

AC

AC
AC

AC

AC
AC
AC
AC

AC

AC
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a certain amount of service work on the refrigeration equipment in use on the campus.
Winter Quarter.
AC 23. Refrigeration Shop I-F
(1)
Spring Quarter.
Continuation of AC 22.
AC 24. Refrigeration Shop I-E
(2 to 6)
Special shop work similar to AC 20. Units are arranged.
Winter Quarter.
AC 25. Refrigeration Shop I-E
(2 to 6)
Spring Quarter.
Continuation of AC 24.
AC 30. Air Conditioning Drafting I-A
(1)
This course will be drafting as applied to general layout
procedure and blue print reading, covering elementary work
for the beginner in drafting and advanced work for the student
Fall Quarter.
who has had previous instruction.
(1)
AC 31. Air Conditioning Drafting I-B
Drafting and blue print reading as applied to heating, venWinter Quarter.
tilation and refrigeration; project work.
(1)
AC 32. Air Conditioning Drafting I-C
Drafting as applied to refrigeration and project work.
Spring Quarter.
(2)
AC 33. Air Conditioning Drafting II-A
Fall Quarter.
Drafting of steam heating systems.
AC 34. Air Conditioning Drafting II-B
(2)
Design of equipment and project work on air conditioning
Winter Quarter.
systems.
AC 35. Air Conditioning Drafting II-C
(2)
Spring Quarter.
Continuation of AC 34.
AC 101. Air Conditioning III-A
(5)
Meat packing, cold storage of commodities, quick freezing
Fall Quarter.
and methods of storing quick frozen products.
AC 102. Air Conditioning III-B
(5)
Winter Quarter.
Continuation of AC 101.
AC 103. Air Conditioning III-C
(5)
Spring Quarter.
Continuation of AC 102.
AC 110. Air Conditioning Shop III-A
(3 to 5)
The shop work in this course consists of construction and
experimental work on freezing, quick freezing and cold storage
Fall Quarter.
work.
(5)
AC 111. Air Conditioning Shop III-B
Winter Quarter.
Continuation of AC 110.
(5)
AC 112. Air Conditioning Shop III-C
Spring Quarter.
Continuation of AC 111.
(2)
AC 130. Air Conditioning Drafting III-A
In this course, drafting in machine and compressor design is
covered in addition to the drafting outlined in AC 30 and 31.
Fall Quarter.
(2)
AC 131. Air Conditioning Drafting III-B
Winter Quarter.
Continuation of AC 130.
AC 132. Air Conditioning Drafting III-C
(2)
Spring Quarter.
Continuation of AC 131.
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ANIMAL HUSBANDRY
(3)
AH a10. Types and Breeds of Farm Animals
A study of modern market and breed types, origin, and adaptations of beef, sheep, hogs, horses, and dairy cattle. Special
emphasis placed upon commercial breeders' and markets' deFall Quarter.
mands.
(2)
AH a13. Elements of Feeding I
A study of the constituents of feeds, carbohydrates, proteins, fats, minerals, vitamins and water; their utilization by
the animal body. The digestive system, the processes of digestion and the assimilation of the various feed constituents. A
study of nutritional value of feeds and a preliminary computaFall Quarter.
tion of standard rations for livestock.
(2)
AH a14. Elements of Feeding II
Winter Quarter.
A continuation of AH a13.
(3)
AH a16. Advanced Feeds and Feeding
Prerequisites: AH a13, AH a14. This course deals principally
with the composition, grades and feeding value of the common
farm animal feeds for various kinds of livestock. Selecting and
computing rations to meet demands of the different farm aniFall Quarter.
mals under California conditions.
(2)
AH a18. Farm Horse Management
The feeding, care and management of farm work and riding
horses; the common diseases and unsoundness affecting them.
Winter Quarter.
(3)
AH a118. Horse Husbandry
Breeds, breeding, selection of breeding stock; feeding, care
Spring Quarter.
and management of draft and saddle horses.
(3)
AH a110. Animal Breeding
Application of the principles of genetics to improvement of
farm animals; study of the physical basis of inheritance; effect
of nutritional and physiological factors on reproduction, gestation, parturition, lactation, fertility and sterility; successful
breeding methods, including inbreeding, line-breeding, and outSpring Quarter.
crossing.
(For other Animal Science Courses see Dairy Production and
Meat Animal Husbandry.)

BIOLOGICAL SCIENCE
(3)
General Biological Science
A study of fundamental biological science as related to agriculture. Takes up phases of botany, bacteriology, and zoology.
Open only to students who are enrolled in the Vocational
Fall Quarter.
Certificate agricultural curricula.

BSc 1.

(3)
BSc 10. Comparative Anatomy
A course in the anatomy of the domesticated animals. Special attention is given to the structure of the digestive systems
Fall Quarter.
of the common farm animals.
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BSc 20. Bacteriology I
(2)
Fundamental principles of the study of bacteria with application to every day life. Bacteriology of food supplies, sanitation and hygiene, common diseases, sewage disposal, etc., are
considered. Prerequisites: BSc 30 or 90.
Spring Quarter.
BSc 21. Bacteriology II
(3)
Morphology, classification, physiology and cultivation of bacteria; relation of bacteria to health of man, animals and plants,
the home, sanitation and industry. Two lectures, one laboratory. Prerequisite, BSc 20.
Fall Quarter.
BSc 22. Bacteriology III
(3)
Continuation of BSc 21.
Winter Quarter.
BSc 30. Botany I
(3)
Basic botany. Principles of plant structure, reproduction,
growth and functions.
Fall Quarter.
BSc 31. Botany II
(3)
Weed control, identification of weeds and weed seeds, control methods and materials, weed injury, collection and preservation of specimens. Related laws and regulations. Weed dissemination and distribution. Prerequisite, BSc 30.
Spring Quarter.
BSc 40. Entomology
(4)
Insects and their injury as affecting fruit and vegetable quality. Potential pests, control methods, host plants, life history.
Related laws. Insecticides and quarantine problems. A survey
of important pests. Making a collection, and laboratory study
of college collection.
Fall Quarter.
BSc 41. Advanced Entomology
(3)
Bee keeping, apiary inspection, honey production, hive organization. Bee diseases, related laws, honey grading and handling bees. Laboratory work in college apiary. Spring Quarter.
BSc 60. Physiology
(2)
A study of the functions and physiological process of all
animals. Special emphasis will be placed on common farm animals. Prerequisite: BSc 10.
Winter Quarter.
BSc 70. Plant Pathology
(4)
Principal diseases; type of injury, control methods, identification by field observation and symptoms. Related laws.
Spring Quarter.
BSc 81. Farm Sanitation
(3)
Principles of sanitation in the prevention of disease in farm
animals. Open to second-year vocational students.
Spring Quarter.
BSc 90. General Zoology
(2)
Fundamental principles of animal biology. For technical
students.
Spring Quarter.
BSc 91. Zoology I
(3)
Detailed study of the phyla of the animal kingdom; the habitat, evolution and anatomical differences of the various species; special attention given to those forms directly relating to
agriculture and parasites of domestic animals. One lecture, two
laboratory periods. For Degree-Transfer students.
Fall Quarter.
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BSc 92. Zoology II
(3)
Continuation of BSc 91.
Winter Quarter.
BSc 93. Economic Zoology
(3)
Wild life and rodent control; life histories, food and breeding
habits, distribution; control methods and materials; associated
wild life problems, related laws and regulations. Includes labSpring Quarter.
oratory field work.
BSc 122. Dairy Inspection
(3)
Advanced testing of dairy products; practice in use of score
cards for inspecting and grading milk plants, farm dairies, and
creameries; outlining city and state ordinances for dairy products; training in the duties of city, state, and government inWinter Quarter.
spectors.
(3)
BSc 180. Diseases of Farm Animals
Common farm animal diseases, their causes, prevention and
control; treatment of wounds. Prerequisites: BSc 10 and 20.
Spring Quarter.
BSc 181. Parasites of Farm Animals
(2)
A study of the various parasites, external and internal, their
life cycles, pathology caused, and their control. Especially important to students who intend to raise beef cattle, sheep or
Winter Quarter.
hogs. Prerequisite: BSc 20 or 90.

DAIRY MANUFACTURING
Types and Breeds of Farm Animals (3) (See AH al0)
Elements of Dairying (3) (See DP a21)
Judging of Dairy Cattle (3) (See DP a22)
DM a50. Buttermaking I
(3)
Principles of creamery buttermaking; construction and care
of creameries and equipment; methods of sampling and gradFall Quarter.
ing cream; pasteurization; cream ripening.
DM a51. Dairy Bacteriology
(3)
Bacterial flora of dairy products; infectious diseases conveyed by dairy products; fermentations in milk and their sigSpring Quarter.
nificance and control.
(2)
DM a52. Buttermaking II
A continuation of Buttermaking I with more time devoted to
creamery and commercial plant practice; creamery accountWinter Quarter.
ing.
Milk Production (3) (See DP a24)
Market Milk (3) (See DP a25)
(2)
DM a53. Dairy Products Judging
Practice in score card grading of butter, cheese, ice cream
Spring Quarter.
and market milk.
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DM a54. Market Milk
(3)
Prerequisite: DP a24. Classes of market milk; equipment
and methods of producing high-quality milk; means of determining quality of market milk; relationship and means of improving it to mutual advantage of producer, processor, distributor, and consumer. Milk plants including their equipment and
methods of receiving, processing, and marketing the product.
Spring Quarter.
DM a150. Ice-Cream Making
(5)
A study of the science and practice of the commercial manufacture of ice cream and ices.
Fall Quarter.
DM a152. Cheese Making
(4)
Manufacture of the more common varieties. Winter Quarter.
Dairy Inspection (3) (See BSc 122)
DM a153. Creamery Management
(3)
A course of an advanced nature on creamery management.
Spring Quarter.
DM a154. Factory Practice
(5)
Further experience in operating the school creamery along
with factory experience in a local commercial plant.
Spring Quarter.

DAIRY PRODUCTION
Types and Breeds of Farm Animals (3) (See AH al0)
Anatomy (3) (See BSc 10)
Feeds and Feeding (3) (See AH a13)
Physiology (2) (See BSc 60)
Forage Crops (3) (See Cr a42)
Cereal Crops (3) (See Cr a40)
DP a20. General Dairy Production
(3)
A general study of the selection, feeding, breeding and management of dairy cattle; also general information on the dairy
industry. Practical methods for the dairy farmer in producing
and handling high-quality dairy products will also be studied.
Fall Quarter.
DP a23a. Dairy Problems
(1)
This course affords an opportunity for meetings of all dairy
students as a body to discuss common problems and current
events of the industry; and to organize departmental activities
of educational nature.
Fall Quarter.
DP a23b. Dairy Problems
(1)
Winter Quarter.
A continuation of DP a23a.
(1)
DP a23c. Dairy Problems
Spring Quarter.
A continuation of DP a23b.
DP a21. Elements of Dairying
(3)
A general and elementary course in dairying. The importance
of the industry from all standpoints; the composition of all the
common dairy products and the common tests that are in use;
a study of separators and milking machines and a study of the
approved general practices of feeding and management of a
Winter Quarter.
dairy herd.
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DP a22. Judging Dairy Cattle
(2)
Training in the selection of dairy cattle giving due consideration to breed types while emphasizing the relation of form to
Spring Quarter.
function. Comparative judging.
DP a24. Milk Production
(3)
A detailed study of the various factors influencing dairy
production both within the cow herself such as size, breed,
stage of lactation, etc., and also those factors involving herd
management such as milking, housing, breeding, treatment, etc.
Added study of general subjects relating to dairy farming.
Winter Quarter.
DP a26a. Dairy Problems
(1)
Same as DP a23a, but for sophomore students. Fall Quarter.
DP a26b. Dairy Problems
(1)
A continuation of DP a26a.
Winter Quarter.
DP a26c. Dairy Problems
(1)
A continuation of DP a26b.
Spring Quarter.
*DP a120. Advanced Dairy Cattle Judging
(2)
Prerequisite: DP a22. Gives the opportunity to visit many
of the best dairy herds of the state. Further study of the relationship of dairy form to function and the integrity and
value of such selection when measured by production records.
Fall Quarter.
Comparative judging.
DP a121. History of Breeds and Pedigrees
(3)
Prerequisites: AH a10, DP a21, DP a22, AH a13, DP a24.
Study of prehistoric cattle and their distribution. The early development, origin, and distribution of modern breeds of cattle.
Growth and development of breed associations, their requirements for registration, and method of making such application.
Study of the leading families, strains, and individuals of the
major dairy breeds. Value of pedigrees in selecting foundation
or breeding stock.
Fall Quarter.
DP a122. Dairy Herd Management
(4)
Prerequisites: AH a13, DP a24. An advanced study in the
feeding of dairy cattle both from the standpoint of commercial
dairy conditions and advanced registry test; fitting animals
for show and sale; development of a herd; keeping of records;
raising calves and heifers; successful purebred stock production; sanitation program.
Winter Quarter.
Dairy Inspection (3) (See BSc 122)
Diseases of Farm Animals (3) (See BSc 180)
DP a123a. Dairy Problems
(1)
Same as DP a23a, but for junior students.
Fall Quarter.
DP a123b. Dairy Problems
(1)
A continuation of DP a123a.
Winter Quarter.
DP a123c. Dairy Problems
(1)
A continuation of DP a123b.
Spring Quarter.
*This course will not be offered unless tryouts are conducted for
a judging team.
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ELECTRICAL INDUSTRIES
For the Sophomore and Junior Students there will be an opportunity for a selection of work in the Electrical Testing Laboratory
and the Electrical Construction Shop. The laboratory and shops are
equipped with a variety of facilities so that the student may specialize in any one of a number of branches of electrical endeavor.
El 1. Electrical Theory I-A
(5)
Electrical class: theory of direct currents and direct-current
machinery. This class takes up the elementary study of electricity and magnetism, electrical circuits, and direct-current
machinery. A standard text book, used in many colleges, is
used in this class, supplemented by mimeographed notes by
Fall Quarter.
the instructor and problem sets.
El 2. Electrical Theory I-B
(5)
Winter Quarter.
Continuation of EI 1.
El 3. Electrcal Theory I-C
(5)
Spring Quarter.
Continuation of EI 2.
(5)
EI 4. Electrical Theory II-A
Theory of alternating currents and alternating-current machinery; is a continuation of the above course on direct currents,
and uses a standard text book and mimeographed notes with
problem sets covering all of the fundamentals of alternating
currents and alternating-current machinery. On completion of
this course, the student is thoroughly familiar with the fundamentals and operating characteristics of induction motors, synchronous motors, transformers, voltage regulators, relays, alternating-current distribution systems, the effects of inductance and capacity in alternating-current circuits, etc.
Fall Quarter.
El 5. Electrical Theory II-B
(5)
Winter Quarter.
Continuation of EI 4.
(5)
El 6. Electrical Theory II-C
Spring Quarter.
Continuation of El 5.
(2)
El 10. Electrical Testing Laboratory I-A
Electrical measurements and general electrical testing is
given in a well-equipped electrical laboratory. This laboratory
is equipped with a miniature sub-station and an electrical
power generating plant, a complete twelve-panel switchboard
patterned after a commercial sub-station switchboard. In this
sub-station a student may obtain a wide variety of operating
experiences. There are also various types of electrical motors,
generators, and transformers for testing purposes. The students run characteristic tests on these machines, plot the
curves, and in general, by experimental means, determine tII
characteristics of these machines. The instrument room is well
equipped with both alternating and direct current testing instruments so that the student has the opportunity to become
thoroughly familiar with the use of the electrical testing inFall Quarter.
struments used in industry.
(2)
El 11. Electrical Testing Laboratory I-B
Winter Quarter.
Continuation of El 10.
(2)
El 12. Electrical Testing Laboratory I-C
Spring Quarter.
Continuation of El 11.
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(2)
Electrical Testing Laboratory II-A
Continuation of EI 10, 11 and 12, except more emphasis is
placed on the testing of alternating-current circuits and machines. Complete tests are run on induction motors, synchronous motors and generators, transformers, repulsion motors,
relays, etc. The student becomes familiar with circuits containing inductance and capacity as well as resistance. Fall Quarter.
(2)
14. Electrical Testing Laboratory II-B
Winter Quarter.
Continuation of EI 13.
(2)
15. Electrical Testing Laboratory II-C
Spring Quarter.
Continuation of EI 14.
(2)
20. Electrical Construction Shop II-A
Electrical experience is offered to the Sophomore students in
the form of construction of special equipment, design and
building of small transformers, the service of the electrical
equipment on the campus which includes over 400 H. P. in connected motors, repair of motors and transformers, and the installation of any new electrical equipment or wiring as it is
required on the campus. There is a well-equipped motor and
transformer repair department provided in the electrical shop,
as well as the usual machine tools such as lathe, drill press,
Fall Quarter.
grinders, etc.
(2)
21. Electrical Construction Shop II-B
Winter Quarter.
Continuation of EI 20.
22. Electrical Construction Shop II-C
(2)
Spring Quarter.
Continuation of EI 21.
(1)
30. Electrical Drafting I-A
This course begins with the more elementary drawings of
electrical circuits and progresses to the more complicated circuits and wiring diagrams. The student entering this course
should have a year of high school mechanical drawing. If he
does not have this requirement it will be necessary for him to
take up the fundamentals of mechanical drawing in addition
Fall Quarter.
to the prescribed course.
(1)
31. Electrical Drafting I-B
Winter Quarter.
Continuation of El 30.
(1)
32. Electrical Drafting I-C
Spring Quarter.
Continuation of EI 31.
(1)
33. Electrical Drafting II-A
Continuation of EL 30, 31 and 32 with the addition of more
design problems, and layout problems to go with the Electrical
Fall Quarter.
Construction Shop courses EI 20, 21 and 22.
(1)
34. Electrical Drafting II-B
Winter Quarter.
Continuation of EI 33.
(1)
35. Electrical Drafting II-C
Spring Quarter.
,
Continuation of EI 34.

EI 13.

EI
El
EI

EI
EI
El

EI
El
El

El
El

(2)
Electrical Safety Orders
A study of the booklet of electrical safety orders in use in
the state of California. The students follow this book in detail
in order to become familiar with the safety requirements in
commercial practice in wiring and installation of electric equipFall Quarter.
ment.

EI 40.
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(2)
National Electric Code
A continuation of the preceding course but extending it to
the study of the National Electric Code prepared by the National Board of Fire Underwriters. The student becomes familiar with standard practice in electrical installation. Certain
city electrical codes are studied in this course. Winter Quarter.
(2)
42. Rules for Overhead Line Construction
A study of the standard rules for overhead line construction
in use in the State of California. The book of rules published
by the California Railroad Commission is used as the text.
Spring Quarter.
(5)
50. Power Plant Operation II-A
A special study with reference reading on power plant operating problems, various types and sources of power and the
economics of the power generating plant with special emphasis on the internal combustion engine in the small plants, and
especially the Diesel engine, its operation, maintenance and
repairs. Throughout the year the students in the power plant
operating class are getting operating experience in the school
generating plant. There are Diesel, steam and gas engine
electric generating units in this plant. Each student puts in
one full day each month as the operator of this plant.
Fall Quarter.
(5)
51. Power Plant Operation II-B
A continuation of EI 50 with more emphasis placed on the
Diesel engine and the cost of generating power in the small
plants. The introduction to the steam cycles, steam tables, and
Winter Quarter.
the steam engine as a prime mover.
(5)
52. Power Plant Operation II-C
A continuation of course EI 51 but extending into the care
and operation of steam units and boilers. Considerable attention is given to the auxiliaries in the steam plant, as well as
Spring Quarter.
the heat values and combustion of fuels.

El 41.

EI

ElI

El

El

(2)
Air Conditioning Electricity II-A
This class covers the fundamental laws of electricity and
magnetism, electrical circuits, control circuits and effect of resistance in circuits. Considerable time is given to motors, as
applied to refrigeration and air conditioning systems and the
different characteristics of motors for the different services.
The theory of transformers as applied to control circuits is
studied, also considerable time is given to code and safety
rules. The class will consist of lectures, class demonstrations,
Fall Quarter.
text assignments and assigned problems.

El 60.

(2)
Air Conditioning Electricity II-B
Winter Quarter.
A continuation of El 60.
(2)
El 62. Air Conditioning Electricity II-C
Spring Quarter.
A continuation of El 61.
(2)
El 63. Agricultural Electricity
This class consists of lectures, assignments, problems and
class demonstrations in electrical work as applied to the farm.
The purpose of the course is to give the student an understanding of the fundamentals of electrical circuits, wiring rules, requirements, and types of motors and other electric equipment
El 61.
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used on the farm so that he may be able to put in small installations and do some of his own repair work. A study is also
made of rate schedules for the purchase of power.
Fall, Winter and Spring Quarters.
EI 101. Electrical Theory III-A
(2)
Methods of measuring direct and alternating current quantities, vector analysis of network circuits, resonant circuits, coupled circuits, high frequency measurements, etc. Fall Quarter.
(2)
El 102. Electrical Theory III-B
Vacuum tubes and their characteristics; vacuum tube circuits including amplifiers, oscillators, voltage regulators, etc.;
photoelectric cells; applications of vacuum tubes in industry;
industrial control circuits, telephone circuits. Winter Quarter.
(2)
EI 103. Electrical Theory III-C
New developments in electrical equipment and processes.
Trade magazines and the proceedings of the national electrical
societies are used in the place of a text in this course.
Spring Quarter.
(3)
El 104. Electrical Estimating and Design III-A
Class instruction in laying out installations, estimating costs
of labor and materials, making requisitions, keeping stock
records, etc. Using actual campus projects as a basis, these
advanced students will follow up these projects, gaining foremanship experience. For those whose interests lie in shop projects, such as winding and repair and construction of apparatus,
Fall Quarter.
similar assignments will be made.
(3)
EI 105. Electrical Estimating and Design III-B
Winter Quarter.
Continuation of EI 104.
(3)
EI 106. Electrical Estimating and Design III-C
Spring Quarter.
Continuation of EI 105.
(3)
El 110. Electrical Testing Laboratory III-A
Continuation of EI 13, 14 and 15 and extending further into
the testing of electrical instruments and electrical measurements. Considerable study is done in this course with radio
circuits and circuits making commercial use of vaccuum tubes.
Fall Quarter.
(3)
El 111. Electrical Testing Laboratory III-B
Winter Quarter.
Continuation of El 110.
(3)
El 112. Electrical Testing Laboratory III-C
Spring Quarter.
Continuaton of El 111.
(3)
El 120. Electrical Construction Shop III-A
The design and construction of equipment for the shop and
for use on other parts of the campus. The student has an opportunity to use his initiative and constructive ability in producing original pieces of equipment for the shop.
Fall Quarter.
(3)
El 121. Electrical Construction Shop III-B
Winter Quarter.
Continuation of El 120.
(3)
El 122. Electrical Construction Shop III-C
Spring Quarter.
Continuation of El 121.
(1)
El 131. Electrical Drafting III-A
Design problems, wiring diagrams, and layout problems to
go with the Electrical Construction Shop El 120, 121, 122.
Fall Quarter.
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El 132. Electrical Drafting III-B
(1)
A continuation of EI 131.
Winter Quarter.
EI 133. Electrical Drafting III-C
(1)
A continuation of El 132.
Spring Quarter.
EI 150. Power Plant Operation III-A
(5)
Lectures and reference reading on problems of power plant
operation. The internal combustion engine as applied to electrical power generation is studied in detail with special emphasis on the Diesel engine, and its operation, maintenance and
repair.
Fall Quarter.
El 151. Power Plant Operation III-B
(5)
This is a continuation of EI 150 with special emphasis placed
on the economics of power plant operation and comparative
costs of generating power with different types of plants. The
study of steam engine cycles is begun, also the use of the
Winter Quarter.
steam tables.
El 152. Power Plant Operation III-C
(5)
A continuation of EI 151 but extending into the care and operation of steam engines, steam boilers, and the power plan
auxiliaries.
Spring Quarter.

ENGLISH
Entrance Examinations. An entrance examination in English is
required of every student who does not present a certificate of having passed the examination or the course in English A in some
recognized college. Students who have such credentials and others
who pass the entrance examination may be excused from that part
of Eng 51, Eng 52 and Eng 53 which deals with reading and written composition; they will be required, however, to take the work
in speech included in that course unless they show excellence in
speaking. They will also be required to take Eng 51 C, which includes the writing of business letters, unless they show ability in
this subject.
Subject A. Students whose standing in the entrance examination
in English is sufficiently high may take a second examination in
English, the passing of which will give them credit for English A
and admit them, if they so desire, to the course in English I-A.
(0)
English A
A no-credit course given for five hours a week for one quarter. It is required as a prerequisite to English I-ABC for all
students who have not passed the examination in Subject A
described earlier in this section. This is a course in simple
exposition. It includes corrective work in grammar and in
Winter Quarter.
sentence and paragraph structure.
(3)
English I-A
A course in writing and in literature that embodies the principles of good writing. A student may not be admitted to this
course unless he has completed the requirements of English A.
English I-A is designed particularly for degree students.
Fall Quarter.
(3)
English I-B
Winter Quarter.
A continuation of English I-A.
(3)
English I-C
Spring Quarter.
A continuation of English I-B.
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Eng 2-A. Public Speaking
(5)
A course in the elements of public speaking. The work in
this course is in advance of the requirements of Eng 51,
Eng 52 and Eng 53. To be admitted to the course students must
have passed English A.
Spring Quarter.
Eng 20. Dramatics I-Z
(2)
A course in the elements of dramatics; the production of
simple plays. Prerequisite: Eng 1, 2 and 3, or Eng 10, and the
special recommendation of the instructor.
Winter Quarter.
Eng 21. Dramatics II-Z
(2)
More advanced work in dramatics for those who have shown
talent in Eng 20. More time will be devoted to plays to be
presented before the student body and radio audiences.
Spring Quarter.
Eng 30. Library Instruction
(1)
For students in the technical or vocational courses. A study
in the use of the library, the use of books, and the material
available in the different fields of study.
Fall, Winter or Spring Quarter.
Eng 40. Elementary Journalism
(3)
A practical study of the elements of news writing. Style and
composition of a news story, newspaper ethics, news leads.
Fall Quarter.
Eng 41. Reporting
(3)
A continuation of Eng 40, with practice in news writing from
campus material, how to prepare copy, common news sources,
interviews.
Winter Quarter.
Eng 42. Copy Reading
(3)
A continuation of Eng 41, with application to editing of news
copy, headwriting, newspaper makeup. Includes information
on news correspondence, press associations.
Spring Quarter.
English 51
(3)
A course in written composition, reading, and speech for terminal students, both technical and vocational. About one-third
of the time is given to the study of speech. Training in the
writing of business letters is included in the course.
Fall Quarter.
English 52
(3)
Winter Quarter.
A continuation of English 51.
English 53
(3)
Spring Quarter.
A continuation of English 52.

FARM CROPS
FC a40. Cereal Crops
(3)
A study of the major cereal crops found in California. Soil
management, seed selecton, cultivation and irrigation practices,
rotation, uses, varieties, harvesting methods and cost of production are stressed. Common diseases and pests are also conFall Quarter.
sidered.
FC a41. Field Crops
(3)
Miscellaneous field crops, including field beans, cotton, sugar
beets, hops, and flax. Soil management, varieties, uses, and
harvesting methods are included. Production costs, diseases,
Winter Quarter.
and pests and their control are considered.
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FC a42. Forage Crops
(3)
Typical forage, cover pasture, and root crops found in California. Cultural methods and practices are emphasized, while
production costs and diseases are also considered. The effect
of these crops on soil improvement as well as feed crops is
stressed.
Spring Quarter.
FC a43. Truck Crops Production I
(3)
Production of general truck crops, packing, growing and
marketing commodities produced. Field trips into commercial
producing districts. Project required. easonal operations studied.
Fall Quarter.
FC a44. Truck Crops Production II
(3)
Continuation of Cr a43.
Winter Quarter.
FC a45. Truck Crops Production III
(3)
Continuation of FC a44.
Spring Quarter.
FC a46. General Crops Production
(3)
A brief survey of important truck, field and forage crops in
California with emphasis upon cultural practices and interrelationship with other enterprises. Important skills will be
included. No project required although field work will be provided, including seed selection, planting, irrigation, cultivation,
harvesting, pest control, marketing, processing and shipment.
Course designed for students not majoring in crops.
Spring Quarter.
FC a47. Crop Problems I
(3)
A course in which problems arising in project work are studied and discussed, including such topics as growing, pest control and proper care of cultivated crops.
Fall Quarter.
FC a48. Crop Problems II
(3)
A continuation of FC a47.
Winter Quarter.
FC a49. Crop Problems III
(3)
A continuation of FC a48.
Spring Quarter.
FC a140. Special Crop Work I
(3)
Discussion of problems arising in project work and additional work along special crop production not treated in other
courses, as well as for those students who wish to carry on
advanced work beyond the offerings in the regular courses.
Fall Quarter.
FC a141. Special Crop Work II
(3)
A continuation of FC a140.
Winter Quarter.
FC a142. Special Crop Work III
(3)
A continuation of FC a141.
Spring Quarter.
Plant Pathology (4) (See BSc 70)
Standardization Laws (3) (See AgInsp a10)

FARM SKILLS
These courses are required of all agricultural students before
they can secure a Technical or Vocational Certificate or Transfer
to a Degree-Granting Institution. They are practical in nature in
that the students participate in all of the activities. The work will
be conducted on a demonstration or laboratory basis.
A student with sufficient experience may secure credit in these
courses by passing an examination. Upperclassmen will have first
preference if class is crowded.
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FS al-B. Tillage Implements
(1)
Use of tractors, plows, disks, harrows, cultivators.
Fall, Winter or Spring Quarter.
FS a2-B. Miscellaneous Implements
(1)
Use of horses with different implements, wagons, scrapers.
Winter Quarter.
FS a3-B. Harvesting Tools
(1)
Use of mowing machines, hay rakes, loader, forks, stacker,
etc.
Spring Quarter.

FRUIT PRODUCTION
Plant Propagation (3) (See Land a71)
Entomology (4) (See BSc 40)
Botany (3) (See BSc 31)
Drafting (2) (See Math 20)
Plant Pathology (4) (See BSc 70)
FP a60. General Fruit Production
(3)
Designed for students, not majoring in fruit production, who
want general information about common orchard practices. The
course will include study of such practices as planting, pruning, disease control, cultivation, irrigation, and harvesting.
Winter Quarter.
FP a61. Deciduous Fruit Production I
(3)
Seasonal problems in the production and harvesting of deciduous fruits.
Fall Quarter.
FP a62. Deciduous Fruit Production II
(3)
A continuation of FP a61.
Winter Quarter.
FP a63. Deciduous Fruit Production III
(3)
A continuation of FP a62.
Spring Quarter.
*FP a64. Citrus Production I
(3)
*FP a65. Citrus Production II
(3)
*FP a66. Citrus Production III
(3)
*FP a67. Advanced Fruit Production I
(3)
*FP a68. Advanced Fruit Production II
(3)
*FP a69. Advanced Fruit Production III
(3)
*FP a161. Special Fruit Problems I
(3)
*FP a162. Special Fruit Problems II
(3)
*FP a163. Special Fruit Problems III
(3)
IA 1.

INDUSTRIAL ARTS

Carpentry
(2)
Deals with the study of building material, such as foundation framing, rafter-cutting, and all jobs carried out in connection with carpentry work. Students will take up construction
details, estimating, blueprint reading, and learn the use of
tools. Construction work will be carried out on campus building.
Fall Quarter.
IA 2. Carpentry
(2)
A continuation of IA 1.
Winter Quarter.
IA 3. Carpentry
(2)
A continuation of IA 2.
Spring Quarter.
*Offered at Voorhis unit only.
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* LANDSCAPE GARDENING
Land a70. General Nursery Practice
(3)
Glass house and lath house management. Handling of soils,
water, sunlight, heat and ventilation.
Fall Quarter.
Land a71. Landscape Propagation
(3)
Fundamental principles underlying the sexual and asexual
propagation of plants. Glass house and lath house work with
cuttings and seedlings. Field budding and grafting.
Winter Quarter.
Land a72. Landscape Layout
(3)
Work primarily with drafting instruments and making of
landscape conventions. A study of small landscape layout, particularly of small city property.
Spring Quarter.
Surveying (2) (See Math 10)
General Entomology (4) (See BSc 40)
Land a73. History of Landscaping
(2)
A study of the development of the art and effects on modern
landscape trends.
Fall Quarter.
Botany II (3) (See BSc 31)
Drafting (2) (See Math 20)
Land a74. Landscape Problems-Plant Materials I
(2)
The form, habit, texture, requirements and care of ornamental trees, shrubs, vines and herbaceous plants.
Winter Quarter.
Plant Pathology (4) (See BSc 70)
Land a75. Landscape Problems-Plant Materials II
(4
Advanced study in plant materials, their adaptations and
Spring Quarter.
landscape values.
Land a76. Landscaping the Country Home
(3)
The names, use and care of trees and shrubs suitable for
planting around homes and farm buildings. Actual designs will
be carried out. For students not majoring in landscaping.
Spring Quarter.
Land a170. Elements of Design
(5)
Problems of design and construction of small parks, school
grounds, public buildings.
Fall Quarter.
Land a171. Landscape Practice
(4,
Actual landscape work after plans are drawn, construction
of walks, lawns, roads, planting of trees, shrubs, etc.
Fall Quarter.
Land a172. Civic Planning
(3)
Fundamental principles underlying planning of towns, cities,
parks and subdivsions.
Winter Quarter.
Land a173. Landscaping of City and County Property
(5)
With special reference to laying out private homes and
estates.
Winter Quarter.
Land a174. Special Landscape Problems
(5 to 8)
Special problems for advanced students. Degree-transfer stu..
dents earn five units; technical students earn eight units.
Spring Quarter.
*See also Landscape Courses at Voorhis Unit, page -
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MACHINE SHOP
MS 1.

MS

MS

MS

MS
MS
MS

MS
MS
MS

MS
MS
MS

Machine Shop I-A
(1)
The student gets the fundamentals of bench work, layout,
fitting, filing and the fundamentals of lathe work beginning
Fall Quarter.
with simple turning.
2. Machine Shop I-B
(1)
Continuation of the first quarter. The student begins work
on the shaper, planer and more advanced work on the lathe.
Winter Quarter.
3. Machine Shop I-C
(1)
Continuation of the second quarter with more practice on
the lathe, shaper, planer and an introduction to the milling
Spring Quarter.
machine.
4. Machine Shop II-A
(1)
ContinuaIntended for second-year aeronautics students.
tion of Machine Shop I, with more advanced problems assigned
and more general repair work to be done. Lathe jobs consist
of taper fits, thread fits, running fits, etc. The student is assigned work on the universal tool grinder and gears and splines
to cut on the milling machine. The machine shop work is individual and the student may progress as rapidly as he shows
the ability to proceed and he receives credit in proportion to
Winter Quarter.
his progress.
5. Machine Shop II-B
(1)
Winter Quarter.
Continuation of MS 4.
6. Machine Shop II-C
(1)
Spring Quarter.
Continuation of MS 5.
7. Machine Shop I-D
(2)
A general practice machine shop course including bench
work, layout work, lathe work, etc., for the special student
who wishes more shop work than that offered in MS 1, 2
and 3.
Fall Quarter.
8. Machine Shop I-E
(2)
Continuation of MS 7.
Winter Quarter.
9. Machine Shop I-F
(2)
Continuation of MS 8.
Spring Quarter.
10. Machine Shop II-D
(2)
A continuation of the general machine shop training offered
in MS 7, 8 and 9 for the special student who wishes more machine shop training than is offered in MS 4, 5 and 6. The student obtains training on the lathe, planer, shaper, milling machine and takes up general repair work as it comes into the
shop.
Fall Quarter.
11. Machine Shop II-E
(2)
Continuation of MS 10.
Winter Quarter.
12. Machine Shop II-F
(2)
Continuation of MS 11.
Spring Quarter.
13. Machine Shop 4-A
(3 to 6 units)
A course for special students in machine shop work. The
credit is determined by the progress made, and the time spent,
by the student. Prerequisite: MS 7, 8 and 9.
Fall Quarter.
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MS 14. Machine Shop 4-B
Continuation of MS 13.
MS 15. Machine Shop 4-C
Continuation of MS 14.

(3 to 6)
Winter Quarter.
(3 to 6)
Spring Quarter.

MATHEMATICS
Math 1. Practical Mathematics I
(2)
Minimum essentials of mathematics for business purposes.
Deals with fractions, decimals, solution of equations, farm
measurements and a review of fundamental operations. (Students who pass a satisfactory pre-examination may be excused
from this course.) For agriculture students only. Fall Quarter.
Math 2. Practical Mathematics II
(2)
A continuatioh of Math 1.
Winter Quarter.
Math 3. Practical Mathematics III
(2)
A continuation of Math 2.
Spring Quarter.
Math 4. Algebra I-A
(3)
Review of high school algebra, especially those parts that
are required in the related mathematics for the electrical and
aeronautics students. Required of all Freshman industry stuFall Quarter.
dents if not passed by examination.
Math 5. Algebra I-B
(3)
Continuation of Math 2. Required of all Freshman industry
Winter Quarter.
students if not passed by examination.
(3)
Math 5-A. Plane Geometry
Winter Quarter.
Math 6. Trigonometry
(5)
Review of high school trigonometry with special emphasis
on the use of the tables and the working of problems as applied to the electrical and aeronautics courses. Required of all
Freshman industry students if not passed by examination.
Spring Quarter.
(3)
Math 7. Descriptive Geometry II-A
Lectures and class assignments in descriptive geometry for
the benefit of the students in the aeronautical drafting department. Special emphasis is placed on that part of descriptive
geometry that will aid the drafting student in making the
complicated developments in the sheet metal parts of the airFall Quarter.
plane.
(3)
Math 8. Descriptive Geometry II-B
Winter Quarter.
Continuation of Math 5.
(3)
Math 9. Descriptive Geometry II-C
Spring Quarter.
Continuation of Math 6.
(2)
Math 10. Surveying
Principles of plane surveying including measurements and
subdivision of land, profile leveling and contour mapping.
Fall and Spring Quarters.
(2)
Math 20. Drafting
Linear drawing and lettering. Training in use of mechanical
drawing instruments. Practice in making working drawings.
Winter Quarter.
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MEAT ANIMALS
Types and Breeds of Farm Animals (3) (See AH al0)
MA a30. Market Classes of Fat Livestock
(3)
Swine, sheep and beef cattle. Study of types, market classes,
carcasses, livestock markets, packing industry, packing house
by-products, commercial livestock production. Practice in selecting feeder and fat stock.
Winter Quarter.
MA a30a. General Meat Animal Husbandry
(3)
A general course in beef cattle, swine, sheep and horse husbandry, covering breeds, feeds and feeding, and management.
For students not majoring in meat animals.
Fall Quarter.
MA a31. Livestock Judging
(3)
Relating form to function of the various kinds of livestock.
Continuation of Fall and Winter courses in the study of market and breed types and practice in judging groups representing the various types, market classes, and breeds of cattle,
sheep, hogs, and horses. Comparative judging. Spring Quarter.
Anatomy (3) (See BSc 10)
Feeds and Feeding (See AH a13, a14, a16)
Physiology (2) (See BSc 60)
MA a32. Meat Cuts
(2)
A study of meat quality from producer's and buyer's standpoint as influenced by proper feeding, breeding, and management; killing and dressing of livestock; cutting and curing of
meats; sanitation and inspection of slaughter houses (abattoirs); packing houses, and retail markets.
Winter Quarter.
Forage Crops (3) (See Cr a42)
Cereal Crops (3) (See Cr a40)
MA a33a. Market Beef Production
(2)
The market production of beef to meet present wholesale
and retail demands, with partciular emphasis on the beef
project work of the student.
Fall Quarter.
MA a33b. Market Sheep Production
(2)
A study of the present market demands for sheep and lambs,
with special emphasis on the sheep project work of the student.
Winter Quarter.
MA a33c. Market Swine Production
(2)
Market production of swine to meet present consumer demands, with particular application to the hog project work of
the student.
Spring Quarter.
MA a34. Livestock Problems I-A
(2)
A course in which problems arising in project work are studied and discussed, including such topics as financing, feeding
and general management of the individual projects and herd.
Primarily for vocational students.
Fall Quarter.
MA a35. Livestock Problems I-B
(2)
A continuation of MA a34.
Winter Quarter.
MA a36. Livestock Problems I-C
(2)
A continuation of MA a35.
Spring Quarter.
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MA a37. Livestock Problems II-A
(1)
Problems of practical nature on feeding, breeding and management of project and state herd animals. One hour lecture
and 3 hours laboratory.
Fall Quarter.
MA a38. Livestock Problems II-B
(1)
Continuation of MA a37.
Winter Quarter.
MA a39. Livestock Problems II-C
(1)
Continuation of MA a38.
Spring Quarter.
MA a131. Beef Husbandry
(3)
Methods of producing purebred and commercial beef cattle.
Selection of foundation stock, breeding, feeding, care, and
management of the herd. Special study of economic phases of
the beef cattle industry.
Spring Quarter.
MA a131a. Advanced Livestock Judging
(2)
A laboratory class of advanced judging of breeding animals,
horses, beef cattle, sheep and swine.
Spring Quarter.
MA a132. Sheep Husbandry
(3)
Methods of lamb production. Breeds, breeding, selection of
breeding and feeder stock, feeding, care and management of
sheep. Grades and types of wool and wool marketing. Special
study of economic phases of the sheep industry.
Winter Quarter.
MA a133. Swine Husbandry
(3)
Methods of pork production. Breeds, breeding, selection of
breeding stock and feeder pigs, feeding, care, and management of swine. Special study of the economic phases of the
various swine enterprises.
Fall Quarter.
MA a134. Pedigrees and Herd Books
(3)
A study of pedigrees, blood lines, and families; evaluation
of pedigrees; heredity and variation studies as found in the
pedigrees examined; herd book practice and a study of the
value of herd records. Each student is expected to select one
or two breeds as the basis for special study.
Spring Quarter.
MA a135. Range Management
(3)
Principles of range livestock practice. Feeding, breeding, and
herd management. Study of range grasses and means of propagating them.
Winter Quarter.
MA a137. Livestock Problems III-A
(2)
Advanced livestock problems in connection with the student
projects and the farm flocks and herds.
Fall Quarter.
MA a138. Livestock Problems III-B
(2)
Continuation of Ma a137.
Winter Quarter.
MA al-9. Livestock Problems III-C
(2)
Continuation of MA a138.
Spring Quarter.
Diseases of Farm Animals (3) (See BSc 180)

MECHANICAL DRAFTING
MechD 4. Mechanical Drafting Theory
(2)
In addition to using French's Engineering Drawings as a
textbook in connection with the class work in this course, the
student is given considerable practical experience with the use
of the handbook, especially as dealing with standards and the
application of standards in machine drafting work.
Fall Quarter.
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MechD 5. Mechanical Drafting Theory
(2)
Continuation of MechD 4.
Winter Quarter.
MechD 6. Mechanical Drafting Theory
(2)
Continuation of MechD 5.
Spring Quarter.
MechD 13. Mechanical Drafting Practice
(3)
Drafting room experience in machine drawing, standards,
standard methods of layouts, with particular emphasis placed
on drafting room practice as followed in the engineering field.
Fall Quarter.
MechD 14. Mechanical Drafting Practice
(3)
Continuation of MechD 13.
Winter Quarter.
MechD 15. Mechanical Drafting Practice
(3)
Spring Quarter.
Continuation of MechD 14.

MUSIC
Mu 1.

Mu
Mu
Mu

Mu
Mu
Mu

Mu
Mu
Mu

California State Polytechnic College Band
(11/2)
Prerequisite: High school or equivalent band experience. The
band plays and marches at athletics contests. It participates
in all college assemblies and special occasions. Several trips
are taken each year. Students participating in extra band music groups may receive extra credit.
A limited number of students wishing to learn to play instruments may have free instruction by arranging with the
director of music. Later, those showing promise may enter the
band. Nineteen instruments are available for use. Fall Quarter.
(12)
2. California State Polytechnic College Band
A continuation of Mu 1.
Winter Quarter.
3. California State Polytechnic College Band
(11/2)
Spring Quarter.
A continuation of Mu 2.
10. Men's Glee Club
(1 to 2)
Entrance by try-out. All types of four-part compositions are
sung. Fundamentals of breathing, tone production, diction and
interpretation are stressed. Several quartettes are developed
each year for rado work for which additional credit may be
given. The club sponsors an annual tour and entertainment,
Fall Quarter.
besides the usual engagements.
11. Men's Glee Club
(1 to 2)
Winter Quarter.
A continuation of Mu 10.
(1 to 2)
12. Men's Glee Club
A continuation of Mu 11.
Spring Quarter.
(1)
20. Orchestra
Limited to those who have had considerable experience. The
orchestra student has an opportunity to play for various colFall Quarter.
lege entertainments.
21. Orchestra
(1)
Winter Quarter.
A continuation of Mu 20.
22. Orchestra
(1)
Spring Quarter.
A continuation of Mu 21.
30. Music Theory
(2)
A course including the elements of harmony and theory;
transposition, instrumentation and arranging for orchestra and
Winter Quarter.
glee club.
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PETROLEUM INDUSTRIES
PI 1.

Plant Equipment Theory I
(5)
This course consists of a lecture five days a week given over
to the study of the standard equipment used in the average
oil refinery. It deals with such items as instruments, mechanically operated valves, piping, pumps, heat exchangers, cooling
towers, stills, cracking process equipment, gas engines, boilers,
gas and oil burners, forced draft equipment and such other
items as will come to the attention of the instructor. The instructor for this course is a man who has had several years
Fall Quarter.
experience in the refinery.
(5)
PI 2. Plant Equipment Theory II
Winter Quarter.
A continuation of PI 1.
(5)
PI 3. Plant Equipment Theory III
Spring Quarter.
A continuation of PI 2.
(2)
PI 10. Plant Equipment Shop I
Shop work dealing with equipment studied in the plant
equipment class with experimental work on this equipment,
the student builds special items of equipment and experimental pieces of equipment for the study of the reactions that take
place within the oil refinery. The students in this shop course
have the opportunity to study valves, pumps, piping system,
the flow of gases and liquids through pipes, viscosity and the
effect of heat upon the viscosity of fluids, and experimental
work with the normal instruments used in the oil refinery.
Fall Quarter.
(2)
PI 11. Plant Equipment Shop II
Winter Quarter.
A continuation of PI 10.
(2)
PI 12. Plant Equipment Shop III
Spring Quarter.
A continuation of PI 11.
(2)
PI 40. Petroleum Drafting Theory I
This course consists of two lectures a week in the fundamentals of mechanical drafting with special emphasis laid
upon the drafting as applied to the oil industry. A textbook in
mechanical drafting is used and the student becomes familiar
with methods representations, projections, standard symbols,
and in general, the fundamentals of mechanical drawing. In
addition to these fundamentals such standards as piping, pipe
fittings, piping diagrams as well as electrical diagrams are
Fall Quarter.
discussed.
(2)
PI 41. Petroleum Drafting Theory II
Winter Quarter.
A continuation of PI 40.
(2)
PI 42. Petroleum Drafting Theory III
Spring Quarter.
A continuation of PI 41.
(2)
*PI 50. Petroleum Drafting Practice I
This is a drafting room course given in conjunction with PI
40 giving the student experience in the fundamentals of mechanical drafting and as he advances in this, drawings illustrating layout work for piping systems and more complete refinery layout jobs. The rapidity with which the student advances in this course will depend entirely upon his own initiative and his previous experience in mechanical drafting. If
he has had a course in mechanical drafting in high school, he
*To be offered subject to enrollment. See page - for explanation.
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will advance more rapidly in this course than if mechanical
drawing is new to him. The practice work in drawing in this
course is to be kept fundamentally along the lines of the
drawings used in refinery construction or reconstruction work.
Fall Quarter.
51. Petroleum Drafting Practice II
(2)
A continuation of PI 50.
Winter Quarter.
52. Petroleum Drafting Practice III
(2)
A continuation of PI 51.
Spring Quarter.
70. First Aid and Safety Rules I
(1)
This course is designed to give the fundamentals of first aid
and safety work as these things are included in the oil industry. It consists of one hour class work a week throughout the
year. On completion of the course the student passes a first
aid examination and obtains a certificate in first aid work.
Fall Quarter.
71. First Aid and Safety Rules II
(1)
A continuation of PI 70.
Winter Quarter.
72. First Aid and Safety Rules III
(1)
A continuation of PI 71.
Spring Quarter.

PHYSICAL EDUCATION
Every student who has not been officially excused will be required to complete one-half quarter unit of physical education each
quarter until a total of three units has been completed. Each student will be required to attend the health education lecture given
each quarter; and take, in addition, either prescribed gymnastics
and sports fundamentals, or mass athletics.
The basic combination for the Freshman student would be Physical Education 1, plus either 2-A, or 2-B, 3 and 4. The basic combination for the Sophomore student would be Physical Education 5,
plus either 6-A, or 6-B, 7 and 8.
PE 1. Health Education
(/4)
Lecture course dealing with various aspects of personal hygiene. The relation of exercise and nutrition to health is also
emphasized. Fall, Winter, and Spring Quarters. Required of all
Freshman students.
PE 2-A. Prescribed Course for Freshmen
(4)
Gymnasium apparatus work, fundamentals of football, basketball, baseball, and track. Fall, Winter and Spring Quarters.
PE 2-B. Mass Athletics
( /4)
May be taken in lieu of 2-A. The following sports may be
selected by the student; football, basketball, baseball, boxing and wrestling, and tennis.
Fall Quarter.
PE 3. Mass Athletics
(1/4)
Continuation of 2-B. In addition to the games outlined above,
a student may select field games, soft baseball, soccer, and
track.
Winter Quarter.
PE 4. Mass Athletics
(/4)
Continuation of 3. Same type of games available.
Spring Quarter.
PE 5. Advanced Health Education
(%)
Continuation of PE 1. for second-year men. Fall, Winter,
and Spring Quarters. Required of all Sophomore students.
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PE 6-A. Prescribed Course for Sophomores
(14)
Continuation of course 2-A. Fall, Winter and Spring Quarters.
PE 6-B. Advanced Mass Athletics
(1/4)
Continuation of 2-B.
Fall Quarter.
PE 7. Advanced Mass Athletics
(1)
Continuation of 3.
Winter Quarter.
PE 8. Advanced Mass Athletics
(14)
Continuation of 4.
Spring Quarter.

PHYSICAL SCIENCE
PSc 1.

General Physical Science
(3)
A study of the basic principles of physics, chemistry, geology, and meteorology and related sciences as applied to the
field of agriculture. The course is designed to be as practical
as possible, endeavoring to give to the student a fundamental
explanation of the phenomena occurring in problems of agricultural production.
Winter Quarter.
PSc 2. Geology
(3)
Study of soils, rocks, work in decomposing rocks, organic
life in the soil, with a study of volcanoes and earthquakes.
Winter Quarter.
PSc 3. Geology
(3)
Continuation of PSc 2.
Spring Quarter.
PSc 10. Chemistry I-A
(5)
Prerequisite: Recommending grades in high school chemistry
or mathematics or physics. Three one-hour lectures and two
three-hour laboratory periods per week. A course designed to
familiarize the student with the important fundamentals of
chemistry. Emphasis is placed on chemical principles.
Fall Quarter.
(5)
PSc 11. Chemistry I-B
Prerequisite: PSc 10 or its equivalent. A continuation of
PSc 10. Emphasis placed on chemical principles as applied to
oxidation-reduction reactions involving metals and non-metals.
Winter Quarter.
PSc 12. Chemistry I-C
(5)
Prerequisites: PSc 10 and PSc 11 or their equivalent. A continuation of PSc 11. The laboratory work consists principally
of devising and applying a qualitative scheme of analysis.
Spring Quarter.
PSc 20. Soils and Conservation
(3)
A course combining a study of the physical character of soils
and their origin with the social influence of their usage. The
material includes a study of the soil depletion over the nation,
and the soil-saving and soil-building programs recommended
Spring Quarter.
to save the national wealth.
(4)
PSc 30. Physics I-A
An introductory course of college physics intended for all
industrial students, consisting of three hours lecture and two
hours laboratory per week, covering mechanics. Particular emphasis is placed on practical applications of physical principles.
Fall Quarter.
(4)
PSc 31. Physics I-B
A continuation of PSc 30 extending into the subjects of heat,
Winter Quarter.
sound and light.
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(4)
PSc 32. Physics I-C
A continuation of PSc 31 extending into the subjects of
Spring Quarter.
magnetism and electricity.
PSc 40. Strength of Materials II-A
(3)
This course is intended for the second year students specializing in aeronautical drafting and air conditioning, and consists largely of text books and problems on the elements of
mechanics with special emphasis on forces, moments, levers,
Fall Quarter.
centers of gravity, moments of intertia, etc.
PSc 41. Strength of Materials II-B
(3)
A continuation of PSc 40, with text book work, lectures and
problems on materials and construction and their properties.
An elementary text on strength of materials is used in this
course and the student works problems in the analysis of the
stresses in beams, columns, trusses, struts, riveted joints, etc.
Winter Quarter.
PSc 42. Strength of Materials II-C
(3)
A continuation of PSc 41, with special emphasis placed on
the graphical solution of stress problems.
Spring Quarter.
*PSc 45. Chemistry and Physics of Processes I
(5)
This course consists of three hours lecture and six hours
laboratory per week. The prerequisites for the course are
Chemistry I-A, I-B, I-C and Physics A, B. C. The purpose of
the course is to give the student the fundamental training and
background in the chemistry and physics of the processes that
Fall Quarter.
take place within the oil refinery.
*PSc 46. Chemistry and Physics of Processes II
(5)
Continuation of PSc 45.
Winter Quarter.
*PSc 47. Chemistry and Physics of Processes III
(5)
Continuation of PSc 46.
Spring Quarter.
PSc 140. Strength of Materials III-A
(3)
Text book work, lectures and problems in the fundamentals
of mechanics. A review of the mechanics of physics with more
detailed studies of moments, levers, centers of gravity, moments of inertia, section modulus, etc. An elementary book on
analytic mechanics is used as a text. This course is intended
for third year students in the Aeronautics Department.
Fall Quarter.
PSc 141. Strength of Materials III-B
(3)
Text book work, lectures and problems on the fundamentals
of strength of materials with special emphasis placed on materials of construction and the properties of different materials
used in the aeronautical industries. The student becomes familiar with the methods of calculating the strength of simple
beams, columns, struts, tie rods, riveted joints, etc. It is recommended that the student take PSc 140 prior to taking this
course.
Winter Quarter.
PSc 142. Strength of Materials III-C
(3)
A continuation of PSc 141 with special emphasis placed on
the graphical method of solving stress problems.
Spring Quarter.
*Petroleum Industry courses. Offering conditional on enrollment.
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POULTRY
Poul a80. Poultry Industry, Breeds and Judging
(4)
A general course in the scope and place of the poultry industry as it applies to agriculture. A study of poultry organizations and publications. A study of the breeds, and selecting a
breed for commercial purposes. Selecting and judging for exFall Quarter.
hibition.
Poul a81. Brooding and Growing Young Stock
(4)
A study of brooding equipment, brooding principles and
chicks
and
growing
practices, and the care and feeding of
stock. Diagnosis, prevention and control of chick diseases and
vices. A study of how to select and secure stock for commerWinter Quarter.
cial purposes.
(4)
Poul a82. Poultry Feeds and Feeding
Ability to feed birds economically for egg production, growth,
and fattening. A study of feeds and feeding principles and
their effects on the birds. The manufacturing of feeds and
constructing of formulas for specific purposes. The fundamentals of metabolism and digestion of the fowl. Prerequisite: PSc
Spring Quarter.
1 or PSc 10.
(4 to 5)
Poul a83. Selecting and Culling; Diseases
A study of the causes of culls, factors affecting production
and culling practices in the commercial poultry plants. Practice and skill in how to cull. A study in the cause, prevention
and control of some of the common diseases of fowl. Practice
Fall Quarter.
in post-mortem and disease diagnosis.
(4 to 5)
Poul a84. Marketing Poultry Products
A study of market trends and prices in California for eggs,
hens, broilers, roasters, and turkeys. A study of marketing organizations in Californa. A study of market grades and standars for eggs and poultry meat products. Practice in grading
Winter Quarter.
potiltry and grading and candling eggs.
(4 to 5)
Poul a85. Poultry Housing; Incubation
A study of types and principles of poultry housing. Principles of ventilation, construction and design. Construction, organization and types of equipment in poultry housing to meet
commercial needs. Fundamental study of embryology and metabolism of the developing embryo. Principles and practices in
artificial incubation and environmental factors affecting the
Spring Quarter.
hatch. Prerequsites: Poul a83, Poul a84.
(3)
Poul a86. General Poultry Husbandry
For students not majoring in poultry. A general course including problems of selection of stock, brooding, housing and
feeding, are discussed. Some work is given in judging and marketing of poultry products, as well as a general understanding
of the importance of poultry in California agriculture.
Winter Quarter.
(4 to 5)
Poul a180. Poultry Breeding and Genetics
Fundamental factors of genetics as applied to problems of
poultry breeding. A study of hereditary factors as they apply
to developing a strain of birds for commercial egg production.
A study of sib-testing, progeny testing, experimental mating
and pedigrees. A study and practice in pedigree and flock mating for commercial purposes. Prerequisites: Poul a84, a85.
Fall Quarter.
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Poul a181. Poultry Anatomy and Diseases
(4 to 5)
A study of the causes, pathology, prevention and control of
poultry diseases of economic importance in California. A study
of life cycle and control of poultry parasites. Sanitation practices on the farm. Special emphasis is placed on reproductive,
circulatory, respiratory dnd digestive organs and their functions. Prerequisite: Poul a180.
Winter Quarter.
Poul a182. Poultry Plant Management
(4 to 5)
A study of the general coordination and organizaton of the
commercial poultry plant for most economic operation. Discussion and practice work in such operations as incubation, brooding, care of laying stock, disease control, pullorum testing,
vaccination, culling, and marketing. Prerequisite: Poul a181.
Spring Quarter.
Poul a183. Turkey Production
(3)
(Time arranged.) Brooding, rearing, fattening, and marketing turkeys under commercial California conditions. Turkey
breeds, breeding and judging. Feeding, housing, and control of
turkey diseases. Prerequisite: Poul al80, complete or in progress.
Fall Quarter.
Poul a184. Advanced Poultry Plant Management
(3)
Time arranged. A study of the general organization
and coordination of the commercial poultry plant for those
wishing a Technical Certificate of Recommendation in Poultry
Plant Management. Open only to students who have demonstrated superior ability in prerequisite courses. This course requires supervised commercial practice or equivalent. Outlining
and planning the operation of a poultry plant including budgets, record keeping system, replacing the laying stock and
marketing. Prerequisite: Poul a81, Poul a82, Poul a83, Poul
a180, Poul a181, complete or in progress.
Winter Quarter.
Poul a185. Hatchery Management
(3)
A seminar course for those wishing Technical Certificate of
Recommendation in Hatchery Management. Open only to students who have demonstrated superior ability in prerequisite
work. A study of the modern hatchery operations, care of incubators, and baby chicks. A study of hatchery sales, and service work to poultrymen. Organization and production of a
hatchery catalog. Practice work in commercial hatcheries with
various makes of commercial equipment required. Prerequisite:
Poul a81, Poul a82, Poul a83, Poul a180, Poul a181 completed
or in progress. Time arranged.

PSYCHOLOGY
Psy 1.

Psychology
(3)
A general introductory study of the facts and principles of
psychology. The physical basis of behavior, inherited and acquired traits, learning and habit formation, the basis of memory, learning, reasoning, imagination and perception are dealt
with.
Spring Quarter.
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REFRIGERATION (QUICK FREEZING AND COLD
STORAGE) INDUSTRIES
RI 1.

RI

RI
RI
RI

Heat and Insulation I-A
(5)
Heat exchange surfaces, transmission coefficients, insulations, coils, removal of heat from materials and enclosures by
means of the air stream.
Fall Quarter.
10. Heating and Insulation Laboratory I-A
(3)
This course consists of shop work covering heat transfer
tests through substances, instruction in the use of tools, construction of heat exchange surfaces, sheet metal work and
soldering.
Fall Quarter.
33. Refrigeration Drafting II-A
(2)
Project work in laying out refrigeration and quick storage
Fall Quarter.
systems.
34. Refrigeration Drafting II-B
(2)
Continuation of Refrigeration Drafting 33. Winter Quarter.
35. Refrigeration Drafting II-C
(2)
Continuation of Refrigeration Drafting 34. Spring Quarter.

SOCIAL SCIENCE
SSc 1.

SSc

SSc

SSc

SSc

Orientation I
(1)
Open only to Freshman students not registered for SSc 36,
37 or 38. The course takes up college problems of a beginning
student such as ideals, method of study, scholarship, health,
Fall Quarter.
and student government.
10. Economic Problems
(3)
Consideration of practical economic farm problems. Included
are problems dealing with farm labor, insurance, banking, buying habits, land tenure, personal budgeting and farm organization for efficient production. For vocational students.
Fall Quarter.
11. Principles of Economics I
(3)
Introduction to economic theory. Consideration is given to
organization for production, the factors of production, namely,
land, labor, captal and management. and the problems of price
determination under conditions of pure competition. Illustrations are drawn from the field of agriculture.
Fall Quarter.
12. Principles of Economics II
(3)
Pricing under conditions of imperfect competition. The functional and institutional aspects of wealth and income distribution. Introduction to international economic relations. For Degree-Transfer students only.
Winter Quarter.
15. Economics of Agricultural Production
(3)
A study of the application of basic economic principles to the
problems of agricultural production. Consideraton is given to
the various economic cost concepts, nature of marginal production, effect of prices, taxes, form of land tenure, credit
policy, tariffs and transportation policies on agricultural production. Trends in agricultural production and the short and
long-run effect of governmental activity upon agricultural output are discussed. Some attention is given to the influence of
farm organizations upon agricultural policy.
Spring Quarter.
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SSc 30. Economics
(3)
A study of the economics of production for sale and the selling of the product of the factories of the nation. Special emphasis is placed on the methods of selling, costs of selling, and
personal contacts by the salesmen as compared to the advertising and letter selling.
Fall Quarter.
SSc 31. Economics
(3)
Continuation of SSc 30.
Winter Quarter.
SSc 32. Economics
(3)
A course dealing with the economical distribution of manufactured goods giving special attention to methods of advertising, selling, delivery of goods, and services. Spring Quarter.
SSc 36. Orientation II-A
(3)
The class takes up problems about which the young man
entering the industrial field should have some knowledge.
These problems will cover such topics as the labor union, the
present economic situation, personal budgets, the economics of
insurance, industrial accidents, the elements of economics, etc.
Fall Quarter.
SSc 37. Orientation II-B
(3)
Continuation of SSc 36.
Winter Quarter.
SSc 38. Orientation II-C
(3)
Spring Quarter.
Continuation of SSc 37.
(3)
SSc 50. American Institutions I
A study of American federal, state and county government.
Parties and politics, legislative processes, law enforcement, the
court system, federal aid, government revenue, and expenditures are each considered. Federal government is considered
especially in its relations to the states, and as a medium of
agricultural and industrial regulation. For Degree-Transfer
students only.
Winter Quarter.
SSc 51. American Institutions II
(3)
A study of American federal, state and county government.
Parties and politics, legislative processes, law enforcement,
the court system, federal aid, government revenue, and expenditures are each considered. Emphasis is placed upon governmental problems met by producers of agricultural products.
Winter Quarter.
(3)
SSc 52. American Institutions III
A study of American government. Emphasis is placed upon
an understanding of those federal, state and county service
agencies through which the farm employer and employee may
secure assistance in solving his problems. Agency contacts
through visitation are arranged. For vocational students.
Spring Quarter.
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(2)
SSc 53. Public Relations
Primarily for agricultural inspection students. Ethics of law
enforcement. Psychology of handling people. Federal and state
civil service regulations, etc. Organization of State Department of Agriculture and its functions. Technique in obtaining
Winter Quarter.
employment.
(1)
SSc 54. Family Relations
The study of pre-marital relations, including the necessary
factors for successful marriage. Choosing a mate, budgeting,
causes for divorce, and factors of religion are some of the
topics considered.
Winter and Spring Quarters.
(3)
SSc 110. Principles of Marketing Agricultural Products
A study of the nature of the problem of marketing agricultural products, the various services, sales methods employed,
importance of standardization and grading, storage, market
news, transportation and price quotations. Special reference is
made to the distribution of California farm products.
Fall Quarter.
(3)
SSc 111. Cooperative Marketing
A study of farmers' cooperative buying and selling organizations. Consideration is given to price and other objectives of
cooperatives, their legal status, financial, pooling and price
problems, growers' rights and duties, duties of directors, types
of organizations and the place of cooperative marketing in the
Winter Quarter.
economic system.
(3)
SSc 112. Commodity Marketing and Government Activity
A study of state and federal government activities as they
affect agricultural marketing. The objectives and operation of
control programs, regulatory measures and government service activities are considered in relation to their influence on the
practices of private and cooperative marketing agencies. The
Spring Quarter.
commodity approach is used.
(3)
SSc 126. Accounting
A study of the fundamentals of accounting with their particular application to the business of farming. Also deals with
cost of production studies and their place in the accounting
Fall Quarter.
system.
(3)
SSc 127. Finances
This course will deal with the sources of credit, with particular attention being paid to the organization and operation of
the Farm Credit Administration. Other general problems of
financing will also be taken up with regard to such things as
negotiable instruments, endorsements, banking services, and
Winter Quarter.
like subjects.
(3)
SSc 128. Farm Management
A course in management dealing with enterprise efficiency
studies and cost accounting, placing particular emphasis on
Spring Quarter.
the problems of the farm manager.
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SSc 140. Range History, Law and Economics
(3)
Advent of domestic livestock and the rate of their introduction over the United States. The open range livestock industry
in the western United States and other countries of the world.
Federal and state laws affecting the industry. Production and
consumption of meat in various countries. Relation of range
lands to cultivated lands and to the meat supply. Distribution
of range lands and forest resources.
Fall Quarter.
SSc 141. Forest Protection
(3)
Causes of forest fires, methods of prevention, detection, and
suppression. Federal, state and private agencies and organizations. Fire fighting devices, tools, lookout stations, telephone
lines, etc.
Winter Quarter.
SSc 154. Legal Procedure
(2)
Gathering and presentation of evidence. Court procedure,
preparation of cases, visits to courts, fundamental law and
agricultural code. Law enforcement regulations. Primarily for
Winter Quarter.
agricultural inspection majors.

TYPING
Typ 1.

Typing I
(1)
Designed to teach the fundamentals of the touch system in
the shortest time. Training is also given in making out business forms and the writing of letters.
Fall, Winter, or Spring Quarter.
Typ 2. Typing II
(1)
Continuation of Typ 1. Prerequisite: Typing I, or equivalent.
Fall, Winter, or Spring Quarter.

WELDING
(1)
Weld 1. Welding I-A
Oxy-acetylene welding on sheet metal, of the type required
by the aircraft welder. This course is arranged for the aeronautics students. The most of the welding is done on 18-gauge
sheet steel. As soon as the student becomes proficient in the
flat welding he progresses to the welding of aircraft tubing
and making fittings and joints on aircraft tubing.
Fall Quarter.
(1)
Weld 2. Welding I-B
Winter Quarter.
Continuation of Weld 1.
Weld 3. Welding I-C
(1)
Spring Quarter.
Continuation of Weld 2.
Weld 4. Welding II-A
(1)
This course is intended for the Sophomore aeronautics students. They continue with the sheet metal welding until they
attain the necessary proficiency and then advance to heavy
welding of steel both with the acetylene and electric processes.
Fall Quarter.
Weld 5. Welding II-B
(1)
Continuation of Weld 4 and taking up the welding of aluWinter Quarter.
minum for aircraft purposes.
(1)
Weld 6. Welding II-C
Continuation of Weld 5.
Spring Quarter.
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Weld 7. Welding I-D
(2)
A course arranged for special students. It gives the student
the opportunity to obtain the fundamentals of welding with
the oxy-acetylene torch on light weight steels. The most of the
welding is done on 18-gauge steel.
Fall Quarter.
Weld 8. Welding I-E
(2)
Continuation of Weld 7.
Winter Quarter.
Weld 9. Welding I-F
(2)
Continuation of Weld 8.
Spring Quarter.
Weld 10. Welding II-D
(2)
This is a course offered for special students who want more
welding than is offered to the aeronautical students. Prerequisite for this course is Weld 7, 8 and 9 or the equivalent. This
course includes heavy welding both by the acetylene and electric processes, repair and new construction, jobs as they come
into the shop and going out on repair jobs to other parts of
Fall Quarter.
the campus.
Weld 11. Welding II-E
(2)
Winter Quarter.
Continuation of Weld 10.
Weld 12. Welding II-F
(2)
Spring Quarter.
Continuation of Weld 11.
Weld 13. Welding 4-A
(3 to 6)
A course arranged for the special students in welding and
the credit will be arranged according to the time put in and
the accomplishment of the student. Prerequisite, Weld 10, 11
Fall Quarter.
and 12 or the equivalent.
Weld 14. Welding 4-B
(3 to 6)
Winter Quarter.
A continuation of Weld 13.
(3 to 6)
Weld 15. Welding 4-C
Spring Quarter.
A continuation of Weld 14.
(1)
Weld 30. Foundry I-A
This is an elementary course in foundry practice for the
students in the aeronautical drafting department. The student
obtains experience in making sand molds, pouring brass and
Fall Quarter.
aluminum castings, making patterns, etc.
(1)
Weld 31. Foundry I-B
Winter Quarter.
Continuation of Weld 30.
(1)
Weld Q2. Foundry I-C
Spring Quarter.
Continuation of Weld 31.

CURRICULUM AND COURSES OF
INSTRUCTION
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The Curricula and Courses of the Voorhis Unit of
California Polytechnic
The Voorhis Unit of California Polytechnic at San Dimas is an
integral part of the state technical college whose principal campus
and more diversified offerings are at San Luis Obispo. At San Dimas, the horticultural work can be more readily given because of
climate, location and physical facilities.
The student who attends the Voorhis Unit of California Polytechnic should make his choice because of his occupational desires
and tendencies rather than because of the location. With low-cost
transportation today, no student should make a poor curricular
selection because of the close availability of an educational institution. The years spent in formal education are few, and the results
often priceless; certainly worth far more than the difference in
travel to one of two schools located about five hours' driving time
distant from each other. A student living adjacent to San Luis
Obispo but desiring to train for an agricultural inspector or major
in some type of pomology or citriculture, should register at the
Voorhis unit. A student in eastern Los Angeles county desiring
training in animal husbandry, poultry husbandry, dairy manufacturing or any of the industrial fields, should register at San Luis
Obispo.
Rules and regulations governing the home unit and the branch
are virtually identical, and are not repeated in this section of the
catalog. Students desiring degree-transfer curricula must secure
necessary college courses in such fields as chemistry, physics, English, and some of the sciences, at some other collegiate institution
than the Voorhis unit. The present limited size of the faculty makes
it impossible to offer degree-transfer work at Voorhis unit except
in combination with the San Luis Obispo unit. Students planning
to spend all three years at Voorhis unit will not be eligible to transfer credits to a degree-granting institution, but combinations may
be worked out to permit students to take a major part of the technical courses at Voorhis unit, and college courses in the above fields
at San Luis Obispo or another accredited institution.
For this reason, only technical certificate curricula are offered at
Voorhis. The prospective student should thoroughly study the information in the forward portion of the catalog before turning to
this section for curricular selection or course description.
AGRICULTURAL INSPECTION CURRICULA
Agricultural inspection is a comparatively new field offering opportunities to young men who have an agricultural background and
are interested in civil service work. Twenty-five years ago there
were only 10 men engaged in this work while now there are several
hundred engaged in the fields of plant quarantine, weed and rodent
control, field and orchard inspection, fruit and vegetable standardization, apiary inspection and shipping point inspection.
After completing the three-year technical course at the California State Polytechnic the student is well prepared to take these
examinations which are both state and county examinations. The
location of the Voorhis unit of the California State Polytechnic in
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the center of much of the inspection work in the state makes it
very close to practical inspection work so the student gets considerable practical work while in school. Also the faculty have taken
the examinations in the fields taught and the instruction is directly
pointed toward these examinations and the specific knowledge required to do the work.
The opportunities in this field are not unlimited but there is considerable replacement of older inspectors each year. As the examinations are competitive, the student who has the ability and persistence to work will be able to obtain employment by getting high
on the eligible lists. In addition, the inspection work is so designed
that for the student who wants to go into commercial shipping,
packing or similar work, has received valuable training.
CITRICULTURE CURRICULA
The Citriculture curricula are designed to give technical training
and experience to students who are interested in getting into the
production field of citrus fruits, and also to those who are interested
in obtaining employment in the related fields of marketing of fruits,
pest control, spray and fertilizer salesmen, orchard managers and
foremen.
To aid in practical training the campus has 20 acres of oranges,
half navel and half Valencia. and five acres of avocados which are
used as a laboratory .rove for teaching good commercial practice
in the irrigation. fertilization, harvesting, pest control and uropagation of these fruits. All the work on the orchards is done by the
students, either in class or as paid student labor. As the school is
very close to the foothill lemon district there is opportunity for
experience and teaching in a practical manner, the production of
lemons.
After the students have had certain of the fundamental courses
in this field they have an opportunity to take field work in the production of fruit as it is handled by commercial farms, and also to
get experience in packing house work in the handling of fruit for
market. Before a student gets his certificate of completion in the
citrus curricula he is required to have at least three months of
production experience on a citrus ranch, and also three months of
Packing house work of an approved type. In addition, the student in
his third year should plan to put some time in on pest control practice. nursery practice or some other closely related work. Certain
of this work may be taken during the summer after he has completed one year of the curricula.
DECIDUOUS FRUITS CURRICULA
The purpose of this major is to encourage and develop the necessary skills and managerial abilities in the production of deciduous
fruits under commercial conditions.
The group of students following these curricula are those who
desire to enter such lines of work as orchard operation, orchards
foremanship, nursery practices and with marketing organizations.
Those taking aericultural inspection as a major will find their
background considerably improved by a thorough selection of
courses in production fundamentals.
The curricula follow the seasonal operations of commercial de-
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ciduous orchards, with the second-year courses being devoted to a
more thorough study of nursery and management practices.
The major portion of the laboratory work is carried on in the
school orchard and vineyard, which although not extensive at present are being enlarged and are very representative as to types of
fruit trees available.
*LANDSCAPE GARDENING CURRICULA
The curricula form a three-year program designed to prepare
men for specific employment as managers of private estates, commercial floriculturists, nursery workers, park gardeners, and the
practical business of landscape gardening. These courses are of a
technical nature and deal With the solving and carrying out of
practical problems as found on the campus and in the field.
The campus offers all of the facilities necessary for landscape
gardening; including lath and green houses, three miles of roadway
planning, a two-acre park, and the care of 15 campus buildings and
seven acres of lawn.
In addition to work on the campus numerous field trips are taken
to nurseries, private estates, flower markets and parks. Additional
credit toward graduation is given to students who work in nurseries
or as landscape gardeners while they are enrolled as students of
the Voorhis unit of the California Polytechnic. Students with sufficient training or previous experience may, with the instructor's
permit, elect special problems which are related to the field of
landscaping and receive additional credit.
*Landscape gardening major also offered at San Luis Obispo.
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AGRICULTURAL INSPECTION
CURRICULUM FOR TECHNICAL CERTIFICATE MAJOR
Freshman Year
Botany (BSc 30v) ......
..................
English (Eng 5lv) (Eng 52v) (Eng 53v)
Mathematics (Math lv) (Math 2v) (Math 3v).
Entomology (BSc 40v)...........
..............
Truck Crops (FC a43v)(FC a44v)...........
Plant Pathology (BSc 70v)....
............
General Physical Science (PSclv)...........
(PSc 20v)...........................................
Weed Control (BSc 31v) .....
..............
Pest Control (Aglnsp al6v)
................
Plant Propagation (Land a76v).............
Electives
...............................
Physical Education and Hygiene............

F

W

S

3
3
2
4
3

3
2

.Soils
Total

............................

Sophomore Year
Economics (SSc 1iv).....................-------------Fruit Production(Citrus or Deciduous)

2

3
3
3
3

2
1/2

17%

l17

~r S

F ~V

(DFa6lv)

(DF a62v) (DF a63v) (Cit a96v) (Cit a97v)
(Cit a98v) .............................................

3

American Institutions (SSc 51v)............--------Economic Zoology (Rodent Control) ,BSc

3

92v) ..

Pest Control (Cit a94v) (DF a67v) ...............
Typing (Typ 1).........................----------------Plant Quarantine (Aglnsp al5v) .................
Advanced Entomology (Bee Keeping) (BSc 41v)
Legal Procedure (SSc 154v) .....................
Public Relations (SSc 53v) ......................
Standardization (Aglnsp al0v) .................
Physical Education and Hygiene ................
Electives ..................................................
1

V

VQ

3
3
1/2

1/2

3

1/2

3 5

1? 1

71/2
..............................................................

1

Junior Year
Special Inspection Problems (Aglnsp a115v).
Tests and Measures (Aglnsp ally)..........
Agricultural Mechanics (AgM alv) ............
Bookkeeping (SSc 27v)...................------------Agricultural Inspection Practice or Packing

)

F

r)---3

3N

~i)
...
""r
""3

S

17

or

Total---...........................16

171/2

16
16
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CITRICULTURE
CURRICULUM FOR TECHNICAL CERTIFICATE MAJOR
Freshman Year
Mathematics (Math iv) (Math 2v) (Math 3v).
English (Eng 51v) (Eng 52v) (Eng 53v).......
Botany (BSc 30v).
.........................
General Physical Science (PSclv)...........
Soils (PSc 20v) ................
..........
Entomology (BSc 40v)
....................
Plant Pathology (BSc 70v)
................
Plant Propagation (Land a76v).............
Pest Control Practice (Agnsp ai6v)........
Citrus Fruit Production (Cit a9Ov) (Cit a9iv)
(Cit a93v).......................................
Agricultural Mechanics (AgM aiv) (AgM a2v).
Physical Education and Hygiene............

F
2
3
3

..................

3

4

3
3
3
2

3
'/2

rn4-a1 ............ ..... ..................... .. ......

I

U

UL

L

w

S

3

3

2
2
3
3

2

2

3
3
2
4

2
2

'/2

17

/2

2
4
'/2

17

Junior Y ear
F 1I w
Production Work (Cit ai9iv)----------------16
Packing House Work (Cit a192v) ...............
16
Special Problems (Cit a193v)...
............
Electives
...............................
Total------------------......--16

'/2

1/2

17/
F
3

American Institutions (SSc 5Iv)............

Cooperative Marketing (SSc lily) ..............
Public Relations (SSc 53v)....................
Bookkeeping and Accounting (SSc 26v)
(SSc 27v) (SSc 28v)...................................
Citrus Pest Control (Cit a94v) ...................
Citrus Laboratory Analysis (Cit a95v) ...........
Avocado Production (Cit a99v)-------------..........
Citrus Marketing (Cit a97v) .....................
Orchard Management (Cit a96v) ................
Packing House Management (Cit a98v) .........
Agricultural Mechanics (AgM lv) (AgM 2v)
(AgM 3v)................................................
Electives...................................................
Physical Education and Hygiene ................

S
2
3

3

Total .............................................
Sophomore Year
Economics (SSc liv)......

W
2
3

16

'/2

17
S
12
4
16
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DECIDUOUS FRUITS
CURRICULUM

FOR TECHNICAL CERTIFICATE MAJOR

Freshman Year
F
Mathematics (Math iv) (Math 2v) (Math 3v).
2
English (Eng 51v)(Eng ;52v)(Eng 53v)---------3
Botany (BSc 30v) --------------------------------- 3
General Physical Science (PSc iv).................
Soils (PSc 20v)......................................-----------3
Entomology (BSc 40v) ---------------------------------- 4
Plant Pathology (BSc 70v)------------------------........
Plant Propagation (Land a76v) ................
Pest Control (Aglnsp ai6v)----------------------------.....3
Deciduous Fruit Production (DF a6iv)
(DF a62v) (DF a63v)--------------------------------- 3
Agricultural Mechanics (AgM alv) (AgM a2v).. 2
/
......
Physical Education and Hygiene--------------Total-------------------------.................

W
2
3

S
2
3

3
4
3
3
2

3
1/

L7

17 /

171/2

F
3

W

S

Sophomore Year
Economics (SSc liv)....................
American Institutions (SSc 51v)............
Cooperative Marketing (SSc lily) ..............
Public Relations (SSc 53v) ...........................
Bookkeeping and Accounting (SSc 26v)
(SSc 27v) (SSc 28v)...................................
Commercial Pomology (DF a64v)...........
....
.................
Nut Crops (DF a65v)
Viticulture (DF a66v)...................................
Deciduous Pest Control (DF a67v) ..............
Advanced Propagation (DF a6Sv) ...............
Small Fruits (DF a69v) ................................
Agricultural Mechanics (AgM alv)
...............
(AgM a2v) (AgM a3v) ...
Electives..................................................
Physical Education and Hygiene ................

3
3
2
2

2

2

3
3
2

2
2

4

2
4

1/

/

Total .......................................... 171/

17 /

F
............ 16

Junior Year
Production Work (DF a164v)....
Packing House Work (DF a165v).

..........

LJi

w
16

................
Special Problems (DF a16v)
Electives..................................................
1

l

I

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

..

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

hV

16

/
171%
S
12
4

16

16
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LANDSCAPING
CURRICULUM FOR TECHNICAL CERTIFICATE MAJOR
Freshman Year
F
Botany (BSc 30v)
------------------------- 3
Mathematics (Math lv) (Math 2v) (Math 3v)-2
General Physical Science (PSc lv)-.....---------Entomology (BSc 40v)------------------------------ 4
English (Eng 51v) (Eng 52v) (Eng 53v)---------3
Agricultural Mechanics (AgM alv) (AgM a2v).. 2
Landscaping(Land a7Ov) (Land a7lv) (Land a72v) 3
Plant Pathology (BSc 70v)----.. ---..-........ --Soils (PSc 20v)--------------------------------------Pest Control (Aglnsp al6v)-...
-----------.....
Physical Education and Hygiene.-1/2

W

S

2
3

2

3
2
3
4

3
3
3
3........
12

'/2

Total---------------------------1/2

/217

Sophomore Year
F
W
Drafting (Math 20v)--------------------------------2
Economics (SSc liv)------.........-......-.....
--..3
Public Relations (SSc 53v) .-..--.....--.........
-2
Pest Control (Aglnsp al6v) ....
Landscaping(Land a73v) (Land a74v) (Land a75v) 4
4
Surveying (Math lOv) ---------------------------- 3
American Institutions (SSc 5v)-.........
--------3
Special Nuisery Practice-..-....................
----Agricultural Mechanics (AgM alv) (AgM a2v)
(AgM a3v)----------------------------------------------- 2
2
Physical Education and Hygiene--------------......
/
/
Electives---------------------------------....................5
4

S

3............
4
3
2
1/
5

Total--------------------------.................17 /217/217/
Junior Year
F
W.
Special Practices-Forty-two units of a combination of the following field practices taken during summer and Christmas vacations. Students
must have been enrolled for one quarter before
credit will be given for special work.
Special problems assigned by instructor
(Land al7lv) ------------------------------------------- 16
Nursery Practice (Land a172v)-------------------.......
16
Landscape Gardening (Land a173v) ............
Electives --------------------------------------------------------Total-----------------------....------..16

16

S

10
6
16
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TREE SURGERY
The enrollment in this course will be limited for the first two
years. It is recommended that the students interested file their applications early as they will be accepted in the order in which applications are received. Also, the course will not be offered this year
unless there is a reasonable number of applicants on file before the
first of August. This class has been organized after receipt of a
great many inquiries concerning a course of this type. It is the
purpose of this course to give the student a technical background
and foundation whereby he may secure employment in various public parks, on large estates, or may go in business for himself to do
private tree surgery. This course is closely related to landscaping.
Only first year or freshmen students will be admitted, and the
course will closely parallel that of landscaping. The second year or
sophomore course will be offered next year providing that sufficient students enroll and will specialize in tree surgery courses and
activities. A detailed course for a complete three-year curriculum
will be developed to meet training needs.
Freshman Year
F
W
S
Botany (BSc 30v) .....................................................
3
Mathematics (Math lv) (Math 2v) (Math 3v)...... 2
2
2
General Physical Science (PSc lv)--------------........................
3
2
Entomology (BSc 40v)---------------------.............................................. 4
English (Eng 51v) (Eng 52v) (Eng 53v)................ 3
3
3
Agricultural Mechanics (AgM alv) (AgM a2v).... 2
2
Landscaping(Land a70v) (Land a71v) (Land a72v) 3
3
3
Plant Pathology (BSc 70v)......................................
4
Soils (PSc 20v) ....-------------------......................................................
3
Plant Propagation (Land a76v) ..............................
3
Pest Control (AgInsp al6v)....................................
3
Physical Education-------------------------....................................................
1/2
1/2
2
Total-----------------.............................--------.........................

171/2

17/2172
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Courses of Instruction Voorhis Unit of
California Polytechnic
AGRICULTURAL INSPECTION
AgInsp al0v. Standardization Problems
(3)
A course training the student in the regulations set up and
enforced by the Agricultural Code relating to fruits, vegetables, eggs and honey. A prerequisite for this course is either
fruit production or truck crops. The student will have to have
completed a year of the inspection or fruits curriculum to take
this course. Not more than twenty students in a laboratory
section.
Spring Quarter.
AgInsp ally. Hay and Grain Grading
(3)
The sampling, grading and certification of hays and grains
as done under the U. S. Grain Standard act. The history of
grain grading. Technique of operating all standard grain grading equipment. Study of laws and regulations. Study of all
grading factors from actual samples. Two classes, one laboratory.
Winter Quarter.
AgInsp al2v. Ornamental Pest Control Practice
(3)
Experience and practice in the pest control operation in connection with ornamental plants and shrubs, greenhouse plants
and the like. This deals with the mixing, application and effectiveness of insecticides and fungicides used on shrubs.
Spring Quarter.
AgInsp al3v. Deciduous Pest Control Practice
(3)
The control of insect pests and diseases attacking deciduous
fruits, grapes and berries. Spraying and dusting methods and
their use and practical application. Equipment and materials
and their use in deciduous pest control.
Winter Quarter.
AgInsp al4v. Citrus Pest Control Practice
(3)
The control of citrus insect pests as scales, aphis, mites, etc.,
as applied to citrus fruits. Spraying, fumigation and dusting
methods and the equipment used, and practical experience in
their use. Methods of orchard examination for pest infestation.
Fall Quarter.
AgInsp al5v. Plant Quarantine
(3)
Prerequisites, BSc 40v and BSc 70v. Related laws and regulations. Diseases and insect host plants. State and federal
quarantine laws and regulations. Insects and diseases against
which quarantines are enforced.
Winter Quarter.
AgInsp al6v. Pest Control Practice I
(3)
A course dealing with the principles and practice of general
pest control and dealing especially with the composition and
materials used in pest control work. Detailed studies are made
on the properties, preparation and application of common pest
control materials.
Spring Quarter.
AgInsp al7v. Pest Control Practice II
(3)
Continuation of AgInsp al6v.
Winter Quarter.
AgInsp al8v. Pest Control Practice III
(3)
Continuation of AgInsp al7v.
Spring Quarter.
AgInsp al9v. Shipping Point Inspection
(3)
Shipping point inspection is a course training the student for
the civil service positions of Junior Fruit and Vegetable Certi-
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fication Inspector. It is an elective limited to students who have
had considerable experience in the production or in the grading
and packing of the fruits and vegetables which are commonly
inspected in the out of state shipments by the fruit and vegetable certification service. The class will be limited to sixteen
students in either their sophomore or junior year. A student
should plan on travel expenses during the quarter of $10.
Fall Quarter.
AgInsp allOv. Tests and Measures III
(5)
This course is offered for those who desire to prepare for
state and county civil service examination in weights and measures. This work deals with tolerances, specification and inspection of scales as listed in the state codes. In addition common tests such as titration, dilution and specific gravity will
Winter Quarter.
be included.
AgInsp allv.
Agricultural Inspection Practice
(16)
Four months' work in field with inspectors doing supervised
Fall, Winter or Spring Quarter.
work.
AgInsp all2v. Packing House Practice
(16)
One month's work in each of three selected localities and
crops, giving three months of supervised experience in packing
May be done in Summer.
house practices.
AgInsp all5v. Special Inspection Problems
(5)
A course for advanced students in agricultural inspection. A
particular problem in agricultural inspection will be selected
by students for study and investigation as an individual problem. Problems will be in the field of weed control, rodent conWinter Quarter.
trol, apiary inspection, quarantine, etc.

AGRICULTURAL MECHANICS
AgM a1v. Horticulture Mechanics I
(2)
Instruction and practice in developing skills in such practices
as tin work, rope work, simple carpentry, pipe work, concrete
work, forge work and welding. The construction of such projects as are related to major horticultural subjects is used as a
Fall Quarter.
basis for instruction.
(2)
AgM a2v. Horticulture Mechanics II
Winter Quarter.
Continuation of AgM alv.
(2)
AgM a3v. Horticulture Mechanics III
Spring Quarter.
Continuation of AgM a2v.
(2)
AgM a2Ov. Advanced Horticulture Mechanics I
The course includes instruction and practice in gas engines
and power equipment, spray rigs and pumps, farm machinery
Fall Quarter.
and simple electrical construction.
(2)
AgM a21v. Advanced Horticulture Mechanics II
Winter Quarter.
Continuation of AgM a20v.
(2)
AgM a22v. Advanced Hortciulture Mechanics III
Spring Quarter.
Continuation of AgM a21v.

BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES
(3)
BSc 30v. Botany I
Basic botany. Principles of plant structure, reproduction,
Fall Quarter.
growth and functions.
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(3)
BSc 31v. Botany II
Weed control, identification of weeds and weed seeds, control
methods and materials, weed injury, collection and preservation
of specimens. Related laws and regulations.Weed dissemination
and distribution. Prerequisite, BSc 30v.
Spring Quarter.
(4)
BSc 40v. Entomology
Insects and their injury as affecting fruit and vegetable
quality. Potential pests, control methods, host plants, life history. Related laws. Insecticides and quarantine problems. A
survey of important pests. Making a collection, and laboratory
Fall Quarter.
study of college collection.
BSc 41v. Advanced Entomology
(3)
Bee keeping, apiary inspection, honey production, hive organization. Bee diseases, related laws, honey grading and handling
Spring Quarter.
bees. Laboratory work in college apiary.
BSc 70v. Plant Pathology
(4)
Principal diseases; type of injury, control methods, identification by field observation and symptoms. Related laws.
Winter Quarter.
3)
BSc 92v. Economic Zoology
Wild life and rodent control; life histories, food and breeding
habits, distribution; control methods and materials; associated
wild life problems, related laws and regulations. Includes labSpring Quarter.
oratory field work. CITRICULTURE

CITRICULTURE

(3)
Cit a90v. Citriculture I
Scope of the industry and its outlook, soil and climate requirements, type and characteristics of desirable fruit. Frost
protection methods and equipment and their use. Requirements
Fall Quarter.
for fertilizing citrus fruits.
(3)
Cit a91v. Citriculture II
Diseases of citrus trees and fruits and their control. Marketing methods for oranges and lemons, the set-up of the California Fruit Growers Exchange. Wind damage of citrus and its
Winter Quarter.
control.
(3)
Cit a93v. Citriculture III
The use of rootstocks with certain citrus varieties, new varieties, bud selection and tree records, with their practical use.
Raising of citrus nursery stock, topworking old trees, irrigation
Spring Quarter.
requirements and methods.
(3)
Cit a94v. Citrus Pest Control
The control of citrus insect pests as scales, aphis, red spider,
thrips, tortrix, etc. Spraying, fumigating and dusting methods
and the equipment. Practical experience in control. Methods of
orchard examination for pest infestation. Prerequisite, Pest
Fall Quarter.
Control, AgInsp al6v.
(3)
Cit a95v. Citrus Laboratory Analysis
Soil moisture determination and its use. Both oven and carbide methods. Testing for available nitrates and their interpretation. Testing for lime and excess alkalinity. The analysis
of fertilizer for salable nitrates. Prerequisite, Soils, PSc 20v.
Fall Quarter.
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Cit a96v. Citrus Orchard Management
(3)
Problems of fertilization, irrigation, cost of production problems, pruning, cover crops and other problems of the grower.
Evaluating a grove, irrigation systems, cost accounts, records,
and methods of culture. When you can afford to put in heating,
etc. Open to sophomores.
Spring Quarter.
Cit a97v. Citrus Marketing
(3)
Problems in pooling fruit, grading and proration. The sales
methods of the C. F. G. Ex. and their set-up. Auction sales and
private sales. The Los Angeles loose fruit market. Activities of
other co-ops and independents and their effect on the market.
Price determiners. Prerequisite, Economics.
Winter Quarter.
Cit a98v. Packing House Management
(3)
Problems in the operation of orange and lemon packing
houses. Positions of responsibility and their duties. Loading
and packing fruit. The grades and their sale. Requirements of
the Sunkist grades. The problems of labor relations, government regulations, etc. Records and office routine of the packing
house. Prerequisite, Marketing and Bookkeeping. Limited to
12 students.
Spring Quarter.
Cit a99v. Avocado Production
(3)
Problems dealing with the production and marketing of avocados. Their problems in pest control, fertilization and culture.
Winter Quarter.
Open to sophomores.
Cit al91v. Production Work
(16)
Deals with citrus orchard problems, in which the students
work directly in cooperation with the citrus growers. Whenever
possible they are placed in the various orchards under the direction of the instructor as orchard assistants. Prerequisites,
Fall Quarter.
at least three quarters of school work.
Cit a192v. Packing House Work
(16)
Students work directly in the various packing houses under
the supervision of the instructor, with the cooperation of the
plant superintendent. Purpose of this course is to develop practical packing house skills. Prerequisites, at least three quarters
Winter Quarter.
of school work.
(12)
Cit a193v. Special Problems
Pest control, nursery practice, or any other field work of
special interest to the student, and closely related to citrus
fruit production providing it is carried on under the superviSpring Quarter.
sion of the school instructor.

DECIDUOUS FRUITS
(3)
DF a61v. Dedicuous Fruit Production I
Kinds of fruits and nuts, varieties and where grown, root
stocks, seasonal problems. Work designed particularly to tie
Fall Quarter.
in with inspection as well as production fields.
(3)
DF a62v. Deciduous Fruit Production II
Pruning, propagation, various types of pest control, fertilizWinter Quarter.
ing and use of cover crops.
(3)
DF a63v. Deciduous Fruit Production III
Irrigation, cultivation, special problems and field practice.
Use of school orchards for all practical demonstrations and
Spring Quarter.
student skill practices.
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DF a64v. Commercial Pomology
(3)
The harvesting, grading, packing, storage and marketing of
deciduous fruits.
Fall Quarter.
DF a65v. Fall Nut Crops
(3)
The locations, varieties and culture of the various nut crops.
Fall Quarter.
DF a66v. Viticulture
(3)
Varieties and types. Their principles underlying propagation,
pruning and cultivation.
Winter Quarter.
DF a67v. Winter Pest Control
(3)
Advanced studies of the deciduous fruit pests and diseases,
with their recommended measures for treatment and control.
Winter Quarter.

DF a68v.

Advanced Propagation

(3)

Root stocks for deciduous fruit trees and vines; propagation
by means of whole roots, crown grafts and layering.
Spring Quarter.
DF a69v. Spring Small Fruits
(3)
The planting, culture and harvesting of small fruits.
Spring Quarter.
DF al61v. Production Work
(16)
Prerequisite, at least three quarters of school work.

Three Months.
DF a162v. Packing House Work
(16)
Prerequisite, at least three quarters of school work.
Three Months.
DF a163v. Horticultural Practice
(Up to 12)
Pest control, nursery practice or other field work closely related to Fruit Production, if work is done under school supervision.
DF a164v.-Production Work
(16)
Deals directly with the problems of care and management of
deciduous orchards. Wherever possible the students are placed
directly in some large orchard to carry on the work and problems which deal with orchard production under the supervision
of the instructor in cooperation with the orchard owner. Prerequisite, at least three quarters of school work. Fall Quarter.
DF a165v. Packing House Work
(16)
Wherever possible students are placed in houses that pack
deciduous fruit, under the supervision of the instructor with
the cooperation of the plant superintendent. Purpose of this
course is to develop practical packing house skills. Prerequisites, at least three quarters of school work.
Winter Quarter.
DF a166v. Special Problems
(12)
Pest control, nursery practice, or any field work of special
interest to the student, and closely related to deciduous fruit
production, providing it is carried on under the supervision of
the school instructor.
Spring Quarter.

ENGLISH
Eng 51v. English
(3)
A course in written composition, reading and speech for terminal students, both technical and vocational. About one-third
of the time is given to the study of public speaking. Training in
the writing of business letters is included in the course.
Fall Quarter.
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Eng 52v. English
A continuation of English 51v.
Eng 53v. English
A continuation of English 52v.

(3)
Winter Quarter.
(3)
Spring Quarter.

FARM CROPS
FC a43v. Truck Crops Production I
(3)
Production of general truck crops, packing, growing and marketing commodities produced. Field trips into commercial producing districts. Seasonal operations studied.
Fall Quarter.
FC a44v. Truck Crops Production II
(3)
Continuation of FC a43v.
Winter Quarter.
FC a46v. General Crops Production
(3)
A brief survey of important field and forage crops in California with emphasis upon cultural practices and inter-relationship with other enterprises. Important skills will be included.
No project required although field work will be provided, including seed selection, planting, irrigation, cultivation, harvesting, pest control, marketing, processing and shipment. Course
designed for students not majoring in crops.
Spring Quarter.

LANDSCAPE GARDENING
Land a70v. Landscape Gardening
(3)
One lecture and two laboratory periods. A general study of
planning and planting the home grounds, includes general
study of ornamentals.
Fall Quarter.
Land a71v. Landscape Gardening
(3)
One lecture and two laboratory periods. A study of transplanting, pruning and training of ornamentals, also the history
of landscaping.
Winter Quarter.
Land a72v. Landscape Gardening
(3)
One lecture and two laboratory periods. Floriculture. The
greenhouse, lath house and garden culture of foliage and flowering plants used in commercial floriculture work.
Spring Quarter.
Land a73v. Landscape Gardening
(3)
One lecture and two laboratory periods. General nursery
practice. The growing and care of ornamental plants in seed
beds, cold frames, lath houses and nursery. The care of diseased and decayed trees. The bracing and wiring of trees.
Fall Quarter.
Land a74v. Landscape Gardening
(3)
One lecture and two laboratory periods. Plant materials. The
selection, identification of ornamentals for various uses and locations. The planting and care of lawns. The ordering of materials, figuring costs, making budgets, and advanced nursery
management.
Winter Quarter.
Land a75v. Landscape Gardening
(3)
One lecture and two laboratory periods. Landscaping country
home. The names, uses and care of trees and shrubs suitable
for planting around homes and farm buildings. Civic planning.
Fundamental principles underlying planning of towns, cities
parks and subdivisions. Note: The expense of occasional field
trips will be approximately $15.00.
Spring Quarter.
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Land a76v. Plant Propagation
(3)
Fundamental principles underlying the sexual and asexual
propagation of plants. Glass house and lath house work with
cuttings and seedlings. Field budding and grafting.
Spring Quarter.
Land a171v. Special Problems
(16)
The students must make a definite study of some one or more
landscaping problems either on or off the school grounds and
develop certain skills in the field of landscaping under the supervision of the instructor.
Fall Quarter.
Land a172v. Nursery Practice
(16)
The students should be employed by some nursery under the
supervision of the instructor, studying the skills of nursery
practice, especially problems pertaining to glass houses and
greenhouses.
Fall Quarter.
Land a173v. Landscape Gardening
(10)
Students are to work directly on some landscape project
either in a nursery, park or in the development of a private
landscaping enterprise under the supervision of the instructor.
Spring Quarter.

MATHEMATICS
Math lv. Practical Mathematics I
(2)
Minimum essentials of mathematics for business purposes.
Deals with fractions, decimals, solution of equations, farm measurements and a review of fundamental operations. (Students
who pass a satisfactory pre-examination may be excused from
this course.) For agriculture students only.
Fall Quarter.
Math 2v. Practical Mathematics II
(2)
A continuation of Math lv.
Winter Quarter.
Math 3v. Practical Mathematics III
(2)
A continuation of Math 2v.
Spring Quarter.
Math 10v. Surveying
(2)
Principles of plane surveying including measurements and
subdivision of land, profile leveling and contour mapping.
Fall and Spring Quarters.
Math 20v. Drafting
(2)
Linear drawing and lettering. Training in use of mechanical
drawing instruments. Practice in making working drawings.
Winter Quarter.

PHYSICAL EDUCATION
Every student who has not been officially excused will be required to complete one-half quarter unit of physical education each
quarter until a total of three units has been completed. Each student will be required to attend the health education lecture given
each quarter; and take, in addition, either prescribed gymnastics
and sports fundamentals, or mass athletics.
The basic combination for the Freshman student would be Physical Education lv, plus either 2-Av or 2-By, 3v and 4v. The basic
combination for the Sophomore student would be Physical Education 5v, plus either 6-Av, or 6-Bv, 7v and 8v.
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PE lv.

Health Education
(14)
Lecture course dealing with various aspects of personal hygiene. The relation of exercise and nutrition to health is also
emphasized. Fall, Winter and Spring Quarters. Required of all
Freshman students.
PE 2-Av. Prescribed Course for Freshmen
(1)
Fundamentals of basketball, baseball and track.
Fall, Winter and Spring Quarters.
PE 2-Bv.

PE

PE
PE
PE
PE
PE
PE

Mass Athletics

(14)

May be taken in lieu of 2-v. The following sports may be
selected by the student: basketbal,l, baseball, boxing and wrestling, and tennis.
Fall Quarter.
3v. Mass Athletics
(14)
Continuation of 2-By. In addition to the games outlined
above, a student may select field games, soft baseball, soccer
and track.
Winter Quarter.
4v. Mass Athletics
(14)
Continuation of PE 3v. Same type of games available.
Spring Quarter.
5v. Advanced Health Education
(1)
Continuation of PE lv. For second-year men. Fall, Winter
and Spring Quarters. Required of all Sophomore students.
6-Av. Prescribed Course for Sophomores
(14)
Continuation of 2-Av.
Fall, Winter and Spring Quarters.
6-Byv.
Advanced Mass Athletics
(1)
Fall Quarter.
Continuation of 2-Bv.
7v. Advanced Mass Athletics
(14)
Continuation of 3v.
Winter Quarter.
8v. Advanced Mass Athletics
(1)
Continuation of 4v.
Spring Quarter.

PHYSICAL SCIENCE
PSc lv. General Physical Science
(3)
A study of the basic principles of physics, chemistry, geology, and meterology and related sciences as applied to the
field of agriculture. The course is designed to be as practical
as possible, endeavoring to give to the student a fundamental
explanation of the phenomena occurring in problems of agricultural production.
Winter Quarter.
PSc 20v. Soils
(3)
A course combining a study of the physical character of soils
and their origin with the social influence of their usage. The
material includes a study of the soil depletion over the nation,
and the soil-saving and soil-building programs recommended
to save the national wealth.
Spring Quarter.
Psy lv. Psychology
(3)
A general introductory study of the facts and principles of
psychology. The physical basis of behavior, inherited and acquired traits, learning and habit formation, the basis of memory, learning, reasoning, imagination and perception are dealt
with.
Spring Quarter.
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SOCIAL SCIENCES
SSc 11v. Principles of Economics I
(3)
Introduction to economic theory. Consideration is given to
organization for production, the factors of production, namely,
land, labor, capital and management, and the problems of price
determination under conditions of pure competition. Illustrations are drawn from the field of agriculture.
Fall Quarter.
SSc 26v. Bookkeeping I
(2)
Two laboratories, one laboratory to be scheduled for the entire
class and the other may be at the student's convenience.The work
covered will be to set up and maintain a simple set of accounts,
which will enable the operator to have adequate financial records
of the enterprise which he is conducting.
Fall Quarter.
SSc 27v. Bookkeeping II
(2)
A continuation of SSc 26v.
Winter Quarter.
SSc 28v. Accounting
(3)
A study of the fundamentals of accounting with their particular application to the business of farming. Also deals with
cost of production studies and their place in the accounting
Spring Quarter.
system.
SSc 51v. American Institutions
(3)
A study of American federal, state and county government.
Parties and politics, legislative processes, law enforcement, the
court system, federal aid, government revenue, and expenditures are each considered. Emphasis is placed upon governmental problems met by producers of agricultural products.
Winter Quarter.
SSc 53v. Public Relations
(2)
Primarily for agricultural inspection students. Ethics of law
enforcement. Psychology of handling people. Federal and state
civil service regulations, etc. Organization of State Department of Agriculture and its functions. Technique in obtaining
Winter Quarter.
employment.
(3)
SSc 111v. Cooperative Marketing
A study of farmers' cooperative buying and selling organizations. Consideration is given to price and other objectives of
cooperatives, their legal status, financial, pooling and price
problems, growers' rights and duties, duties of directors, types
of organizations and the place of cooperative marketing in the
Spring Quarter.
economic system.
(2)
SSc 154v. Legal Procedure
Gathering and presentation of evidence. Court procedure,
preparation of cases, visits to courts, fundamental law and
agricultural code. Law enforcement regulations. Primarily for
Fall Quarter.
agricultural inspection majors.

TYPING
Typ lv. Typing I
(1)
Designed to teach the fundamentals of the touch system in
the shortest time. Training is also given in making out business forms and the writing of letters.
Fall, Winter or Spring Quarter.
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Courses
............ 133-134, 157-158
Physical Education, Excused from.. 49
Physical Education, Requirements.. 49
Physical

Education,

Uniform.

49

Physical Examination............------45
Physical Sciences, Courses.. 134-135, 158

Physics,

............. 134-135

Courses

Physiology,

Courses

....114, 116,

129

Placement Service................--------26
Plant Pathology,
Courses .............. 114, 124, 125, 153
Plant Propagation, Courses ......
126
Plant Quarantine, Courses-. 107, 151
Pomology

...................... 155

Poultry, Courses
............. 136-137
Poultry Husbandry, Curricula..-78-80
Poultry Husbandry, Facilities.
18-19
Power Plant Operation,Courses 120, 122
Program, Maximum and Minimum.. 46
Project, Agriculture, Requirements .............. 55, 56, 57, 109, 110
Project Loans, Agricultural...22, 23
Project Loans, Industrial........... 23
Project System, Agricultural...23-25
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Project System, Industrial.. ..............
Psychology, Courses ............ ...... 137,
Publications ............................ ..............
Public Relations, Courses........... 140,
Public Speaking, Courses.... ..............

25
158
36
159
123

Q
Quarter Closing, Dates........ ..............
1
Quick Freezing Industries, Courses.. 138
R
Radio Service ........................
2
Range Management, Course ............ 130
Range Management, Curriccula... 81-82
Recommending Fields, Agri culture.. 50
Recommending Fields, Induastry...... 51
Recommending Grades....... ........... 46-47
References, Required for E ntrance 163
Refrigeration Courses 110, 111, 112, 138
Refrigeration Curricula ...... .......
.... 98
Refunds on Fees................. ............ 42-43
1
Registration Dates .............. ...............
Registration, Late ................ .............. 43
Registration, Procedure ..... ............... 43
Regulations, Campus .......... .............. 47
Requirements, Minimum ... ............... 46
42
Room, Advance Deposit for
Room, Costs ................... ............... 42

Technical Certificate Fields........ 50-51
Transcript, Required for Entrance 163
Transcript, Withheld for Obligations .................. ...................... 42, 48
Transfer, Candidacy for............... 48-49
Tree Surgery, Courses........................ 150
Trigonometry, Courses......................128
Truck Crops, Courses................ 124,156
Turkey Production, Courses ........
137
Types and Breeds of Livestock,
Courses...................113, 115, 116, 129
Typing, Courses.............141,159
U
University of California, Accredited to ................................................
University of California, Transfer
to ........................ ............................
V

16
44

Veterinary Courses .............. 113-114
.....
155
Viticulture, Courses........
54
Vocational Certificate, Curricula...
VOORHIS UNIT.......
.....
143-159
Agricultural Inspection, Courses.. 151
Inspection, C urriAgricultural
S..............
cula .......................... ......
148,146
Athletics ................ ...................... 35
S
Citriculture, Courses .............. 153-154
Scholarships .................... ........... 39-40
Citriculture, Curricula........ 144, 147
School Plant ................... ........... 16-22
Curricula and Courses............... 143
Deciduous Fruits, Courses.. .... 154-155
Sciences, Biological, Cours es.... 113-115
Sciences, Physical, Courses 134, 135, 158
Deciduous Fruits, Curricula ............................ 144-145, 148
Sciences, Social, Courses.... 138-141, 159
Faculty ......................................... 6-12
Service, Institutional ........... ........... 27-29
42
and Deposits............................
Fees
129
...............
Sheep Husbandry .................
33
Health and Medical Service..........
Shipping Point Inspection 107, 151, 152
138-141,
159
History ........................................... 14-15
Social Science, Courses........
Landscape Gardening, Courses.... 156
Soils and Conservation, Cou rses 134, 158
Special Students .................... ........... 54, 57
Landscape Gardening, Curricula ........................................
145, 149
Standardization, Courses ... ....... 106, 124
Library ...........................................
22
Steam Heating, Courses..... ....... 110, 111
Living on the Campus.................
47
Store, "El Corral"............... .............. 36
Student Regulations ............. 47-48
Strength of Materials, Cou rses........ 135
Student Body Membership. ...............
34
Student Store ................................. 36
34
Student Government ........... ...............
W
126
Surveying, Courses ............. ................
Welding, Courses ....................... 141-142
Swine Husbandry, Faciliti es............ 19
Withdrawal from Courses.................
45
Swine Husbandry, Courses. ................ 129
58
Withdrawal from College................
45
Symbols, Explanation of....................
T
Z
.... 42,43
Tests, Aptitude.........
114-115, 158
Zoology, Courses ...........
Technical Certificate Curri culum.... 53

APPLICATION

FOR

ADMISSION

At San Luis Obispo-(Check unit you plan

enter)Diras.

At San
to

----------------- 19.

Date submitted
Full Name -------------..-----...-------------......
P. 0. Address...............--.---..

..--...--......

Previous Education Completed:
Attended high

Attended

school ------ years. Graduated 19 ------

college------years. Applicant's

Indicate your contemplated major:

undecided, check here..-.

Draft.

Decid. Fruits

Aero..---Agric. Insp.
Agric. Mech.
----

Air

(If

age ------

Cond.

.---Citric.
----

M fg.
-Dairy

----

Prod.
-Dairy

----Farm Crops
----- Elec. Ind.

---- Petroleum Ind.
---- Poultry

Gen. Agric.

----

Ind.

Refrig.
----....-

Arts

Landsc.

----Range

Mgt.
Ind.

-----

--.----- Meat An.

State when you expect to attend California Polytechnic: At the
beginning of the

--------------------- quarter, 19(Fall) (Winter)

(Spring)

Have a transcript of record sent to the Registrar, California Polytechnic, from the last institution you attended. Give the date
you requested the institution to
-19-when
send this transcript of record.
Give the names and addresses of three reliable persons from whom
further information concerning your character or scholastic ability
may be obtained.

Mail this form to: The Registrar, California Polytechnic,
San Luis Obispo, California.

.

